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Abstract
As the role of academic leadership has grown more complex, particularly as leaders are
increasingly tasked with leading educational innovation initiatives, building faculty trust has
become an essential task for chief academic officers (CAOs). Due to the general lack of research
into this role, though, little is known about how they understand and approach building faculty
trust. The purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study was to understand how executive
academic administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining trust with their
faculty in general and also through educational innovation and what specific challenges they
have identified in these efforts. By using a social constructionist paradigm, semistructured 90minute interviews were conducted with a semipurposive sample of six CAOs selected from
within the Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities in New York. The respondents
answered open-ended questions concerning how they define trust in leaders, what specific
actions they have taken to build trust among their faculty, and what challenges they have faced in
trust-building. They were then asked these same questions but specifically within the context of
educational innovation initiatives they have overseen. The interviews were transcribed and coded
in three passes, first using predetermined codes related to trust and innovation, then using
process coding, and a final pass using values coding. The findings indicated that respondents
recognized that trust was essential for effective faculty leadership and that while trust was not
often built intentionally, they sought to build it through open and honest communication, by
preserving institutional mission, and by understanding the role of the faculty. Additionally, the
respondents indicated that innovation is different in top-down versus bottom-up initiatives, that
identifying faculty to lead innovation and leading alongside them builds trust, as does
incentivizing innovation. Based on these findings, it is recommended that CAOs should work to
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build trust more intentionally, that communication skills should factor heavily into the selection
and ongoing training of CAOs, along with training CAOs in the preservation of institutional
mission, that innovation should be incentivized by institutions, and that faculty leadership
programs should be established to build innovative leaders that the CAO works alongside.
Keywords: faculty trust, academic leadership, innovation, leadership training, chief
academic officers
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Trust is a foundational aspect of effective leadership (Kouzes & Posner, 2017; Mishra &
Mishra, 2013). Leaders who engender the trust of their followers reduce feelings of uncertainty
and promote behaviors like risk-taking, collaboration, and innovation, and increasing general
performance outcomes among their employees (Bulinska-Stangrecka & Bagienska, 2019). Trust
is essential for leaders to build, not only because it enables followers to act and serves as a
source of inspiration and encouragement (Kouzes & Posner, 2017), but because it enables entire
organizations to confront risk and uncertainty more effectively (Mayer et al., 1995). Kotter
(2012) asserted that trust is necessary for teams to coalesce around a common goal and fight
complacency in the organization. Trust sustains coworkers through volatile environments
(Colquitt et al., 2011) and is important to the effective functioning of both short-term and longterm teams (De Jong et al., 2016). Trust is particularly important as leaders guide their followers
through organizational change (Agote et al., 2016; Judge & Douglas, 2009). A leader’s
effectiveness in leading change, then, is in many ways tied to the level of trust built with the
organization’s employees, as the knowledge and cooperation needed to confront challenges are
modulated by their trust and trustworthiness (Lines et al., 2005).
Higher education institutions are no different from any other organization in this regard.
Trust is important to the healthy functioning of higher education institutions, as it allows faculty
members to focus on teaching and research rather than governance or institutional sustainability
(Holliman & Daniels, 2018; Hoppes & Holley, 2014) and decreases burnout and psychological
distress of employees while also increasing their affective commitment to the institution (Jiang &
Probst, 2019). Though trust is domain specific, particularly as a leader’s perceived ability and
competence in their role is pertinent to the skillset needed in one’s field and thus affects their
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followers’ trust in them (Jones & Shah, 2016; Mayer et al., 1995), the importance of trust, and
particularly faculty trust in higher education leaders is well documented (Holliman & Daniels,
2018; Hoppes & Holley, 2014; Osburn & Gocial, 2019; Smith & Shoho, 2007). In Bryman’s
(2007) review of effective leadership practices in higher education, being trustworthy and having
personal integrity were identified as essential behaviors of departmental leaders, in addition to
trusting one’s staff and creating a collegial environment in which trust and mutual respect are
evident. The absence of trust can be catastrophic for a college or university. Frantz and Lawson
(2017) found that faculty votes of no confidence in their administrators are substantively rooted
in mistrust, either due to an erosion of shared governance within the institution or specifically
due to the poor interpersonal skills of institutional leaders who instill little confidence within the
faculty of an administrator’s ability to lead. Trust in leaders may look different in higher
education than in other organizational settings, but it is just as important to the overall health of
the institution and its members.
Background
As an organization that is increasingly called on to change, higher education institutions
must give attention to the importance of trust-building. Building trust is a multifaceted and
contextual process and must focus on both interpersonal relationships and on “institutional
mechanisms that not only complement interpersonal efforts but also provide the basis for
developing a lasting culture of trust” (Mishra & Mishra, 2013, p. 59). Building a culture of trust
is reliant on leaders displaying trustworthiness, which, though intimately related, is a distinct
aspect of trusting relationships (Cadeau et al., 2020). There is no collective agreement on how
academic leaders can most effectively display trustworthiness or build faculty trust, however,
and the challenge of leading faculty in the currently changing higher education environment is
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growing increasingly complex. To understand the current challenges facing academic leaders, it
is imperative to briefly describe the relational dynamics of academic leaders and faculty, the
changing role of academic administration, the importance of trust in effective leadership,
particularly within higher education, the history of pedagogical change and innovation in higher
education, and the shifting role of academic leaders.
Faculty Relationships With Administrators
The relationship between faculty and academic administrators is often tenuous, even in
times of organizational calm. Academic administrators are called on to both support the research
and teaching activities of their faculty, regulate their behavior, and share governing
responsibilities with this diverse and highly educated group (Bray, 2008). Even as most
administrators rise through the ranks of the faculty into their leadership roles, the administrative
perspective they often must adopt in their work puts them at odds with what some may deem a
purely academic perspective. Smith and Shoho (2007) found that trust in administrators is
inversely related to the professorial rank of faculty members, leading them to speculate that “The
prospects of high turnover rates in the deanship, the socialization process to institutional politics
in general, and an academic culture that nurtures autonomy and independence may arrest the
development of trust” (p. 133). Hoppes and Holley (2014) placed some of the blame for faculty
mistrust on the organizational structure of higher education itself, saying that the decentralized
and siloed nature of colleges and universities did not lend themselves well to trust in leadership.
Each of these dynamics makes building faculty trust difficult for higher education leaders.
Faculty discontent, however, is not only linked to academic leaders. Many faculty
members are skeptical of the current state of academia, with only a third believing that higher
education is headed in the right direction (Seligno, 2014). Vican et al. (2020) showed that faculty
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are particularly cynical about the increasingly corporatized nature of higher education. They
described the commercialized aspects of higher education as a form of academic capitalism in
which managerial control of all aspects of the university plays a dominant role in governance,
where faculty performance is measured using consumable rather than developmental metrics,
and the emphasis on revenue generation at the expense of its educational mission. In response to
these challenges, they found that academics employ one of four strategies: collective resistance,
insulation with other like-minded faculty, disengagement, or departure to an institution with
which they feel more aligned. Each of these strategies speaks to the distrust that can fester within
institutions where faculty feel unheard or unappreciated. Seeing how the role of academic
administration has changed further compounds the challenge of building faculty trust.
The Changing Role of Chief Academic Officers
The work of academic administration has only recently begun to be explored more fully
by researchers, each highlighting the increasingly demanding role of high-level academic
administration such as department chairs, associate and academic deans, and academic provosts.
The role of senior academic leaders, chief academic officers (CAOs), is even less understood.
Martin and Samels (2015) found that, though CAOs largely devote their energy to setting an
academic vision for the institution and upholding the quality of education at their university,
these leaders admitted that their role was expanding and would appreciate guidance in areas for
which they feel unprepared, such as strategic planning and budgetary concerns. These worries
may be even more pronounced in mid-level academic administration, as multiple studies of
associate deans have detailed the stress and relational challenges of their role (Sayler et al., 2019;
White, 2014). These challenges, however, are present at all levels of academic administration,
with particularly concerning trends seen in senior academic leaders. Morris and Laipple (2015)
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noted that one in five academic deans leave their position each year. They asserted that these
short tenures are often a result of high stress and low job satisfaction. It is well supported, then,
that academic administration is a complex role replete with multiple sources of stress.
Compounding these difficulties, senior academic leaders are increasingly being called on
to bring educational innovation to their institutions while facing a myriad of obstacles in their
traditional role as lead academics. College presidents see senior academic leaders as most
responsible for bringing academic innovation to their institutions (Seligno, 2014). Martin and
Samels’ (2015) research found that senior academic leaders view “leading change and fostering
innovation” as their third most important responsibility behind “promoting academic quality”
and “setting the academic vision of the institution” (p. 14). This responsibility was seen as more
important than other aspects of their role, such as “ensuring student success,” “advocating on
behalf of the faculty,” or “managing faculty” (Martin & Samels, 2015, p. 14) in general. Though
it is a growing aspect of the role, academic administrators are not always prepared to lead
innovation at their institutions. Cleverley-Thompson (2016) found that academic deans feel
unequipped to engage in risk-taking. Coll et al.’s (2019) findings amplify this concern, as they
saw an association between developing new majors and promoting change with overcommitment
and exhaustion in their survey of academic deans.
As leaders take on the challenge of leading through innovation, the importance of
building trust within the faculty is particularly apparent. Trust is an essential component of
effective change leadership (Afsar & Umrani, 2020; Clegg et al., 2002; Dirks & Ferrin, 2002)
and especially in leadership in academic environments (Holliman & Daniels, 2018; Hoppes &
Holley, 2014; Phipps & Lanclos, 2019; Tierney & Lanford, 2016). Understanding the role of
trust in effective leadership within higher education is important for academic leaders to grasp.
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Effective Leadership and Trust
Organizations that are most capable of effective change have trustworthy leaders and
trusting followers (Judge & Douglas, 2009). Followers who perceive their leader as trustworthy
based on their competence, integrity, and benevolence (Mayer et al., 1995) feel less uncertain
about the institution’s future (Mishra & Mishra, 2013). Koohang et al. (2017) showed that
leaders who were effective at building trust increased their team’s performance and pointed to
the importance of training leaders in trust-building behaviors, such as empowering and listening
to followers and demonstrating consistency in one’s actions. Additionally, individual leaders
meaningfully impact the development of organizational trust within their followers, as those who
exhibit trustworthy behaviors significantly impact whether their followers also have
organizational trust (Legood et al., 2016). The importance of trust in academic environments is
equally substantiated, as trust impacts faculty’s job satisfaction (Holliman & Daniels, 2018),
affective commitment (Jiang & Probst, 2019), and perspectives on academic innovation (Kater,
2017). Faculty trust significantly impacts the health of the entire academic organization.
Despite its importance, however, it is not well understood how academic leaders go about
building faculty trust nor the priority they give to the task of trust-building. While Phipps and
Lanclos (2019) spoke of the importance of faculty trust to the work of educational innovation,
they provided few practical steps for academic leaders to consider other than to focus on building
and sustaining relationships with the faculty and including their voices in decision-making.
Similarly, Kosonen and Ikonen (2019) highlighted the importance of open and transparent
communication in trust-building, which they called an essential task of academic leaders.
Beyond these cursory encouragements for academic leaders to build the trust of their faculty, not
much is known about how academic leaders should or actually do the work of trust-building.
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However, what is known is that trust is essential for effective leadership, particularly in times of
innovation which higher education is increasingly called upon to undergo at a rapid pace.
The Need for Innovation in Higher Education
As institutions of higher education reckon with a shrinking pool of high-school graduates
to fill enrollment goals (Hu, 2017) combined with a growing mistrust of the integrity and utility
of their degrees (Jones, 2018; Parker, 2019), colleges are consistently hearing demands for
academia to change (Seligno, 2014). Considering the slow pace of change throughout the history
of higher education, critics wonder if institutions are even receptive to these calls for change and
innovation and whether there is a sense of urgency within its leaders. Bastedo (2011)
sympathized with the frustratingly slow pace of college innovation. Highlighting the academy’s
ability to incorporate new knowledge and subject matter into the curriculum successfully,
Bastedo (2011) also admitted that change is far more incremental than revolutionary within
academe, as scholars have been trained to view knowledge as something to preserve. As outside
observers accuse higher education of having an “academic graveyard” (as cited in Bastedo, 2011,
p. 425) mentality toward curricular innovation, they cite the fact that few institutions have
substantively changed their longstanding pedagogical methods or modalities (Richardson et al.,
2017). Meanwhile, higher education has become increasingly costly, particularly for those who
are socioeconomically disadvantaged (Beal et al., 2019). Higher education leaders have objected
to various forms of change throughout its history (Fullan & Scott, 2009), such as resisting calls
to diversify aspects of its curriculum (Nelson Laird & Engberg, 2011) or calls to rethink its
economic model, which increasingly relies on part-time faculty to close budget gaps (Ehrenberg,
2012). In addition to institutional leaders’ hesitance to change, faculty members have shown a
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particular reluctance to support change related to teaching and learning innovations (Cole et al.,
2017; Flavell et al., 2019; Hasanefendic et al., 2017; Kopcha et al., 2016).
Resistance to change, while not unique to higher education, is particularly challenging for
college administrators. This may be partly due to the fact that faculty are trained in inquiry,
meaning that they are trained to question assumptions and critique ideas. While this inquisitive
posture produces any manner of scientific and philosophical innovations in individual
disciplines, pedagogical innovations are not as easily implemented or even welcomed by the
average faculty member (McNaughton & Billot, 2016). Part of this resistance comes from the
lack of pedagogical training in most graduate programs in which faculty are educated (Borg,
2004). Tagg (2012) broadened this perception by showing that faculty are inhibited from
pursuing change for the same reasons as everyone else: a bias toward the default, loss aversion,
and weighing the costs and benefits of change which often does not produce high returns for
faculty. Pedagogical change has faced particular resistance, as faculty understandably view
themselves as successful products of the educational system of which they are now a purveyor.
Brownell and Tanner (2017) wrote, “The general perception is that while there are pockets of
change driven by individual faculty, there is little evidence that the majority of our faculty
members are reconsidering their approach to teaching” (p. 339). The skepticism of educational
change among faculty is a dominant reason that Tierney (2006) observed that the last half
century of higher education in America has remained static.
Considering these challenges, academic administrators face a difficult task as they are
called to lead faculty to change in the midst of the shifting landscape of higher education.
Academic leaders must balance the professional demands of leading a highly educated faculty,
the multifaceted difficulties of responding to the consumer tastes of the college’s students and
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their parents while maintaining the institution’s academic integrity, and, for most colleges, the
budgetary complexity exacerbated by the current economic uncertainty (Martin & Samels,
2015). Implementing effective change in the midst of this fraught environment would be
challenging for the most adept leader. Whether academic leaders are prepared for this challenge,
particularly as they often receive little training or guidance in leadership development (Preston &
Floyd, 2016), is important to consider in this moment of upheaval in American higher education.
Statement of the Problem
Trust is an essential component of effective leadership (Kouzes & Posner, 2017; Mishra
& Mishra, 2013), particularly as leaders guide their followers through organizational change
(Agote et al., 2016; Judge & Douglas, 2009). It is important for higher education institutions to
build the trust of their employees, particularly among their faculty members. Trust enables
faculty members to focus more on teaching and research rather than governance or institutional
sustainability (Holliman & Daniels, 2018; Hoppes & Holley, 2014) and to suffer less burnout
and psychological distress while also having a greater affective commitment to the institution
(Jiang & Probst, 2019) while working in a high-trust environment. Academic administrators,
however, are faced with various challenges that make building trust among their faculty difficult.
As they often have short-lived tenures, with the average academic administrator only holding
their position for about 6 years (Morris & Laipple, 2015), they are confronted with many tasks,
including leading change in a short period of time, often under increasing pressure from
university presidents to spearhead educational innovation (Seligno, 2014). With their role
increasingly focused on changing educational delivery models or developing entrepreneurial
partnerships with external organizations, an already fraught role within higher education
institutions is becoming more complex (Cleverley-Thompson, 2016; Leih & Teece, 2016).
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Building faculty trust amid this rapidly changing environment is made even more
difficult for CAOs as their job expectations are vague and they rarely receive any formal
leadership training (Morris & Laipple, 2015; Preston & Floyd, 2016). It is critical, then, to
understand how academic administrators build faculty trust in general and, more specifically,
while leading educational innovation. Without more research on this important function of
CAOs, this role may continue to see short tenures of unprepared leaders and flounder as they
attempt to lead change effectively.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study was to understand how
executive academic administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining trust
with their faculty in general and also through educational innovation and what specific
challenges they have identified in these efforts. The research used a social constructionist
paradigm, as this framework recognizes that “we are actively engaged in constructing and
reconstructing meanings through our daily interactions” (Leavy, 2017, p. 11). Considering this
approach, semistructured interviews were conducted with a semipurposive sample of six CAOs,
a sample size that Guest et al. (2006) identified as the number at which themes begin to emerge
from qualitative interviews. The participants were selected from within the Commission on
Independent Colleges and Universities in New York (CICU), representing over 100 private
institutions in the state to which my current institution belongs (Commission on Independent
College & Universities in New York, 2018). Using this existing network, I sampled the
association’s academic administrators, focusing particularly on academic leaders who serve in a
senior academic leadership role responsible for leading educational innovation, oversee fewer
than 275 full-time faculty, and have been in their role for at least 1 year. Using these inclusionary
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criteria, I conducted semistructured interviews with randomly selected participants from this
sample of academic leaders. Interview data were analyzed using discourse analysis, as this
method allows for an examination of deeper meaning within the respondent’s speech and tone
through consideration of their word choice, conversational segues, and the cadence of their
dialogue (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018).
Research Questions
The study addressed the following research questions:
RQ1: How do academic administrators approach building and maintaining trust with
their faculty?
RQ1a: What specific behaviors or practices do academic administrators enact to build
trust with their faculty?
RQ1b: What challenges do academic administrators encounter in building trust with their
faculty?
RQ2: How do academic administrators approach building and maintaining trust with
their faculty while leading through educational innovation?
RQ2a: What specific behaviors or practices do academic administrators enact to build
trust with their faculty while leading through educational innovation?
RQ2b: What challenges do academic administrators encounter in building trust while
leading through educational innovation?
Definition of Key Terms
Educational innovation. Educational innovation is a change to the pedagogical process
or product that substantively enhances or affects student learning, access, or ability (Elrehail et
al., 2018).
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Innovation. An innovation is a new process, product, or idea adopted by an individual or
group of individuals (Rogers, 2003).
Trust. Trust is a belief, action, and/or willingness by an individual to place confidence in
another person or organization’s competence, sincerity, and/or altruism (Jones & Shah, 2016).
Chapter Summary
Effective leaders engender the trust of their followers, which is especially important to
build and sustain in the midst of organizational change. CAOs who are increasingly tasked with
leading their faculty to adopt pedagogical and educational innovations must give ample attention
to cultivating the trust of their faculty, yet the multifaceted roles for which they often feel illequipped to undertake leave little room for these essential relationship-building tasks. The
purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study was to understand how executive academic
administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining trust with their faculty in
general and also through educational innovation and what specific challenges they have
identified in these efforts. Through semistructured interviews in which CAOs recounted and
reflected on their experiences in leading innovation and considering the attention they give to
cultivating and sustaining faculty trust, discourse analysis provided a meaningful interpretation
of how academic administrators do or do not understand the impact faculty trust has on their
effectiveness as a leader. Understanding how CAOs approach the work of trust-building with
their faculty is an important step in knowing how these leaders can be best selected, trained, and
supported in their roles.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
As academic administration has encompassed increasingly complex relational, academic,
and budgetary tasks, the addition of leading the adoption and implementation of innovation
among college faculty has presented even more challenges to an already difficult role (CleverleyThompson, 2016; Leih & Teece, 2016). Knowing that trust is an essential component of
successful change leadership, particularly in the academic environment (Hoppes & Holley,
2014), academic leaders must devote ample attention to trust-building within the faculty that they
lead. As many academic administrators have reported feeling unprepared for their role (Coll et
al., 2019; Morris & Laipple, 2015; Preston & Floyd, 2016; Sayler et al., 2019), however, the
challenge of building the trust of the faculty is made even more difficult as they are being called
to lead innovation within their institutions. A thorough understanding of trust theory, innovation
in higher education, and the role of academic administration and their relationship with faculty is
needed to explore this topic fully.
The literature that formed the foundation for this study’s purpose was found by utilizing
ProQuest and SAGE journal databases available through the Abilene Christian University library
and Google Scholar. Since this research focuses on trust-building among faculty by academic
administrators, the majority of literature found on trust was discovered through searching a
combination of keywords such as trust, organization, innovation, faculty, leadership, higher
education, college, university, and administration. As this research focuses on chief academic
officers, academic administration, provost or academic dean, and faculty leaders served as the
primary search keywords. Given that research on chief academic officers and their equivalent
roles appears less well-studied, the search was broadened to include academic books, which
contributed more resources from which to draw.
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To explore how executive academic administrators at private colleges approach building
and maintaining trust with their faculty in general and also through educational innovation and
what specific challenges they have identified in these efforts, the literature review provided an
overview of trust theory, innovation in higher education, the academic identity of faculty and
their views on innovation, and the changing role of academic administration. Trust theory served
as the conceptual framework for the research, and the task of defining trust based on the
literature provided a particularly helpful framework for the study. Imperative in defining trust is
understanding one’s trustworthiness, the propensity of someone to trust others, and the factors
that affect trust building. A critical analysis of the research on trust building, its effects, and
leadership behaviors that increase trust is provided in this chapter. After this analysis, an
examination of the literature on innovation, particularly innovation with higher education and
faculty’s role in innovation, is given with an additional focus on the role of faculty in higher
education. Finally, faculty relationships and trust in academic administration, as well as an
overview of the changing roles, job stressors, and leadership preparation of academic
administrators, are examined fully to understand the context of executive academic leaders
building trust among their faculty in general and in the midst of innovation.
Conceptual Framework
Trust is the foundation on which meaningful personal relationships and effective
professional partnerships are built. The interdependence found in human relationships and the
need to work well with others within an organizational context exemplifies the importance of
trust, as Mayer et al. (1995) highlighted the need for colleagues to “depend on others in various
ways to accomplish their personal and organizational goals” (p. 710). While trust is a simple
enough concept to be felt and acted upon by even young children, it is not easily nor universally
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defined, even though the intricacy of its construction and ongoing cultivation in relationships is
fundamental to building and sustaining healthy marriages, lasting friendships, and effective work
environments. To explore how CAOs build trust with their faculty, it is first important to clearly
outline and define what trust is, how it is built, and what its effect is on employees and
organizations.
Defining Trust
As a multifaceted concept, trust has been explored in numerous theories in the social
sciences and humanities. Trust research draws from a few seminal definitions of trust, including
Rotter (1967), who indicated that trust is a belief in the reliability of an entity, characterizing it as
an “expectancy” (p. 651) on the part of the trustor. In slight contrast, Rousseau et al. (1998)
described trust as an intention to be vulnerable to the actions of another. There are subtle
differences in each of these definitions of trust, but there are a few important commonalities to
consider before settling on a definition that helped guide this study, such as risk, uncertainty, and
vulnerability.
In most studies of trust, risk is fundamentally linked with the concept of trust. Though
most studies speak of risk as an outcome of trust that has been built (Judge & Douglas, 2009;
Mishra & Mishra, 2011), others argue that the level of risk one is willing to take is a measure of
one’s trust in another (Koohang et al., 2017). Mayer et al. (1995) acknowledged the confusion
around risk’s role in trust, concluding that while risk may be an antecedent, outcome, or
definition of trust to some, risk must exist in a relationship and be recognized by the trustor as
“trust must go beyond predictability” (p. 714). The presence of risk also speaks to the role of
uncertainty in trusting relationships, both as a precondition to building trust (Rast et al., 2016)
and also as an outcome of trust, in which trusted leaders reduce uncertainty (De Jong et al.,
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2016). Uncertainty is an important aspect of understanding trust because the expectancy that
Rotter (1967) described or the intention in Rousseau et al.’s (1998) description implies a
possibility of a trustee experiencing disappointment or failure in their trust of another. This
uncertainty relates to the final common piece of descriptions of trust, that of vulnerability. In
their meta-analysis of studies exploring trust in leaders, Dirks and Ferrin (2002) used a
“willingness to be vulnerable” (p. 617) as one of four definitions of trust to guide their study, in
addition to affect-based, cognitive, and overall trust. De Jong et al. (2016) showed that trust
especially matters in teams where interdependence is high, with an individual’s success reliant
on the performance of others. Vulnerability is a form of risk, but it is specifically risk within a
relationship (Mayer et al., 1995). Mayer et al. (1995) argued further that “There is no risk taken
in the willingness to be vulnerable … but risk is inherent in the behavioral manifestation of the
willingness to be vulnerable” (p. 724). In this, Mayer et al. (1995) expanded on the forms of
trust, that of trusting intentions, trusting beliefs, and trusting actions.
Jones and Shah (2016) delineated between actions, beliefs, and intentions: trusting
actions, such as the willingness of a trustor to risk allowing a trustee to exercise authority over
them; trusting intentions, such as a trustor being vulnerable with a trustee; and trusting beliefs,
which encompass the various perceptions of trustworthiness a trustor has in a trustee. Rotter’s
(1967) definition of interpersonal trust relied heavily on an understanding of trusting intentions,
as he characterized it as an “expectancy” (p. 651) on the part of the trustor, whereas Mayer et al.
(1995) focused more on trusting actions and the “willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the
actions of another party” (p. 712). Though the various explorations of trust fall within these
broad categories and often share common themes of risk, uncertainty, and vulnerability, Mayer et
al. (1995) provided the most helpful definition for this study as it is rooted in the manifestation of
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trusting beliefs and intentions by focusing on trusting actions. As this study focused on the
trustee, the CAO, their conceptions of the trusting intentions or beliefs of those under their
supervision was less accessible or understood than considering their trusting actions.
Trustworthiness and Propensity to Trust. In Mayer et al.’s (1995) work on trust, they
focused on the propensity of the person who places trust in another, the trustor, to trust others in
general and the perceived trustworthiness of the entity whom the trustor places trust, the trustee.
A trustor’s propensity to trust is a general willingness that this person has to trust others. Gill et
al. (2005) studied how one’s propensity to trust was affected by the ambiguity or clarity about
the perceived trustworthiness of another by running an experiment on 117 Canadian
undergraduate students in which they were first asked about their propensity to trust and then
divided into groups under leaders who have either high or low perceived trustworthiness. After
finding that leaders with high perceived trustworthiness were significantly more likely to
influence a follower’s intention to trust, they followed up this study with another survey of 183
Canadian undergraduate students. They further explored how perceived trustworthiness affects
one’s intention to trust, this time adding groups under leaders whose perceived trustworthiness
was ambiguous. In this second study, Gill et al. (2005) found that a person’s intention to trust
was significantly correlated with one’s propensity to trust when a leader’s perceived
trustworthiness was unclear. Also, others have replicated their findings, showing that one’s
propensity to trust significantly impacts trust formation in a relationship (Alarcon et al., 2018).
While the propensity to trust is dependent on the trustor, the perceived trustworthiness of
a trustee is related both to the perception of the trustor and how the trustee displays
trustworthiness. The qualities that display trustworthiness vary among trust researchers, such as
Mishra and Mishra (2011), rooting their trust research in a trustee’s perceived reliability,
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openness, competence, and compassion, which are demonstrated through a trustee’s courage,
humility, and authenticity. Meanwhile, Caldwell and Clapham (2003) posited that
trustworthiness is displayed through one’s competence, quality assurance, financial balance,
interactional courtesy, responsibility to inform, legal compliance, and procedural fairness. Mayer
et al. (1995) again provided a narrower and widely recognized set of factors that signal one’s
trustworthiness: ability, benevolence, and integrity. A trustee’s perception of a trustor’s ability,
benevolence, and integrity impact a person’s propensity to trust that entity.
Mayer et al.’s (1995) definition of trustworthiness provided several helpful criteria from
which to understand trust further. Having ability be an important aspect of trustworthiness, for
instance, implies that trust is domain specific in which one may trust another to perform a certain
task but, based on their perceived lack of ability, may not trust them to do another. With
benevolence or “the extent to which a trustee is believed to want to do good to the trustor”
(Mayer et al., 1995, p. 718), the researchers highlighted the interpersonal foundation of trust as
there is some attachment that the trustor has toward the trustee, yet framed this within the context
of organizational trust. As Fulmer and Gelfand (2012) identified, organizational trust is distinct
from interpersonal trust, defining it as “a psychological state comprising willingness to accept
vulnerability based on positive expectations of an organization” (p. 1174). Similarly, integrity
connotes an internal consistency of adherence to values within the trustee and familiarity
between the trustee and trustor such that the trustor finds the trustor’s values morally acceptable.
Mayer et al. (1995) contended that each of these criteria contributes to a trustee’s
perceived trustworthiness that should be considered on a continuum. Trustees are not either
trustworthy or untrustworthy, then, but rather fall somewhere on a spectrum of trustworthiness.
Trust is built in a complex and nonlinear manner as a trustor considers and observes the
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trustworthiness of the trustee, influenced by his or her own propensity to trust. Jones and Shah
(2016) described this trajectory of a trustor’s perception of a trustee’s trustworthiness as one that
begins as a cognitive process, with the trustor first considering the costs and benefits of initially
trusting or deepening their trust in the trustee. While this is cognitive, it is not completely
rational, as personal biases and subjective assumptions inform a person’s opinion of the
trustworthiness of another. As the relationship progresses, with the trustor observing the abilities,
benevolence, and integrity of the trustee, Jones and Shah (2016) described this phase as an
information-processing stage, drawing on the work of Levin et al. (2006), who looked at how the
length of time affected trust in a relationship.
In their sample of three companies in the United States, Britain, and Canada, Levin et al.
(2006) focused on examining how relationship length affected a person’s trust in a coworker. By
asking respondents to consider how much they trusted the two most and two least helpful
coworkers they worked with on a recent team project, they found that the longer a person knew a
coworker, the stronger their association was between that person’s trustworthy behaviors and
their level of trust of that person, though this trust is complex. Levin et al. (2006) concluded that
“in newer relationships, the bases of trust in another party are rooted primarily in gender
similarity; in intermediate relationships, in behavioral expectations from moderate social
interaction; and in older relationships, in personal knowledge of shared perspectives” (p. 1168).
As a trustor’s relationship develops with a trustee, early trust based on heuristics is reconsidered
through observation and processing of a trustee’s ability, benevolence, and integrity, deepening
either into a further trust or mistrust of the other.
Factors Which Affect Trust Building. The information-processing development of
trust, specifically within the trust research stream focused on the trustor-trustee dyad rather than
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those which focus solely on either the trustor’s propensity to trust or the trustee’s
trustworthiness, is what Jones and Shah (2016) built on in their study of trust. In seeking to
answer the question of where the locus lies in different stages of a trusting relationship, they
followed 250 undergraduate students over the course of 15 weeks as they worked in five-person
teams on a research project. After collecting perceptions of trustworthiness at three points using
quantitative surveys, they found that trustors clearly influence the trusting relationship most at
the start of the project, but this influence decreases over time. The trustee and dyadic influence,
in contrast, grows over time, though “the trustor remains a major influence on perceived
trustworthiness” (Jones & Shah, 2016, p. 401). Particularly in perceived ability, the trustee
greatly influenced their perceived trustworthiness, accounting for nearly one-third of trust
variance throughout the length of the project. Though limited by studying only a relatively small
group of undergraduate students, this study provides a helpful basis for understanding how trust
may form over time and where the locus of perceived trustworthiness is within both a trustor and
trustee in a relationship.
Jones and Shah’s (2016) findings are echoed in research that focuses on organizational
trust, which, though contained within the broader field of trust research, is distinct in its focus on
the importance and place of relational trust in the work environment. In their study on
organizational trust, Jiang and Probst (2019) emphasized how higher education staff at
institutions that faced repeated budget cuts who were more willing to ascribe good intentions
(benevolence) to those in leadership had higher measures of job satisfaction on a variety of
measures. The depth of relational interaction in this model was inconsequential to the concept of
trust, as the study sought to measure whether employees felt that administrators could be trusted
to make good decisions. In Jiang and Probst’s (2019) quantitative study of 1,071 employees in
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one large university system, a series of one-way ANOVAs testing the effect of control variables
such as job insecurity, trust in management, and different employee outcome variables revealed
that those who had trust in management were less likely to suffer burnout or psychological
distress and had a more affective commitment to their role. However, unlike Jones and Shah’s
(2016) research, Jiang and Probst (2019) surveyed a moment in time and did not explore trust
building or deterioration over time, though they did factor in the length of time served at the
institution as a variable. They found that employees who had a longer tenure were less likely to
have trust in management, echoing a finding that Smith and Shoho (2007) discovered among
tenured and nontenured faculty and their degree of trust in administration.
Other studies of organizational trust recognize the importance of relationship in trust and
highlight the dyadic nature of trust-building. Kutsyuruba and Walker (2015) took an ecological
perspective of trust-building in educational environments, situating the leader as a moral agent
within a living environment in which trust is built yet must be continually fed by the leader
through consistent attention to all the actors within the system. Louis and Murphy (2017)
similarly accentuated the role that leaders take in building organizational trust but specifically
asserted that leaders needed to extend trusting intentions to those they supervise as a way of
affirming the competence in those whom they oversee. As each of these and various other
organizational trust studies show, trust is ultimately rooted in relationship.
The Effects of Trust. The outcomes associated with trusting relationships are well
understood in trust literature. Dirks and Ferrin (2002) provided one of the most comprehensive
explorations of the effects of trust on organizations and their employees, searching existing
narrative trust reviews of literature, electronic indexes using the keyword trust, and manually
reviewing 20 years’ worth of publications from 12 academic journals focused on organizational
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and leadership behavior to review trust research. Seeking to discover the antecedents,
construction, and effects of trust on employee and organizational outcomes, using preset criteria
for studies that they would include in their analyses, such as not including studies that relied on
self-reported employee outcomes, they analyzed 106 unique quantitative trust studies comprising
27,103 individuals. They found in their meta-analysis that trust in leadership was significantly
related to organizational citizenship behaviors like altruism, civic virtue, conscientiousness, and
courtesy, as well as increased job performance, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment
(Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). Employees who trust management have lower turnover intentions, are
more satisfied with their supervisors, are more likely to believe them, and are more committed to
the leader’s decisions. The leader–member exchange (LMX) correlated highly with trust between
the employee and their leader. Though trust is a complex topic which presented some limitations
to Dirks and Ferrin’s (2002) research as they tried to compress a number of studies into a
consistent evaluation of trust’s effects, their findings are seminal to trust research and are
important to consider when exploring a leader’s trust-building with those they supervise.
These effects of trust on employees have also been found in other studies, with Mishra
and Mishra (2011) pointing to studies that showed trust creates hope and empowerment within
employees. Another meta-analysis (De Jong et al., 2016) found that intrateam trust reduces
uncertainty and increases team performance, even within teams that have not been together long.
Trust is particularly important during organizational change, as trustworthy leadership and
trusting followers are key aspects of an organization’s change capacity (Judge & Douglas, 2009;
Yasir et al., 2016). Change can actually be an opportunity for leaders to build trust. Lines et al.’s
(2005) quantitative regression analyses of 118 employees’ feedback showed that, on two surveys
regarding recent changes at their organizations, perceptions of their leaders’ decision quality
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impacted an employee’s trust in management after the change was implemented. The researchers
showed that organizational change could be used as a way to build trust among newer- and
middle-tenure employees, particularly if employees are in some way involved in the decisionmaking process. Their research, though, as others like Jiang and Probst’s (2019) have shown,
was limited by its applicability to the role of trust among employees with long tenures at an
institution.
Leader Behaviors That Increase Trust Building. Despite the acknowledgment that
trust is rooted in relationship and that the effects of trust can be highly beneficial to employees
and organizations, there are few studies that focus on how trust is built by trustees in an
organization. While Mayer et al. (1995) provided specific criteria by which a trustee’s perceived
trustworthiness is determined by trustors (ability, benevolence, and integrity), few empirical
studies explore the actions and intentions of trustees aimed at building trust within those they
supervise. Mishra and Mishra (2011) discussed a virtuous trust cycle in which leaders display
courage, authenticity, and humility as foundational to building trust within employees, which can
be demonstrated through reliability, openness, competence, and compassion. In this cycle,
reliability is confirmed through leaders committing to following through on their promises,
openness is seen in communicating information transparently and frequently, competence is
shown through meeting performance objectives, and compassion is displayed through empathetic
listening and responsiveness. However, in these actions, Mishra and Mishra (2011) did not
provide set criteria from which leaders could draw or by which researchers could measure
performance.
Other studies have shown how difficult operationalizing trusting actions and intentions
can be for trustees. Legood et al. (2016) tried to synthesize various definitions of trust and root
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them in behaviors on the part of the trustee, such as their integrity as demonstrated by behavioral
consistency, word-deed consistency, ability, as measured by delegation, and openness and
accurate communication with employees as a measure of benevolence. In their survey of 201
public employees in the United Kingdom, they found through an exploratory factor analysis that
certain aspects of trusting behaviors mediated employees’ organizational trust. While a leader’s
perceived integrity and benevolence did have an observable effect on mediating employees’
organizational trust, ability did not mediate the development of organizational trust, except as
observed by those who reported to senior leaders in the organization. This finding led Legood et
al. (2016) to conclude that “senior managers, in particular, are pivotal to building trust in
organizations” (p. 683), and ability was a particularly important measure of this trust. Though
this study was limited by being both time-bound and limited in a leader’s demonstration of
ability as just related to delegation, it further establishes the importance of the perceived ability
to trust-building and how behaviors can help shape an employee’s perceptions of trustworthiness
of their leader.
Utilizing a phenomenology methodology, Kosonen and Ikonen (2019) explored how
discursive leadership behaviors aid in trust-building, particularly among higher education
leaders. Discursive leadership sees leadership as rooted and built through social interactions, in
communication and discourse, which is “a way to create sensemaking for organization members”
(Kosonen & Ikonen, 2019, p. 6). They studied a Finnish academic leader’s speeches given to
different faculty groups concerning reorganization at the institution. Their analysis found that
this academic leader sought to build trust by promoting collective thinking such as using “we”
rather than “I” statements, emphasizing stable aspects of the institution to promote institutional
integrity in the midst of instability, and reframing threats as opportunities for survival as a way to
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enhance focus among disparate groups. Their data was admittedly limited, as it focused only on
the person’s speeches and did not explore whether these tactics were effective, yet their findings
do point to the importance leaders should place on trust-building and accurate and open
communication, as has also been shown in other studies (Agote et al., 2016; Cadeau et al., 2020;
Jones et al., 2020).
Trust literature has also focused on different leadership styles as impactful in the trustbuilding process, such as transformational leadership styles. Afsar and Umrani (2020)
emphasized how transformational leadership impacts trust and innovative work behavior,
particularly in health care settings. In their survey of 42 head nurses and 326 nurses serving
under these leaders in Pakistan, hierarchical linear modeling showed that transformational
leadership was positively related to trust in the leader and innovative work behavior and that
knowledge sharing, in particular, was important to cultivating trust. Competence and fairness
factored heavily into Afsar and Umrani’s (2020) understanding of trust, and as they did not
mention integrity or vulnerability, likely because of different cultural understandings of
leadership, their findings were limited in their applicability to other environments.
Transformational leadership has been further demonstrated to contribute to team performance,
with trust in one’s leader helping to mediate these relationships (Braun et al., 2013).
While the behaviors of trustees can impact trustors’ perceptions of their trustworthiness,
research shows that it is difficult for a leader to perceive their own trustworthiness accurately.
Campagna et al. (2020) found that a trustee’s felt trust is not inherently linked to the actual trust
that a trustor places in them. By first collecting quantitative data 6 weeks apart among 90 leaders
and their 213 followers in a state corrections department and then replicating and extending these
findings among 108 leaders and 334 employees in a nonprofit caregiving organization,
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regression analysis showed that a leader’s felt trust is more accurate when they reflect on their
own trust in the employee and the presumption of a reciprocal trusting relationship. Campagna et
al. (2020) did not show how trust is developed, built, or lost but rather explored how accurate
one’s own conception of trust is within a trust dyad.
Knowing that trust is important for a leader to build, yet not having a clear understanding
from the literature as to how a leader should build trust, is an important area of inquiry to pursue.
Trust is an essential piece of organizational performance (De Jong et al., 2016; Dirks & Ferrin,
2002), but studies have not fully explored how leaders should go about building trust, focusing
rather on the criteria by which trustors evaluate a trustee’s trustworthiness. Using perceived
trustworthiness conceptions first defined by Mayer et al. (1995) and further explored by Jones
and Shah (2016), this research contributes to the ongoing development of trust literature by
specifically focusing on how the trustee conceptualizes the need for trust and the behaviors and
intentions they engage in which help to build that trust among their followers, specifically in the
midst of innovation within higher education. Before understanding the particular role of higher
education leaders, it is first important to explore innovation and its role in academe.
Innovation
As a concept, innovation has general applicability to all aspects of life. In Rogers’ (2003)
important work on innovation, he described an innovation as “an idea, practice, or object that is
perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption” (p. 12). Under this description, an
innovation can be a product developed and sold through a corporation or it could be a new
philosophy or paradigm by which individuals make sense of the world. By this definition, higher
education is undergoing continual periods of innovation, as academicians are constantly
challenging existing philosophies and paradigms, testing new approaches, and adapting
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disciplines to understand a changing world better. While individual academicians welcome
innovation in their particular disciplines, however, institutions of higher education as a whole
have been critiqued as being less adaptable to change (Flavell et al., 2019; Moran, 2016). Others
have challenged this assumption, pointing to both the significant changes adopted by higher
education in light of the Great Recession of 2007 (Hilbun & Mamiseishvili, 2016) and adapting
to new models of knowledge and information sharing (Richardson et al., 2017). Rogers’ (2003)
description of the diffusion process of innovation provides a relevant lens through which to
understand the way an innovation may occur more broadly within an institution of higher
education.
Innovation Adoption
In general, Rogers (2003) asserted that an innovation is adopted by a vast network of
communication channels over time among a series of adopters. Individuals within this process
may adopt an innovation when it:
(a) is perceived as having some relative advantage over current practice, (b) is compatible
with existing values and needs, (c) is not too complex, (d) can be tested for a limited time
before adoption, and (e) has observable results and outcomes. (as cited in Scott &
McGuire, 2017, p. 121)
The way in which these aspects of the innovation are communicated to adopters is a
dynamic process, with those most similar to the adopter serving as frequent conduits of
innovation introductions. These same people often appear in the time portion of the diffusion of
innovation theory, as they may provide knowledge and awareness for the potential adopter over
time, as well as elements of persuasion. However, these are specific to the individual, as Rogers
(2003) identified five distinct categories of individuals on the innovation adoption scale:
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innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. The rate of adoption
differs based on the innovation, but Rogers (2003) found that they frequently followed an Sshaped curve, with successful innovations being rapidly adopted as the early adopters and early
majority more quickly incorporate this innovation into their lives or work. This then levels off
once the late majority adopts the innovation, followed by the laggards, who may never adopt the
innovation. The adoption of these innovations is also influenced by the social structure within
which the innovation is introduced, depending on the formality of the structure and the presence
of opinion leaders and change agents who may help to propel an innovation to be adopted by a
group.
Rogers (2003) found that larger organizations were generally more innovative than
smaller ones, which he attributed to the resources large institutions typically have, the ratio of
needed resources to nonessential resources it possesses, and the breadth of experiences and
technical expertise they have on staff and its organizational structure. As with any generalization,
some exceptions should be considered, particularly before applying it to institutional structures
like American higher education and the unique colleges that make up that wider system. Rogers
(2003) provides a helpful general introduction to innovation, but looking at innovation specific to
educational institutions provides additional clarity to its unique challenges.
Innovation in Higher Education
Educational innovation constitutes a subset of innovation research specifically focused on
changes implemented within academic settings. Elrehail et al. (2018) provided a helpful working
definition for innovation in higher education, saying that it refers to an institution’s “ability to
produce and implement a new or provocatively enhanced process, product, or organizational
method which has a considerable effect on the activities of a higher education institution and or
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its stakeholders such as students, communities and firms” (p. 56). Innovation, then, is distinct
from entrepreneurship, though they are often spoken of synonymously. Tierney and Lanford
(2016) provided a key distinction between innovation and entrepreneurship, saying, “Innovation
can encompass a variety of product- or process-oriented activities with the goal of social
influence, cultural impact, or financial gain. Entrepreneurship has, as its primary end, the
accumulation of wealth through new or existing ideas” (p. 15).
There are a wide variety of innovations adopted by institutions of higher education, yet
Tierney and Lanford (2016) situated most current innovation work undertaken as institutions
responding to four main challenges: the emergence of a knowledge-intensive economy, the need
to train a creative and innovative workforce, the massification and world-class aspirations of
some colleges and universities, and decreased funding and resources for higher education. Many
of the innovations colleges and universities have implemented in recent years have been in
response to these challenges, such as the growth of online degree programs or even the
development of completely online institutions like Western Governors University or the
University of Phoenix, or the advancement of new industries like cyber security, data science, or
artificial intelligence which have led to new programs at many schools. As the challenges
contained within these four broad categories are confronting each institution in unique ways,
each college and university is responding to them differently than other institutions.
There are various approaches to innovation planning within a higher education context,
as explored by Beach and Lindahl (2017). Institutions may use rational or strategic planning,
incremental planning, mixed scanning, and goal-free planning in their change leadership
strategies, though ultimately, they cautioned leaders to ensure that plan storage and education are
important aspects of the ongoing sustainability of innovations. Scott and McGuire (2017), who
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analyzed the adoption of universal design principles through the lens of Rogers’ (2003) theory,
made a similar observation about the need for ongoing adoption practices. The process of
reinvention and reintroduction of innovations to late majority and laggards are important aspects
of sustained adoption and utilization of innovation.
Challenges Facing Higher Education. The effects of the Great Recession of 2007,
which was the most significant employment downturn since the Great Depression, led to
decreased enrollment and endowment returns at most American colleges and universities (Hilbun
& Mamiseishvili, 2016) and have continued to be felt by many higher education institutions,
prompting more calls for innovation within the industry. In their study of some of the most
vulnerable institutions of higher learning, Hilbun and Mamiseishvili (2016) found that one of the
colleges they highlighted fared much better than the others because they had sought to develop
more innovative learning programs prior to the recession. The others, prompted to develop more
innovative strategies as a result of the recession, struggled to adapt. Each college they featured,
as is true for most other small institutions, struggled with enrollment, fundraising, and an overall
sense of identity within the larger makeup of higher education in America. Hu (2017) detailed
similar challenges with enrollment in liberal arts colleges throughout the country, finding that
innovative academic programs were one of the key strategies implemented by colleges struggling
to attract students.
An exploration of why some institutions have thrived, even during these challenges,
reveals interesting characteristics concerning an institution’s ability to adapt and innovate in the
face of uncertainty. Moran (2016) used the framework of organizational resilience in his study of
colleges’ responses to institutional declines as a result of the Great Recession, finding that goaloriented solution-seeking actions, those which embrace improvisation and collaborative
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problem-solving, positively benefited both students and faculty in the midst of crises. He also
found that faculty respond more positively to institutions that do not quickly react to changing
circumstances and instead view new situations with skepticism. During change, faculty are
seeking leaders who display competence to lead in the midst of challenges, again showing the
importance of trust in leaders, particularly during change.
The need for reasoned change which is embraced is especially important to consider as
higher education is currently undergoing perhaps the most massive period of change it has
encountered since the mid-20th century and the passing of the GI Bill, which rapidly expanded
access to higher education for Americans and led to large enrollment increases at many
institutions and the development of state university systems (Lucas, 2006). The spread of
COVID-19 and the ensuing global pandemic in the spring of 2020 led to the rapid adoption of
online technologies by most institutions throughout the world. While the pandemic and the
uncertainty it has caused within educational institutions worldwide led to the emergency use of
eLearning technologies, as Michaels (2020) identified, intentional adoption of distance learning
for pedagogical reasons needs to be considered in a post-pandemic world. Thus, adopting this
innovation as a result of the global crisis should not be conceived of as a monumental shift
toward educational innovation within higher education, particularly as inequity has been
exacerbated through this shift due to socioeconomic and racial disparities in access and support
(Michaels, 2020). Higher education is reckoning with an unintentional shift toward educational
innovation for the wrong reasons, and as Michaels (2020) argued, this must only be considered
after there is space within which to debate the merits and pitfalls of these changes in each part of
the educational population.
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Models of Innovation in Higher Education. There are various forms of models of
innovation in higher education institutions, though there are no seminal theories specific to this
industry. Hariri and Roberts (2015) introduced a model centered on the behavioral intention of
adopters of innovation. They found that an individual’s willingness to adopt an innovation in a
higher education environment centered not only on factors Rogers (2003) identified, such as
trialability and reinvention of the innovation but also on academic factors like the impact they
saw on students learning and the expectations of students (Hariri & Roberts, 2015). Their model
of innovation is distinct from other models that center on disruption, made popular by
Christensen (2011). Disruptive innovations occur when a simpler, cheaper, or more accessible
product makes obsolete an existing product, which Christensen (2011) predicted higher
education would suffer from at the hands of new and agile competitors. To prevent obsolescence
from the introduction of a disruptive innovation, Richardson et al. (2017) believed that higher
education leaders must engage in intentional strategic planning efforts aimed at carefully
scrutinizing the institution’s failures, successes, and adopting a mindset that quickly pivots from
poor execution of past projects. To them, planning for innovation means adopting faster and
smarter methods of change and projection of student desires.
Other models of innovation look at the individual level, particularly among faculty
members and their willingness to adopt innovation. By identifying six characteristics that were
common among innovative faculty members, Hasanefendic et al. (2017) noted the importance of
individual drives toward innovation adoption, particularly as this shows how faculty may be
prompted to consider innovation prior to external forces, which may require its adoption, such as
due to an external disruption. The strategic use of social networks is especially important, given
that a key aspect of Rogers’ (2003) model also highlights the need for a cosmopolitan nature
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toward early adoption of innovation. One of the difficulties often cited in innovation research
among faculty is the steep learning curve toward technology adoption by faculty and the
skepticism this breeds within academics (Flavell et al., 2019). Providing intentional training and
ongoing social support to familiarize and train on proper technology usage significantly increases
faculty adoption of innovation. Burnette (2015) also pointed out how important social skills are
to innovation adoption among faculty leaders, as she compared the task of encouraging
participation in eLearning technologies to be similar to navigating a minefield wrought with any
number of communication missteps. Negotiation skills, she argued, should be hired for
innovation leaders among faculty as they are difficult to learn on the job. In many ways,
innovation adoption in higher education must occur on both institutional and individual levels,
with trust serving as an important factor in each.
The Role of External Agents in Higher Education. Though internal motivations to
innovate in higher education are a vital aspect of sustainable change, prominent external actors
also encourage innovation adoption among faculty and administration. As corporations look for
sources of intellectual talent and access to high-quality research facilities, partnerships between
colleges and universities and private industry have increased. Kolympiris and Klein (2017)
explored how university incubators impact higher education institutions that often enter these
partnerships looking to increase their prestige by aligning with large organizations and also
increase their own research productivity, such as through patenting or entrepreneurial ventures.
They found, however, that these are not actually increased through these partnerships. These
relationships were also found to be less than ideal in the research of Lašáková et al. (2017), who
found that academics often feel uneasy about private partnerships because of the mixture of
business interests that may interfere with academic freedom. These partnerships can be
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beneficial to both parties, however, leading the researchers to identify how these barriers can be
overcome through increased dialogue and diminishing bureaucratic processes.
The role of government in higher education innovation is widely understood, as public
funding streams for student aid, faculty research, and entire public systems of education have
been well established. Governments have often called upon higher education institutions to
innovate, both through providing direct funding for research into science and technology and
through external pressure to make education more accessible and more affordable to all students
(Winslett, 2014). While this form of “innovation talk” (Winslett, 2014, p. 164) provides little
direction or measurable success, the public pressure provided by governmental actors has had a
marked effect on most colleges and universities. Morphew et al. (2018) showed how a majority
of public universities throughout Europe and North America have prioritized innovation in their
strategic plans, partly as a result of government intervention such that European universities
often see themselves as innovating in part to improve as a national service. While this motivation
is less prevalent in North American universities, the impact that governmental actors have had on
innovation adoption in higher education cannot be overstated. The success of these external
actors is highly dependent on faculty willingness to participate, which can be better grasped
through an understanding of how faculty operate within higher education institutions.
The Role of Higher Education Faculty
Faculty fulfill an essential role in higher education by directly engaging in achieving the
educational mission of colleges and universities (Umbach & Wawrzynski, 2005). Academic
faculty are often highly educated and, though many come from various economic sectors such as
business or government, the traditional career pathway for professors involves one or more
postgraduate degrees in a specific academic discipline. The American Association of University
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Professors has long maintained that “the faculty has primary authority over the academic area,
including such matters as the curriculum, standards of faculty competence, and standards of
student achievement” (Gaff, 2007, p. 6). Though most higher education institutions adopt this
standard, how faculty oversee the curriculum and the way in which they are themselves overseen
is multifaceted and deeply impacts how change is managed and implemented in colleges and
universities. Before understanding this organizational structure, however, it is first important to
gain an understanding of the academic identity of faculty members.
Academic Identity
Through their work in the classroom and the research they conduct, faculty members
construct through a cognitive and emotive process a strong academic identity, which shifts
depending on the context (Fitzmaurice, 2013). Martimianakis and Muzzin (2015) found that
these academic identities can change as funding streams external to the institution can provide
researchers with space to do work that they find personally fulfilling and professionally
meaningful. Implicit in these findings, the researchers found that academic identities are shaped
not only by the daily work of teaching and researching but also by the institutional context that
enables faculty to pursue or reject innovative work. However, this does not mean that academic
identity is rooted in an individual institution. While academic identity has historically been
rooted in the main role of the university—teaching—academic identity has shifted toward faculty
members rooting their identity in their academic discipline rather than in the institution itself
(Harris, 2005). Billot (2010) argued that this shift does not need to be adversarial, especially as
collegiality and shared governance has been a hallmark of institutional operation. Regardless of
this potential conflict, Martimianakis and Muzzin’s (2015) work reinforces the shift from
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institutional to disciplinary identity, as they focused on professorial identities that are rooted in
research and the possibility of expanding this identity to include interdisciplinarity.
Academic Identity and Innovation. Since academic identity is often found within a
faculty member’s discipline, educational innovation may be welcomed or seen as a threat to an
academic’s sense of self. Emphasizing the complexity of academic identity as a synthesis of
practitioner, researcher, and teacher, McNaughton and Billot (2016) examined how an
educational innovation was integrated into faculty members’ academic identity during the
introduction of simultaneous videoconferencing. They found that shifts in academic identities
were best done within a context that first identifies a collective understanding of the pedagogical
goals of a change to teaching within an institution. Without this leadership, faculty members are
left to conceptualize this modification to their work on their own, resulting in the shaping of
anemic personal and professional identities in the midst of change. Those who successfully
navigated this shift were flexible in their understanding of their academic identity.
Partnerships with outside institutions have even more potential for altering the academic
identities of faculty members. Birds (2015) recounted a hybrid “third space” (p. 640) role that
academics occupy when partnering with private industry in their research, as they encounter
tension between the academic and practitioner roles inherent in these arrangements. These shifts
were so dramatic that she found many faculty members left the academy in part because they did
not have a clear sense of academic identity. These partnerships also affect the institution
themselves, as Kolympiris and Klein (2017) identified the negative effect that university
incubators had on innovation activities within institutions. Patents and other markers of
innovative behaviors actually decreased within the institutions they analyzed that had established
university incubators through private partnerships.
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One of the more significant impacts on academic identity has been the subtle yet
increasingly consistent changes to the structure of the faculty itself. Through what Courtney
(2013) referred to as the de-skilling of academic work, referring to the hiring of adjunct and
other nonstandard academic professionals, academic identity continues to change significantly
among those who hold tenured faculty jobs. The de-skilling of academic work also affects the
relationship building necessary for effective leadership, as academic administrators have fewer
opportunities to forge long-lasting relationships with part-time or nontenured faculty, making
trust even more difficult to build. Though Courtney (2013) recommended relying heavily on
inter-professional collaboration, drawing on the experiences and expertise of various levels of
academic staff to forge a collective identity during these changes, the organizational culture of
the institution itself makes substantive changes like this difficult. The faculty’s academic identity
is, thus, built and reinforced through the unique organizational structure characteristic of
institutions of higher learning.
Organizational Culture of Higher Education
While each institution of higher education has its own unique context, there are widely
cited commonalities among colleges and universities regarding their organizational culture and
how faculty operate within these cultures. As Schein and Schein (2016) defined it, organizational
culture is the shared values and beliefs that organizational members espouse. In higher
education, one of the most widely held values, while contextual at each institution, is the concept
of shared governance. Given that faculty have primary authority over the curriculum, for
instance, they must have a strong voice in curricular changes. The reaches of shared governance
beyond the curriculum, however, are not as easily conceptualized. Smart and St. John’s (1996)
seminal work on higher education’s organizational culture named this tension by delineating
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differing power structures between four typologies: the clan culture, the adhocracy, the
hierarchy, and the market. The clan and the adhocracy share similar orientations toward
flexibility and emphasizing the individuality of organizational members, yet the former has a
more internal orientation while the latter seeks external recognition and growth through
innovation and entrepreneurialism. The hierarchy and the market have more stable cultures than
the other two typologies, but hierarchies have strict and permanent policies due to their internal
orientation, which makes them similar to the culture of clans. By rewarding achievements and
competitive actions, a market culture is similar to the adhocracy in this manner, as they also
prioritize external positioning, yet are distinct as they maintain a less-flexible environment than
an adhocracy. Schulz (2013) found that faculty in market cultures faced the most stress and role
conflict, while only those in clan cultures had high levels of job satisfaction. Faculty in each of
these typologies operate varying levels of autonomy and participation in shared governance,
though this concept is essential to much of American higher education policy and practice.
Organizational Culture and Innovation. The impact that organizational culture has on
innovation within higher education is equally important to consider, as this can either encourage
or hinder change (Zhu, 2015). In a group of Chinese universities, Zhu (2015) found that
organizational culture significantly impacted the institution’s ability to innovate effectively.
Specifically, the research showed that:
The more positive an organization is in its clear goal orientation, and positive in its
innovation orientation and formal relationship among members, the more positive the
members are regarding their perceptions of the need, the importance of innovation, and
their responsiveness to innovation. (Zhu, 2015, p. 72)
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While these findings may be most relevant to institutions within that cultural context, the
importance of an organizational culture’s impact on innovation has been well documented in
other industries and economic sectors (Daher, 2016). Additionally, an organization’s culture,
such as participatory decision-making and a sense of a shared vision, has an impact on
educational innovation. Zhu and Engles (2014) found these two characteristics of a university
culture not only affected innovation adoption but were also indirectly felt by the students,
resulting in them developing similar perceptions of innovation readiness as faculty in institutions
that underwent successful innovations. Innovation cannot be understood without ample attention
given to the organizational culture within which faculty forge their identity and participate in
decision-making.
Faculty and Administration
Due to the importance of faculty to the educational mission of higher education
institutions, faculty are accustomed to sharing in the decision-making structure of most colleges
and universities through forms of shared governance. Shared governance presents a unique
challenge for those charged with leading faculty, particularly as the higher education landscape
has grown in complexity. As institutions have sought to change due to external pressures and
uncertainty around internal sustainability, the faculty’s role in institutional change has become
equally complicated. Kater (2017), while primarily focused on faculty at community colleges,
provided a thorough exploration of how faculty conceptualized shared governance amid
increasingly rapid change. Though shared governance is an essential piece of the faculty
experience for many, the lack of transparent communication and the sheer speed at which change
has been made have left some to disengage completely from decision-making. Open
communication is essential not only for effective shared governance but also for fostering trust
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between faculty and their leadership (Kosonen & Ikonen, 2019; Phipps & Lanclos, 2019).
Faculty feel a higher level of trust in the administration when they serve in an environment in
which faculty are involved in the decision-making of the institution, where shared governance is
a priority, and transparent communication by those in leadership is evident.
Due to the highly involved role that faculty have in institutional governance, some have
insisted that college administration requires a specialized skillset because the needs of higher
education are unique. Noting that this view of colleges and universities as special institutions in
need of unique leadership qualities is diminishing, as evidenced by a fifth of university
presidents coming from outside the academy, Ruben and Gigliotti (2017) developed a framework
to consider these needs. Distinguishing between vertical, or unique needs, of higher education
leaders, and horizontal, or generic competencies, of all leaders, Ruben and Gigliotti (2017)
sought to acknowledge the specific complexities of higher education but also stress that an
overemphasis on these often hampers change in these institutions. Thus, adopting a mindset that
does make room for general leadership principles that can be applied to the unique needs of
higher education is needed for effective change to take place in colleges and universities.
Understanding the organizational culture of higher education institutions is especially
important for those leading the faculty. Bystydzienski et al. (2016) explored the role that
academic leaders could play in leading faculty to be more inclusive of traditionally marginalized
individuals in the academy. They found that academic leaders can play a meaningful role in
changing the organizational culture of an institution but cautioned that any substantive changes
needed to receive sustained and deliberate attention. Due to the important role that academic
leaders play in the organizational culture formation, then, it is essential to understand the
qualities that faculty look for in their leaders.
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Desired Leadership Qualities of Academic Leaders. In understanding the need for
strong faculty leadership, many previous studies have sought to pinpoint what qualities faculty
prize in their academic administrators. Bray (2008) highlighted the importance faculty place on
communication, financial temperance, and managing others well in their academic leaders. The
need for academic leaders to manage faculty relationships well surfaces throughout much of the
literature, as Wepner et al. (2015) discovered that much of an academic dean’s time is spent
mediating conflict and facilitating others’ work. Though this relational management is highly
necessary, faculty also report feeling suspicious of this kind of oversight and the enterprise of a
higher education, which seeks revenue over mission while seeking to quantify the work of the
faculty in consumer metrics (Vican et al., 2020). Dissatisfaction with academic leaders can have
a marked effect on the faculty, with good academic leadership paying dividends in measures of
faculty persistence (Holliman & Daniels, 2018), productivity (Hoppes & Holley, 2014), and
openness to innovation (Kopcha et al., 2016).
It is an impossible feat to create a definitive list of the ideal leadership characteristics of
faculty leaders, though there are surely traits that are undesirable. As Pate and Angell (2013)
found, faculty viewed a failure to take responsibility for mistakes, dishonesty, and taking credit
for others’ work as key aspects of a poor academic administrator. In contrast to these
characteristics, they discovered that honesty, integrity, and clear communication were among the
most sought-after qualities in faculty leaders. By prizing honesty and integrity, trust emerges as a
theme faculty admire in their leaders.
Trust is a key component of each relationship that comprises an institution of higher
education. Migliore (2012), though focused on the role trust played on trustee engagement in
institutional affairs, utilized a systems approach to trust-building, believing that student trust in
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faculty was meaningfully affected by faculty trust in organizational processes, which is in turn
affected by the openness with which administrators involve trustees in the operations of the
entire institution. Openness was also one of the key characteristics community college faculty
valued in their administrators, according to Osburn and Gocial (2019). In addition to openness,
faculty respondents also reported trusting administrators who were competent and reliable,
exhibited in frequent interactions with these leaders, and particularly with those who had stayed
in their role longer than 5 years.
Unfortunately, faculty leaders do not easily gain or maintain trust, as Smith and Shoho
(2007) found. Finding that nontenured faculty had higher levels of trust in administration than
tenured faculty did, Smith and Shoho (2007) speculated that role-based trust factored into
recently hired faculty’s perceptions of the trustworthiness of administrators. In this, then, they
have trust in the role the academic leader occupies rather than in the actual leader filling that
role. Trust is especially important in the faculty’s involvement in innovation.
Faculty and Innovation
As higher education institutions have given greater focus to educational innovation, the
role faculty play in these changes is fraught with difficulty. Some institutions have pursued
innovations that cross into a type of academic capitalism and entrepreneurialism that draw the ire
of many faculty. For instance, Gonzales et al. (2014) found that institutions striving after greater
prestige may look to academic entrepreneurialism to further their reputation, encouraging faculty
to create corporate partnerships that frequently blur the line between the educational mission of
the institution and the financial enterprises of private companies. These partnerships often create
role confusion within the faculty as they seek to strike a balance between their teaching
responsibilities and the expectations external organizations have on their time and attention.
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McClure (2016) rooted the confusion of academic entrepreneurialism in the fact that academic
capitalism is often an administrative initiative with little input from academicians. Uslu et al.
(2019) affirmed this criticism, finding that the majority of entrepreneurial activity of higher
education institutions is driven by financial gains rather than the social or missional aims of the
institution.
Since educational innovation and entrepreneurialism within higher education are often
seen as synonymous, it is understandable that faculty are often skeptical of each. Winslett (2014)
studied the usage of the word innovation within Australian education and, like many within
American educational circles, advocated avoiding the word entirely to describe educational
change as it amounts to “breathless rhetoric” (p. 163) that drives novelty over substantive
change. As a counterpoint to this exhaustion, however, Tierney and Lanford (2016) distinguished
between innovation, which can provide institutional funding, and entrepreneurship, which only
seeks financial gain. Even with this delineation, however, strong skepticism remains. Online
education has been met with particularly strong resistance among faculty members who value
traditional modes of course delivery, Burnette (2015) described, leading her to advocate that
negotiating skills be a key characteristic that administrators should prioritize in hiring leaders to
oversee an institution’s online programs.
Despite the skepticism many faculty members raise, there is a growing interest among
some educators to adopt more innovative technologies for learning in colleges and universities.
Kopcha et al. (2016) pointed out that there is a subsection of faculty eager to innovate and that
part of the skepticism from other parts of the faculty is rooted more in poor implementation than
overt rejection. Of the faculty they surveyed, they grouped faculty adopters into three distinct
groups: deeper understanders, who were interested in the benefits new technologies can have on
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student learning, big picture reflectors, who see technologies as a way to make them more
effective instructors whether they utilize these technologies or not, and deeper-purpose seekers,
who are intrigued by technologies that can help instructors reach more students than traditional
methods. Each of these groups is open to innovation adoption but is skeptical about the
institution’s ability to implement it well. They encourage institutions to spend more time creating
sustainable innovations, as they found that too much attention is given to the early stages of
adoption, yet little ongoing support is offered to faculty once an innovation is introduced.
Similarly, Cole et al. (2017) argued that some of the faculty’s resistance to innovation stems not
from disinterest but from a lack of tangible investment by the administration to support
educational innovation. On an individual level, Hasanefendic et al. (2017) found that innovative
academics tended to be those who were motivated to change institutionalized practices,
interested in change, experienced in their field, involved in different areas of the college, felt that
they had the authority to act, and strategically used their social networks. These characteristics
led faculty members they surveyed to spearhead the development of new programs or oversee
significant curricular reform. Lašáková et al. (2017) further emphasized the role that faculty
initiative has in driving innovation within higher education, though they also noted how clear
and consistent institutional planning for innovation helped to spark faculty adoption of
innovation. As can be seen throughout research into faculty innovation, effective academic
administration can provide needed guidance as institutions seek to develop their educations for
the changing world.
The importance of administrative support is not balanced with faculty empowerment, as
Phipps and Lanclos (2019) found that, particularly with educational technology innovations, the
expertise and opinions of faculty are not duly considered in innovative changes to teaching.
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Through a qualitative contextual inquiry with 11 junior and senior faculty members in Irish
higher education programs specializing in teaching, they heard consistent concern that
innovation in higher education is too often focused on the technology medium rather than how
this medium enhances or changes teaching and learning. Even more alarming is the lack of trust
implied in the oversight of new technologies, with bureaucratic processes stifling creative
changes and a lack of transparency among administrators as to the purposes of these changes to
the ongoing work of faculty at the institution. Phipps and Lanclos (2019) concluded that
“Technology cannot save an institution which lacks trust, without which effective relationships
cannot be built among staff, or between staff and students. Trust is the foundation on which
effective teaching and learning environments are built” (p. 83). Trust, particularly faculty trust in
its leaders, is imperative to successful change in higher education
Faculty Trust and Innovation. While trust has been seen as an essential aspect of the
faculty relationship with the administration in general, its relevance to change specifically is well
documented. While leadership styles that emphasize trust-building, such as transformational
leadership, have been shown to positively impact innovation (Al-Husseini et al., 2019; Elrehail et
al., 2018), more direct studies on the role of trust-buildings impact on change have also been
conducted. To college faculty, trust in administrators is needed to ensure that they can focus on
the primary tasks of academic work: teaching and research (Hoppes & Holley, 2014). Without a
strong sense of trust, Hoppes and Holley (2014) contended, the silos between departments and
administrators become harder to overcome, with everyone feeling as though they must have a
say in all decision-making. Trust is temporal and contextual and administrators significantly
influence the way organizational cultures embody and communicate trust among their members
(Hoppes & Holley, 2014). Though not specific to innovation, the uncertainty that any change
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brings to a collegiate environment can be upending for faculty and must be introduced with the
knowledge that, in addition to the uncertainty change can bring to faculty work, the financial
uncertainty facing many colleges that are looking to innovation to remain solvent is equally
concerning to faculty’s sense of identity. If faculty members are uncertain about their
institution’s financial stability, Holliman and Daniels (2018) found that their job satisfaction
tends to decrease and may not recover even if the financial outlook improves. A significant
predictor of job satisfaction among faculty members who have financial concerns about their
institution, however, is if they are satisfied with campus leadership and their transparency
(Holliman & Daniels, 2018). Leaders who prioritize openness and consistency, what Mayer et al.
(1995) characterized as integrity, are more apt to build trust among their followers. For those
leaders seeking to implement innovation initiatives among their faculty, particularly if done
during a time of financial uncertainty, trust-building is an imperative task. Given the changing
role, preparation, and stressors of academic administration, however, it is unclear how academic
leaders approach building trust with faculty.
The Roles of Academic Administration
Academic administrators are pivotal to the successful functioning of higher education
institutions as they oversee one of the most valuable assets of colleges and universities: the
faculty. Though a 2020 survey showed that nearly 90% of CAOs believe their institution’s
academic health is either excellent or good, there are growing concerns among the leaders of the
faculty concerning the overreliance on nontenure track faculty and the lack of effective career
preparation for students (Jaschik & Lederman, 2019). In an environment where CAOs are
charged with both leading the faculty and leading educational innovation (Seligno, 2014), among
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other responsibilities, research consistently shows that there are significant concerns from both
the faculty and the administrators themselves about their ability to do each task effectively.
The Career Trajectories of CAOs
As Martin and Samels (2015) found that CAOs are currently involved in the same kinds
of tasks and concerns as previous faculty administrators, it could be tempting to assume that any
leadership problems facing them are overblown and representative of all higher education
administrators. They detailed, however, that though CAOs face similar concerns today as CAOs
of previous generations, their role has expanded in recent years to include even more emphasis
on institutional prestige, fundraising, and technological concerns impacting pedagogy and
student access. Coupling these concerns with “the fact that almost half of all CAOs spend their
entire administrative careers at one institution, and even those who move typically make one—or
at most two—changes in a lifetime” (Martin & Samels, 2015, pp. 3–4), the researchers sounded
the alarm that the increasing demands facing CAOs require more attention given to the
preparation and training of these important leaders. Part of their concern rose from the typical
career trajectory of a CAO, one often marked by internal promotion through the professorial
ranks, to higher and higher levels of administrative leadership. Though these faculty members
often show themselves to be highly skilled in academic discipline and the organizational
functions required of academic leadership, they often do not have a breadth of experience that
prepares them for the myriad challenges of leading a faculty and building individual
relationships with faculty that have diverse needs and perspectives.
This journey into academic leadership has been documented by others, such as Sayler et
al. (2019), who focused on associate deans, an often-overlooked position within administrative
leadership. Over three-quarters of their respondents were promoted from within their university,
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with less than a third of these leaders considering furthering their careers in academic
administration. This lack of interest is in some way rooted in the fact that as Sayler et al. (2019)
described, few enter academia to pursue an associate deanship and instead view faculty
leadership as a detour from their career (Carroll & Wolverton, 2004). Yet the problems that
plague these mid-level academic leaders are endemic within much of faculty administration, as
they reported the same challenges as CAOs regarding a lack of preparation, particularly in areas
of budget and personnel management. These challenges may be one of the reasons that the
average time spent in faculty administration is less than six years (Pienaar & Cilliers, 2016).
Leadership Preparation of CAOs
It would be expected that, given the importance of high-quality academic leadership to
the functioning of higher education institutions, colleges and universities would spend ample
time training and equipping their academic administrators for this pivotal role. The CAO must be
adept at representing the concerns of the faculty to the administration and interpreting
administrative priorities to the faculty, a task which requires superb managerial skills,
interpersonal acumen, as well as experience in budget development, strategic planning, and
accreditation and assessment oversight (Martin & Samels, 2015). Despite the demanding nature
of the role and the need for strong leadership skills, many academic leaders at all levels of
administration report feeling underprepared for their role, often receiving little job-specific
training and scant leadership development prior to their appointment (Preston & Floyd, 2016). In
their survey of over 1,500 university administrators, Morris and Laipple (2015) found that nearly
half reported that their role in administration interfered with their well-being and quality of life.
This was partly due to the fact that they feel unprepared for aspects of their role, particularly
those that deal with fundraising, assessing the progress of their work, and handling grievances
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and appeals. Those with training in business or human resources reported feeling more prepared
than those with no academic training in these areas. Pienaar and Cilliers (2016) told of the
mental exhaustion academic leaders endure, caused in part by the interpersonal complexities they
face in navigating relationships with faculty members they feel in part connected with as a fellow
academic but wholly separated from as an administrator charged with budgetary and
management responsibilities. Thirty percent of CAOs identified faculty relationships as the most
challenging issue they deal with in their role, especially regarding resource allocation (Martin &
Samels, 2015). These relationships are strained as faculty trust in the competence of their
administrators may diminish, particularly as difficult decisions need to be made in a time of
scarcity, such as the hiring of more adjunct faculty or perhaps ending programs with decreasing
enrollment. The relational toll this takes on CAOs leads to a general dissatisfaction among
academic administrators, particularly in the beginning years of their tenure as they learn on the
job, often not knowing the scope of the role and its structures before taking on their executive
duties (White, 2014). Similarly, Coll et al. (2019) asserted that burnout is a key driver of
dissatisfaction among academic administrators, as they struggle to balance financial
responsibilities with the need to push the institution to change.
Noting the challenges of academic administration, researchers have put forward a variety
of leadership development frameworks for institutions to consider. Seale and Cross (2016)
stressed the importance of developing academic leaders’ ability to understand their leadership
context, capacity, and capital they can use as they deal with the complexity of their role. Finding
that effective academic leaders are honest in their communication, listening, and behavior, Pate
and Angell (2013) encouraged institutions to work harder on hiring administrators with
exceptional communication skills, which is essential for trust-building. Gmelch (2013) went
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beyond identifying leadership traits, advocating for a comprehensive leadership development
program for academic administrators that enables them to conceptualize their role, develop skills
to work with diverse people, and provides opportunities to reflect on past mistakes for future
growth. Gigliotti and Ruben (2017) described these leadership competencies as habits of mind
(conceptualization), habits of practice (skills), and habits of heart (reflection), the development
of which prepares higher education leaders to deal with the unique challenges of the academic
environment. These practices can and should be developed through training programs, such as
the one they highlight at the Rutgers Center for Organizational Development and Leadership,
which provides both a broad understanding of the challenges of leadership in higher education
and a specific focus on the skills needed for one’s individual role. This approach would help
institutions move away from the solely task-based leadership development common at most
institutions which is sporadic and ineffective (Gmelch & Buller, 2015). Leadership development
is not a panacea for these issues, however, as the job stressors facing academic administrators
encompass both relational challenges and role ambiguities.
Job Stressors for CAOs
Though navigating the complex relationships academic leaders maintain with their
faculty colleagues is mentioned frequently by CAOs as a significant job stressor (Martin &
Samels, 2015), what is more concerning to note in the evolving role of academic administration
is that academic leaders cite change management as particularly difficult to manage. Two of the
top concerns Coll et al. (2019) uncovered in their research dealt with change management, with
faculty leaders most commonly identifying promoting productive change and promoting a new
vision for academic disciplines as challenging aspects of their role, which lead to
overcommitment and emotional exhaustion. Wepner et al. (2015) reinforced these relational
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challenges, as they found that of the recommendations academic leaders provided for doing their
job effectively, most of their suggestions dealt with facilitating and mediating relational conflict.
Pienaar and Cilliers (2016) argued that the relational challenges academic chairs face are far
greater than what is seen at higher levels of academic leadership, as they do not need to work
where their decisions are made. The various relational challenges academic deans and provosts
report facing, however, contradict this assertion of Pienaar and Cilliers (2016; Coll et al., 2019;
Wepner et al., 2015). It is clear that at all levels of leadership over faculty members, a significant
job stressor is the relational challenges faced by former faculty members who have been elevated
to administrative positions.
Added to relational challenges, the various levels of academic leadership often have
ambiguous roles and responsibilities. Mid-level academic administration has often been seen as
one of the more ambiguous roles within faculty leadership, as the details of their role are often
“worked out over time” (Sloat, 2013, p. 250). Not only are entry-level faculty administrators
given on-the-job leadership development, they often have aspects of their role clarified only after
they start in their position, leading many in Preston and Floyd’s (2016) study to receive their
main source of learning and support to come from others who occupy or have occupied the role.
In their findings, they discovered that a large part of the reason that associate deans do not fully
understand their role is due to the institution itself not having a firm understanding of their role
and its importance to the functioning of the college or university. White (2014) reported similar
findings, with the role ambiguity and relational stresses of the job of associate deans leading
many to feel isolated. He found that the first year of academic leadership is spent learning about
the job and considering whether the challenges are worth further career advancement.
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The ambiguity of academic administration does not, however, predetermine a leader to be
ineffective. Palmer (2013) found that academic administrators have too often been seen to need a
singular focus in their work. In studying how college administrators view their role orientation as
one which values either societal trusteeship or organizational stewardship more highly, Palmer
(2013) concluded that these leaders have a more global orientation that embraces a cognitive
complexity theory of leadership. As the institution they serve is complex, as is the global
economy in which their university operates, effective academic leaders are able to work within a
multidimensional view of their role.
Even as the complexity of the role is embraced, the expectations of higher levels of
academic administration are increasingly more multifaceted to include aspects beyond academic
concerns. Wolverton et al. (1999) provided an influential exploration of these changes at the turn
of the last century, in which they noted the delicate balance deans must achieve in weighing
administrative and faculty concerns that are often in conflict. Finding no significant differences
among genders, marital status, or racial groups, the researchers concluded that role conflict and
ambiguity are significant factors of job dissatisfaction among academic deans of all
backgrounds. As Arntzen (2016) discovered, this ambiguity still exists, even as the managerial
tasks of academic leadership seem to have grown even more pressing. Though some institutions
have sought to address this gap by hiring external leaders skilled in managerial leadership,
Arntzen (2016) argued that this has eroded aspects of the academic acumen needed to navigate
this evolving role successfully. Few solutions or practical suggestions have been offered to
combat this inherent conflict in the ambiguous and complex challenge facing academic leaders at
all levels.
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Academic Administration and Innovation
Regardless of the attention given to the need for leadership preparation of academic
administration, the work of faculty leaders continues to grow increasingly complex, with the
recent need for educational innovation coming to rest on the shoulders of chief academic
officers. Studying the evolution of Stanford and the University of California (UC), Berkeley,
Leih and Teece (2016) noted the importance of academic leaders driving or hindering the
dynamic capabilities of each institution as it innovated its curriculum throughout the previous
decades. As academic administrators have taken on the leadership of educational innovation,
however, the tension between protecting the existing educational values of the institution and the
strategic need for educational innovation is not easily balanced (Martin & Samels, 2015). As
academic leaders take on more responsibility for institutional innovation, particularly as college
presidents view their role as instrumental in leading this charge (Seligno, 2014), understanding
how they conceptualize this aspect of their role is essential due to the resistance often shown by
faculty toward innovation.
Previous research into the role academic administrators have in innovation has largely
focused on either the impact this emphasis has on the leader’s job satisfaction or exploring how
various leadership styles impact the effectiveness of implementing these innovations. Elrehail et
al. (2018) focused on the impact transformational and authentic leadership styles have on
university innovation and how knowledge sharing plays into successful leadership in these
settings. Though authentic leadership was shown not to have a significant impact on leading
innovation, transformational leadership styles, particularly those that foster trust among
employees, did significantly impact innovation in positive ways. This is especially true when
paired with knowledge-sharing activities by the leader in an academic setting. Their research
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highlights that trust is a particularly important aspect of the effectiveness of innovation, and they
encourage future research to delve deeper into the mediating role trust may have on innovation,
which is an especially critical area to explore among academic leaders charged with leading
innovation at their institutions.
The importance of change leadership by academic leaders was also explored by
Cleverley-Thompson (2016), though she specifically focused on the entrepreneurial push by
institutions. Innovation is encapsulated within her working definition of entrepreneurialism,
which she describes as an institution “engaging in activities that combine risk, innovation, and
opportunity that could involve individuals or organizational units” (p. 76). In her study, her
sample of deans reported that they view themselves as effective team-builders but are least
equipped to engage in risk-taking. Even more surprising was that entrepreneurial orientations
diminished the longer a dean had served in academic leadership, implying that either newer
academic leaders were entering with entrepreneurial orientations or that this job responsibility
became harder to accomplish over time. Cleverley-Thompson’s (2016) study had a small sample
size, but her findings contain rich data to explore further in future studies.
From the faculty side, it is also clear that academic leaders who support and encourage
innovation in teaching and research are perceived as effective leaders. In a sample of over 1,500
faculty members, Cole et al. (2017) concluded that faculty who perceive that their administrators
tangibly support innovative teaching engage in effective teaching practices. An unfortunate
finding coinciding with this conclusion, however, is that a majority of respondents did not
perceive their academic deans as offering sufficient support for innovative teaching, saying that
it was short-lived or that there was little public recognition of their efforts or accomplishments.
Faculty who sense consistency in their administrators’ actions between saying they value
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innovative teaching and tangibly rewarding these innovations, what Mayer et al. (1995) called
integrity, are more likely to engage in these innovative practices.
While various higher education leaders are being tasked with implementing innovation
on their campuses, academic leaders are increasingly seen as the dominant driver of these
changes. Tamtik (2018) found that Canadian universities are specifically changing provosts and
other vice-chancellor roles to have more emphasis on innovation and, particularly in the
Canadian context, more partnerships with private industry. The link between the knowledge
economy and higher education institutions is strengthening, and, as a consequence, the line
between the public good of education and the private role of industry is blurring considerably. In
Tamtik’s (2018) research, the advocation for particular policies within the Canadian government
was particularly apparent, showing that innovation and entrepreneurialism by higher education
institutions will continue to be a force in the Canadian government and daily life.
This mixture of public and private interests has been well documented in other studies
(Lašáková et al., 2017; Palmer, 2013), leading Morphew et al. (2018) to conclude that there
appears to be a race among institutions around the world to lead in prestige, or what they call
differentiation and legitimacy. However, the role of innovation in prestige is disaggregated from
other parts of the institution. By analyzing the strategic plans of research institutions throughout
North America and Europe, Morphew et al. (2018) found that the majority of institutions
compartmentalized these initiatives. Whereas strategic goals related to diversity or sustainability
were woven through most strategic plans, touching on various aspects of institutional action,
innovation and entrepreneurship were often stand-alone actions, as if they were not directly
related to the teaching and research arms of the college. Thus, faculty seem to have been invited
into participation in innovation, but any connection that this would make to their function as a
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teacher or researcher would be outside the scope of these strategic plans as innovation was
framed more as a way the institutions serve society rather than a fundamental part of their
institutional call to change and lead.
The disaggregation of innovation from core functions of higher education institutions is
part of the reason why it is hard for leaders, particularly academic administrators, to implement.
Understanding how innovation fits within the aims of the university is made especially difficult
by the fact that educational quality, which faculty are concerned may be lost in significant
changes to educational delivery models, is not well understood. Goff (2017) sought to explore
how educational quality is considered by academic leaders, though she acknowledged how
difficult it is to define educational quality. In her research, she described the three approaches to
quality assurance in education that her respondents took: one which sought to provide
exceptional educational experiences, what she called defending quality; one which gave students
an education that paid off in terms of value and equipping for work, what she called
demonstrating quality; and one which emphasized the transformation of the student through an
exceptional student learning experience, what she called enhancing quality. What Goff’s (2017)
research showed is that, even as academic leaders may be called upon to promote innovation, the
resulting experience has various understandings among leaders and their faculty. What may seem
like innovation to some, such as the enhancing of the student learning experience to be more
dialogic or project based in out-of-classroom experiences, may be seen as diminishing the quality
of education by one who views their main task as defending the institution’s reputation relative
to high achievement on test scores or alumni earnings.
It is understandable that innovation is difficult to implement considering the various
challenges academic leaders face, such as the lack of preparation for their role, the relational
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challenges which accompany leading former peers, the blurring and sometimes competing
demands of public and private partnerships, and the varying understandings of educational
quality. Despite each of these difficulties, innovation will continue to be imperative for higher
education leaders, particularly for academic leaders, as the faculty oversee a vital function of the
entire enterprise. Understanding that trust is an essential component of effective innovation
implementation (Al-Husseini et al., 2019; Cole et al., 2017; Holliman & Daniels, 2018; Hoppes
& Holley, 2014; Lawson et al., 2017; Muluneh & Gedifew, 2018), ample attention needs to be
given to the role academic leaders give to trust-building. As the work of academic administrators
continues to grow increasingly complex and trust-building by these leaders remains unexplored,
a vital aspect of effective leadership in the domain of innovation could ultimately lead to
unsuccessful change management, decreasing educational quality, and diminishing job
satisfaction by those charged with leading institutions during uncertainty.
Chapter Summary
Since the cultivation of trust is essential in effective organizations, leading faculty in their
complex work, especially amid innovation, needs a leader to be attentive to the importance of
trust in higher education environments (Holliman & Daniels, 2018; Hoppes & Holley, 2014). As
a concept, trust is multidimensional. To highlight this complex understanding, Jones and Shah
(2016) explored the locus of trust among trustors, trustees, and the dyadic relationship between
the two. The aspects of trust consistently mentioned in the literature deal with trust being built
through the appraisal of one’s ability, or “a trustor’s assessment of a trustee’s competence in a
given domain” (Jones & Shah, 2016, p. 393), a person’s perceived benevolence in acting for the
benefit of the trustor rather than their own personal benefit, and a person’s integrity, or
adherence to moral or ethical principles in the eyes of the trustor.
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Building trust within college faculty, while similar to other kinds of organizations,
presents unique challenges for administrators. As resources become scarcer in a time of external
challenges, trust is even more important to build as faculty worry about institutional stability. If
faculty members are uncertain about their institution’s financial stability, their job satisfaction
tends to decrease and may not recover even if the financial outlook improves (Holliman &
Daniels, 2018). As the work of academic administration has become more complex, the ability of
these leaders to give attention to trust-building may have been neglected as budgetary challenges,
relational conflicts, and innovation leadership has consumed more of their time. Understanding
how academic administrators approach trust-building with faculty, including during innovation,
is essential, given that the success of innovation is impacted so heavily by the trust faculty have
placed in their leaders and the institution.
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Chapter 3: Research Method and Design
With the role of academic administration growing increasingly complex, the addition of
leading the faculty to adopt more innovative educational programs and modalities presents an
even greater challenge for those in this position. To most effectively lead faculty through these
innovations, academic administrators must build trust in their leadership among the faculty,
though the combination of short tenures in leadership and the lack of leadership preparation
make trust-building difficult. This study sought to explore how academic administrators build
faculty trust in their leadership and how they maintain trust while leading educational innovation
in their institutions.
To answer these questions, this qualitative case study consisting of semistructured
interviews with chief academic officers at private institutions in New York State provided me
with ample data from these leaders concerning their view of the role of trust in leading
innovation in higher education. This chapter provides a detailed description of and rationale for
the chosen methodology, the chosen population, the sampling methods, and ethical
considerations. This study aimed to explore how executive academic administrators at private
colleges approach building and maintaining trust with their faculty in general and also through
educational innovation and what specific challenges they have identified in these efforts.
Research Design and Methodology
The purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study was to understand how
executive academic administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining trust
with their faculty in general and also through educational innovation and what specific
challenges they have identified in these efforts. As the study explored how CAOs construct their
understanding of the meaning and importance of trust-building in their work, a qualitative
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approach was the most appropriate methodology to answer these research questions as this
methodology “capitalizes on how humans naturally think” (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018, p. 4). In
this exploration, the depth and importance of socially-constructed relationships built and
maintained by CAOs was the study’s focus. As quantitative research is founded on deductive
positivist, postpositivist, or empirical research paradigms that are not as appropriate for exploring
the subjective experiences of people in relationships, a qualitative approach that is inductive and
sensitive to these concerns was more fitting in this study (Willis, 2007). Given that this study
was focused on the social relationships CAOs have with their faculty with a specific emphasis on
their understanding of its importance to their work and how they have worked to build and
maintain trust, the qualitative approach of this study utilized the methodological design that most
effectively considers an individual’s unique understanding of reality: the case study.
Case Study
Yin (2014) and Stake (1995) tied case study research to the constructivist paradigm, as
constructivists “claim that truth is relative and that it is dependent on one’s perspective” (Baxter
& Jack, 2008, p. 545). Whether the actors are actually effective at trust-building was beyond the
scope of this study. Instead, this research aimed to explore how academic administrators
conceive of and assign importance to the role of trust building, particularly in the midst of
leading innovation. This social construction of trust building fits within the constructivist
paradigm and is best discovered by allowing these institutional actors to tell their stories,
describe their reality, and reflect on their struggles (Baxter & Jack, 2008).
Though other qualitative approaches may be consistent with aspects of a constructivist
paradigm, their research aims were inadequate to this study’s focus. Ethnography, for instance, is
rooted in a constructivist paradigm, yet my aim was to understand and describe the culture of
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their research subjects as observed from within their environment (Leavy, 2017). While the
culture of an academic administrator’s institution surely affects their leadership behaviors, this
study was concerned more with their individual experiences and beliefs. Other forms of
qualitative research were equally limiting, consisting of varying forms of researcher–participant
interaction, and were ultimately not the most helpful design for this study’s questions. Participant
observation requires a researcher to engage in the activities of their subject, autoethnography
assumes personal experiences in which the researcher self-reflects, and content analysis assumes
no direct contact with research participants (Leavy, 2017). Grounded theory aims to construct
explanations for observable behavior (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018). Each of these approaches is
successful at exploring qualitative aspects of human behavior or phenomena, yet, as this study
was examining how rather than why CAOs approach building faculty trust, of which I could not
actively participate or be immersed within, these other design approaches were inadequate. Case
studies, in contrast, allow for deep exploration of these individual relationships CAOs construct.
Case studies are best suited to answering “how” and “why” questions (Yin, 2014). Yin
(2014) further identified how case studies are most appropriate when the participants’ behavior
cannot be manipulated, the participants’ contexts are important to understanding their behavior,
and the boundaries between the phenomena and the context are not easily drawn. As this study
explored CAOs’ beliefs about the importance of trust, a phenomenon that is closely linked with
the complex relationships they build with their faculty and is highly dependent on and not easily
separated from the organizational climate within which they work, a case study was the most
appropriate methodology to utilize in this research.
To identify the specific type of case study methodology for this research, Yin (2014)
argued that the unit of analysis, or case, must be clearly defined. For this study, CAOs were the
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study’s unit of analysis, particularly in light of their responsibility to lead and implement
innovation at their institutions. Case studies, Mills et al. (2010) asserted, “are often focused on
entities that have relatively clearly defined spatial boundaries” (p. 57). Given that this study
focused on leaders who occupy specific roles within several institutions, the boundaries of this
case were not spatially bound, however, but were bound according to the roles and
responsibilities of each institutional actor studied. While multicase studies often encompass
several institutions, these are used not only to elicit common findings across sites but also to
provide rich descriptions of the context within which each actor works (Mills et al., 2010). As
the context of each site was not as essential in answering the research questions of this study, indepth analysis and depiction of each context were unnecessary, and a multiple case study was not
appropriate. Similar single case studies with multiple respondents from various sites have been
used in research, such as Aydin and Kaya’s (2017) research of eight educators in the greater
Istanbul metropolitan area who held the same roles but at various institutions.
Since the aim of this research was to understand how CAOs seek to build trust with their
faculty and explore how this is done within the context of leading innovation, explanation
building was a key goal, which Yin (2014) identified as a strength of case studies. The case study
methodology enables respondents to reflect on the importance of trust in their work, explaining
their understanding of trust and applying its relevance as they understand it to a particular
initiative or innovation. Yin (2014) spoke of the role that alternative explanations for research
problems play in the thorough analysis offered through case studies.
Population
As this study examined how executive academic administrators at private colleges
approach building and maintaining trust with their faculty in general and also through
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educational innovation and what specific challenges they have identified in these efforts, the
population focus of this research was CAOs or others who hold senior academic leadership
responsibilities. There is variability in the exact position title and responsibilities of CAOs, such
as the dean of the faculty, vice provost or vice president for academic affairs, academic dean, or
dean of the college. There are common role expectations amid these variations in job titles. Chief
academic officers are the senior executives at higher education institutions responsible for the
academic mission of the college or university, “charged to support quality teaching and research,
maintain academic rigor, and ensure the comprehensiveness of curricula” (Martin & Samels,
2015, p. 19). There are often levels of academic administration below that of a senior academic
administrator that help to fulfill the academic mission of a college, such as department chairs,
deans assigned to particular colleges within a larger university, or associate and assistant
administrators. While this study was primarily concerned with exploring the roles of those within
senior academic leadership of an entire institution, institutions may have leaders under the chief
academic officer that have primary responsibilities associated with leading faculty and leading
education innovation. Thus, while the senior academic officers studied will most often hold the
chief academic officer role, there may have been instances in which it was more appropriate for
the goals of this study to interview an associate provost or dean charged with a particular focus
on academic innovation depending on the organizational structure of the institution, though this
did not end up being the case.
Sample
Since this study examined how executive academic administrators at private colleges
approach building and maintaining trust with their faculty in general and also through
educational innovation and what specific challenges they have identified in these efforts, it was
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imperative that the sample studied consisted of those senior academic administrators who
occupied a position within academic leadership that (a) had an opportunity and access to foster
trusting relationships with faculty members by being intimately involved in the curricular and
teaching activities of the institution, (b) had been charged with leading and developing
educationally innovative programs or modalities for an entire institution, and (c) had been in
their role for at least 1 year. Each of these requirements further limited exactly which areas of
academic leadership were included in this study or what is referred to as the target population.
To conduct this study, the participants of this research occupied positions that (a) was recognized
as a senior leader over the academic faculty and (b) held a role or directly reported to an
individual on the executive leadership team of the institution. However, the findings are
transferable to the entire field of academic administration, as trust-building is an essential piece
for all academic leaders.
Sampling Procedures
The institutions represented in this study were selected randomly from within a purposive
sample stratified from the institutions in the CICU. Senior academic leaders were eligible to
participate in this research if they met the following inclusionary criteria: (a) they served at an
institution that grants undergraduate degrees (though they may also grant other degrees); (b) they
were a senior academic leader charged with leading the entire faculty at an institution with fewer
than 275 faculty members; (c) they were charged with leading educational innovations at their
institution; and (d) they had been in their role for at least 1 year. The first and second criteria
were determined by quelling data obtained from the CICU and the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS), whereas the third and fourth criteria were determined based on
responses from potential participants who completed an initial inquiry, as described in
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participant recruitment. A purposive sample was apt for the aims of this research because these
senior academic leaders were best suited to have the knowledge and experience in leading
faculty, building and maintaining trust with their faculty, leading innovation, and building and
maintaining trust during this innovation. As Patton (2001) defined, they were most suitable to be
information-rich cases, which “yields insights and in-depth understanding rather than empirical
generalizations” (p. 230).
Justification for Inclusionary Criteria. The first criterion for determining the target
sample from which institutions were randomly sampled was that the CAO must have served at
an institution that provides 4-year undergraduate degrees. Though institutions that provide only
graduate or associate degrees are under similar pressures to continually innovate their degree and
educational offerings (D’Alfonso et al., 2018; Hunter, 2017), their faculty often specialize within
one discipline, whether it is medicine, theology, or a particular trade. This study focused on
academic leaders tasked with leading faculty and innovation in various disciplines at the
undergraduate level and thus did not include academic leaders from institutions that did not grant
undergraduate degrees.
The second criterion for determining the study’s sample, that of a senior academic leader
at an institution with fewer than 275 faculty members, limited the population for this research’s
scope to only certain institutions. Since the population studied must have had the opportunity to
foster trusting relationships with faculty members, CAOs at smaller institutions were the target
population as they have more opportunity and access to building relationships with the faculty
members they oversee than those CAOs at larger institutions. Likewise, Martin and Samels
(2015) reported that CAOs at 2-year colleges report a larger share of their time is spent on
enrollment management and student development issues than CAOs at 4-year colleges. Thus,
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this requirement of the study’s population limited the focus to CAOs at either mid-size or small
public and private institutions with a faculty of fewer than 275 members.
The third condition the sample studied must have met was that the academic
administrator must have been charged with leading educationally innovative programs or
modalities for an entire institution. Given that academic leaders at lower levels of leadership may
oversee innovations that are pertinent only to their own domains or departments and not to the
institution as a whole, this study’s population did not include department chairs (Carroll &
Wolverton, 2004), area deans, or assistant or associate deans (Sayler et al., 2019). Though
administrators in these lower levels of leadership certainly contribute to the innovative curricular
decisions of the institution, it is those in senior academic leadership that is held accountable for
the success or failure of these initiatives (Jaschik & Lederman, 2019), as presidents and trustees
see faculty leaders as the primary drivers of innovation of the college or university (Seligno,
2014). Therefore, the target sample of senior academic leaders studied either directly reported to
the institution’s president or reported directly to a direct report of the president, depending on the
organizational structure of the college or university.
A final aspect of the target sample studied for this research dealt with the length of time
the senior administrator had been in their role. Though senior leaders are in their roles for less
than 6 years on average (Pienaar & Cilliers, 2016), it was imperative that the respondents in this
study had the opportunity for trust-building among their faculty, as trust needs to be established
over time (Jones & Shah, 2016; Mayer et al., 1995). While building trust within a year is
difficult, it is likely that academic administrators are apt to have begun attempting to build trust
within their faculty in that time. Thus, while trust may not necessarily have been established, the
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population studied in this research must have served in their senior leadership role for at least 1
year so as to have had ample opportunity to begin to develop the trust of their faculty.
Participant Recruitment. To recruit participants, I first generated a full list of private
institutions in New York state that grant undergraduate degrees (perhaps among other degrees
which they grant) with fewer than 275 full-time instructional faculty. This list was created using
data from IPEDS, which allowed me to consider all institutions in a geographic region and then
qualify results based on what kind of degrees they grant and the number of full-time faculty on
staff. This list was then checked against the full CICU member list on the organization’s website.
The CICU is an association consisting of 110 private undergraduate and graduate colleges in the
state of New York. Since I worked at an institution belonging to this association, this provided an
access point to senior academic officers at these institutions, giving the study a convenience
sample from which to draw. While all of the 110 member institutions were not mid-size or small
institutions that grant undergraduate degrees, this association contained over 50 institutions that
fit the study’s criteria to recruit participants, and this geographic sample gave me an accessible
list from which to draw for the sake of expediency and familiarity with state policies. The
diversity of institutional heritages, leadership, and student populations also added to the
transferability of the study, ensuring that this convenience sample did not provide meaningful
limitations to the research.
Using this purposive sample from all eligible CICU institutions with fewer than 275 fulltime instructional faculty, I then organized this institutional list in alphabetical order and
assigned each a numerical indicator. Twenty numbers were selected that correspond to this list
using a web-based random number generator. From this list of 20, I identified the first nine
institutions for inquiry. By analyzing each institution’s website, I surmised the CAO of each
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institution and found their contact information. If the CAO was not able to be determined
through website analysis or through web searches using keywords of academic dean, provost,
and vice president of academic affairs along with the institutional name, or their contact
information was not readily accessible, I reached out to the president’s office at each institution
and asked them to direct the inquiry to their CAO or senior academic leader. If there were two
people at an institution that shared the duties of a senior academic leader, I sent an inquiry email
(see Appendix A) to both to determine if they fit the eligibility criteria.
After this initial stage of participant recruitment that met the first and second inclusionary
criteria, in which I stratified potential respondents from the comparative list of private colleges
and universities in New York state that granted undergraduate degrees that have fewer than 275
faculty members that also belong to the CICU, the next step was inquiring about each potential
respondents’ interest in and eligibility for participation. An initial inquiry (see Appendix A) with
basic information about the study and its focus was sent via email to the academic contacts at the
first nine institutions randomly selected from the purposive sample, along with a copy of the
consent form (see Appendix B) and an intake form (see Appendix C), both of which they would
need to complete to participate in the study. In this inquiry, respondents were eligible to
participate in the study by indicating on the accompanying intake form that they had been in their
role for at least one year (Question 4) and that they had at least some role in leading educational
innovation at their institution (Question 7), which met the third and fourth inclusionary criteria.
If a respondent was eligible to participate, I then contacted them to set up a video interview. If a
respondent was not eligible to participate, I sent them a confirmation email, thanking them for
their response and indicating that they were not eligible to participate in this study and that their
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intake responses had been destroyed. The participant recruitment process continued until at least
six eligible participants were identified.
The goal of achieving data saturation is to get an adequate sample size in qualitative
research. Francis et al. (2010) described saturation as a goal of qualitative research that is based
on whether the “content domain of the construct [used] has been adequately populated” (p. 1230)
through the study, provided that the interviews have been conducted effectively. To do this, they
advise that the researcher first identify a minimum sample size for the initial analysis and then
identify the stopping criterion in which new ideas do not emerge (Francis et al., 2010). Since
there is no standard sample size for case studies, nor does the conceptual framework used in this
study specify a particular sample size, this study used six respondents as an analysis sample. This
sample was based on guidance from both Guest et al. (2006), who found that themes began to
emerge at that number in qualitative interviews, and Francis et al. (2010), who provided
guidance on the criterion for determining the initial analysis sample as relying on the
“complexity of the research question and the interview topic guide, the diversity of the sample,
and the nature of the analysis” (p. 1234).
This study followed guidance from Francis et al. (2010) to determine adequate stopping
criteria using a case study methodology that has no standard sample size. Francis et al. (2010)
described that an adequate stopping criterion is reached when “there are three consecutive
interviews that do not add additional material” (p. 1234). In using these methods, the stopping
criterion was set at six interviews, though given the diverse views on trust, it may have taken
more than six interviews to gather enough data. If more data had been needed, I would then have
selected the next three institutions using the selection method listed below from the sample
population and sent inquiries to their CAOs.
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Materials and Instruments
The qualitative instrument used in this research was study-specific, developed by me (see
Appendix D). The study in question examined how academic administrators at private colleges
approach building trust with their faculty in leading educational innovations in teaching and
learning at their institution. This was a discovery-oriented type of study, and the questions
developed for these interviews were open-ended to allow for this type of inquiry (Chenail, 2011).
The interview protocol developed for this study was field tested through review by
professional researchers in the field of psycholinguistics and psychology. Each of these
researchers, chosen for their familiarity with psychosocial research and familiarity with academic
environments, provided feedback on the structure and content of each question. A current CAO
at my institution participated in a preliminary interview, offering both his answers to the
questions as a CAO and his perspective on the protocol itself based on his 4.5 decades of
experience as a psychology professor.
The preparation and interview protocol was designed to gather the most pertinent data
while not using more than 90-minutes to 2 hours of each respondent’s time. To meet these time
constraints, the respondents were asked to provide answers to a set of seven items of both openended and Likert scale questions that gathered demographic information, length of time at their
institution, the involvement of faculty and the CAO in curricular decisions, their familiarity with
their faculty, and their involvement in educational innovation (see Appendix C). These questions
helped give me an introductory understanding of the CAO’s context and how they related with
their faculty, which though important to consider, could have consumed valuable interview time
with the respondent.
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The protocol for the interview was divided into two parts to most effectively answer the
two research questions and each of their subquestions. To develop rapport and ease the
respondent into the interview, I began by explaining the research and my own background.
Though the interviews were semistructured, two pieces of specific dialogue helped guide me
toward steering the respondent to discussing specific conceptions of their institution’s faculty,
the first regarding trust. To begin discussing trust in one’s leadership, I introduced the topic by
saying, “Trust is obviously a complex topic, and everyone defines it a bit differently. In a work
context, how would you define trust in one’s leader(s)?” Follow-up questions delved into
discussing differences the respondents perceive between trust built in one’s personal
relationships and in a work context and whether trust built in academic contexts is unique. To
strictly adhere to the agreed-upon time with the interviewees, it was imperative that I remained
flexible to the constraints of the interview, ensuring that only the most vital follow-up questions
were used for the purposes of answering the research questions. Thus, not all of the follow-up
questions were used in each interview, and they were proactively constructed to ensure that my
bias toward one understanding of trust or innovation did not influence the respondent.
Data Collection and Analysis
After receiving institutional review board approval from Abilene Christian University
(ACU), I reached out to the first nine senior academic leaders randomly selected from the
purposive sample of CICU institutions, contacting them via an email inquiry to participate in the
study (see Appendix A). They were informed of the time commitment involved, which entailed a
short initial questionnaire and a 90-minute recorded interview over video communication. The
inquiry also indicated eligibility criteria, stating that the study would only include senior
academic leaders who (a) served at an institution that grants undergraduate degrees (though they
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also may grant other degrees); (b) was a senior academic leader charged with leading the entire
faculty at an institution with fewer than 275 faculty members; (c) were charged with leading
educational innovations at their institution; and (d) had been in their role for at least 1 year. If
they were eligible for the study, potential respondents were contacted to schedule an interview
and confirm their preferred medium for the interview. Respondents needed to have confirmed at
the informed consent and inquiry stage of the recruitment that they were willing to have the
interview audio recorded. I again confirmed this aspect of their informed consent during the
interview and, if they indicated at this stage that they were uncomfortable being recorded, I
planned to then inquire with the respondent about the nature of their discomfort and see if there
were alternative methods for recording their responses to the interview questions, though
reliance solely on my field notes would not be considered sufficient. If no agreed-upon
alternative could be found, I would then inform them that they were not eligible to participate.
Respondents who were not eligible to participate, either due to not meeting inclusionary criteria
or due to discomfort with being recorded, would be contacted about their ineligibility and their
information and responses would be destroyed.
Conducting the Interviews
To prepare for the interview, I confirmed the participant’s availability at least 3 days
prior to the meeting and sent a link to the meeting at that time, encouraging the respondent to
participate in the interview from their office or private space. In addition to their initial
responses, I also performed internet searches for each institution participating in gathering
information regarding any press releases related to educational or curricular innovations to help
give context to their responses and to also limit the time during the interview given to explain
basic information regarding these innovations. The IPEDS report for each institution was also
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consulted, giving me exact numbers of full-time faculty, endowment figures, and the relative size
of their institution’s student population. The title of each participant was also recorded at this
stage. A preliminary interview with a nonrespondent participant was conducted to ensure that the
recording software was working correctly and sound levels were appropriate for the interview.
During each respondent’s interview, I confirmed that they had the full time originally allotted
and began by reviewing the purposes of the research, their informed consent, the risks and
benefits of the research, confidentiality, and confirming with the participant that they may
withdraw their participation at any time.
Respondents were asked to join a video interview with me for a time of at least 1 hour,
responding to questions related to faculty trust and educational innovation. I used either Google
Meet or Zoom, depending on the interviewee’s preference, to conduct the interview. The
participant was interviewed in their office to elicit a familiar sense of place in which the
respondent felt most at ease in responding to questions related to their role and protecting their
privacy as they responded to potentially sensitive questions about their work environment.
Though each interview was audio recorded using Zoom or Google Meet, with approval by the
respondent, I also took field notes for each interview during and immediately following the
meeting in an effort to draw out further meaning from the responses (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018).
The field notes were combined with initial observations from each respondent’s completed
intake forms prior to the interview.
The guidance of Rubin and Rubin (2005) provided a helpful framework to consider how
to extract further meaning from participant responses, as they described the importance of
searching for specific detail in an answer and then probing that detail for more depth to gather
richer descriptions. The interview protocol was designed to elicit these details, such as asking
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CAOs to respond to fill-in-the-blank responses like “Faculty who trust me as a leader know that
I,” which led to follow-up questions such as “Why did you respond in this way?” or “Are there
any other responses that come to mind as well?” The goal was to enable the respondent to
contribute a vivid picture of their thought process, as this allowed the study to “present [the]
interviewees as real people rather than abstractions” (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, p. 133). Depth and
detail enabled the respondent to portray their understanding of reality in a nuanced way, an
important factor of case studies grounded in a constructivist paradigm.
The case study methodology is an iterative process (Yin, 2014), and the interview
protocol’s ongoing development was shaped in part by the respondents themselves. I remained
attentive to the ease with which the interviewees were able to understand and respond to the
questions posed, particularly in dealing with complex issues like faculty trust and educational
innovation. While field testing of the interview protocol helped to eliminate some of the potential
confusion respondents may have had toward these issues, the protocol was further augmented
through the research process itself. To do this, I transcribed each interview before conducting an
interview with another respondent to ensure the protocol was clear and effective, making
changes if necessary.
I took detailed field notes during each interview, specifically focused on reflecting on the
manner in which the CAOs responded to the prompts. Part of how the data was analyzed in this
study was by examining how readily CAOs were able to conceive of the role that trust played in
their work. As Saldaña and Omasta (2018) asserted, “Analysis does not start after all the data
have been collected. Analysis is an ongoing process from beginning through end of an inquiry”
(Saldaña & Omasta, 2018, p. 24). Analyzing their behavior and mannerisms during the interview
was a part of the data received from each interview in addition to the words they spoke. A long
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delay or even an inability of a respondent to answer questions relative to trust-building among
the faculty may say even more about the importance this had in their work than their verbal
response. Field notes taken during the interview were a key part of completing this aspect of the
case study analysis. They were reviewed along with the audio transcription after each interview
as a way of analyzing for themes in responses and evaluating the interview protocol’s efficacy.
The audio files and field notes were stored in a password-protected folder on my
computer, with each interviewee assigned a pseudonym that served as their primary source of
identification throughout the study. Transcription of the data was initially performed using
Zoom. I reviewed the transcript after the initial results for accuracy. Participants were also sent a
copy of the transcript of their interview to review.
Data Analysis
Data analysis was aimed at uncovering general themes, starting at the conclusion of the
very first interview. Transcripts of each interview were done within 72 hours of its conclusion
using Zoom, which I verified for accuracy before sending to the respondent for their review.
After the interview was transcribed and approved by each respondent, I conducted a first pass
through the data, focusing on coding with predetermined codes developed relative to the
conceptual framework. Responses dealing with trust were coded relative to issues dealing with
trust-competence, trust-integrity, and trust-benevolence. Responses related to innovation were
coded in this first pass under general codes related to innovation-curricular, innovation-modality,
innovation-challenge, and innovation-trust.
At the conclusion of this first pass through the data, I then did a second pass through the
data from each interview using process coding. Saldaña and Omasta (2018) suggested the use of
process coding when the goal is to “identify forms of participant action, reaction, and interaction
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as suggested by the data” (p. 126). As the study sought to explore the specific and direct actions
and feelings CAOs have toward trust-building, process coding was an effective way of assigning
active words to participants’ responses. I specifically coded the data by focusing on the actions
the CAO discussed taking in their work, labeling these with gerund codes, using codes such as
“openly communicating,” “admitting mistakes,” or “compromising,” depending on the data. This
was particularly useful in identifying the intentional approaches CAOs took toward trustbuilding.
After the sixth interview, a final pass through the data was completed using values
coding. Values coding identifies a participant’s overt statements or inferring from the data codes
relative to their attitudes, values, and beliefs. Much of the respondents’ conceptions about trust
were shaped by their values and beliefs and values coding offered a final pass through the data
that specifically highlighted these values. Saldaña and Omasta (2018) acknowledged the unique
appropriateness of values coding to case study analysis, as this methodology uncovers deeply
held values, identities, and experiences, which this type of coding is effective at organizing for
analysis. The use of both a predetermined coding structure for a first pass and two emergent
coding systems for the final two passes added further reliability to the study. Field notes were
also coded in these three passes, first using predetermined codes, then process coding, and a final
pass using values coding. Once the field notes and respondents’ data were coded, I drew out
salient themes from the data regarding how academic administrators approached building trust
with faculty, the practices and behaviors they enacted to build trust, and the challenges they
encountered while building trust. I also identified themes relevant to how academic
administrators built trust with their faculty in leading innovation, the specific practices and
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behaviors they used to build trust in the midst of innovation, and what challenges they faced in
this work.
Trustworthiness
There are various elements to establish trustworthiness in qualitative studies. Regarding
the role of credibility in the collection and evaluation of the data in case studies, Yin (2014)
encouraged attention to construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability.
Establishing construct validity occurs both at the collection and composition phase. In addition to
collecting evidence from multiple sources, randomly sampling the target population, and
reaching saturation with data from multiple interviewees, key informants engaged in member
checking of the data and the preliminary report. Beyond these measures of construct validity,
internal validity was met through addressing rival explanations that emerged from the data and
pattern matching through the various responses offered by the interviewees. The study’s external
validity came from the reliance on existing trust theory, specifically the locus of trust theory
from Jones and Shah (2016). Finally, the study has confirmed reliability in using a case study
methodological design, a verified form of research appropriate to the study’s purpose. The
inclusion of individuals from multiple sites further added to the study’s credibility as this
provided site triangulation (Shenton, 2004).
The study’s transferability and findings were another way to confirm the trustworthiness
of the research. As this study was not testing a theory but rather using trust theory as a
conceptual framework from which to analyze data, analytical generalization of the theory adds a
measure of transferability to the study (Rowley, 2002). Rowley (2002) wrote, “In analytic
generalisation, each case is viewed as an experiment, and not a case within an experiment. The
greater the number of case studies that show replication the greater the rigour with which a
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theory has been established” (Rowley, 2002, p. 20). Ensuring that the data reached saturation and
that the outcome of the analysis provided results relative to the study’s research questions further
added to the transferability of the study.
Part of the responsibility of providing the study’s dependability rested on my ability to
thoroughly explain the research design and methodology so that future researchers could
duplicate the study (Shenton, 2004). A piece of the field-testing process of the study, then,
consisted of reviewing portions of the study’s methodology to ensure the study’s dependability
in which an outside researcher could replicate the study due to the description of the design and
protocol being complete and helpful to future studies.
Researcher’s Role
As a fellow higher education administrator serving on the presidential cabinet of a small,
private liberal arts college in New York state, I had a strong familiarity with the challenges of
working at a financially struggling institution. Additionally, while the CAO of my institution was
not interviewed as a part of this study, he did serve as a consultant and field tester of the
interview protocol. I have seen firsthand both how apprehensive faculty can be regarding the
adoption of educational or curricular innovation and how creative and excited they can become
regarding the success of a particular program that they feel an affinity toward. With family
members who serve on the faculty of other financially struggling private colleges both within
and outside of New York state, I have also been especially attuned to the frustrations facing
faculty and their leadership at these institutions. This familiarity had, in part, raised the level of
concern in my mind regarding this research problem and may have caused me to overstate its
importance for the future of higher education in America. This bias, however, was mitigated by a
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thorough review of the literature that consistently highlights the need for strong faculty and
administrative trust, particularly in the midst of educational and curricular innovation.
Ethical Considerations
Approval from ACU’s Institutional Review Board was sought prior to any data collection
following an expedited process, given that the study posed minimal risk to all participants (see
Appendix E). In accordance with the Belmont Report, this study adhered to ethical guidelines for
researchers related to respect, justice, and beneficence, as ensured through attention to the
principles of confidentiality and privacy at each stage of research: participant selection, data
collection, data analysis and storage, and presentation of findings. Due to the nature of the study
that required qualitative interviews, anonymity could not be protected, and the respondent was
informed of this in the informed consent agreement.
Participant Selection
The minimal risks associated with participant selection related to participants disclosing
potentially sensitive information about their relationships with faculty members are discussed.
Confidentiality. The informed consent agreement outlined for each respondent the steps
I took to protect confidentiality, including not disclosing the identity of any respondent outside
of the research team. Respondents were contacted via an encrypted email message and were also
encouraged to encrypt their responses at every stage of their participation in the study. Absolute
confidentiality could not be guaranteed, though, and respondents were made aware of this at the
inquiry stage and in their informed consent agreement.
Privacy. To ensure that participants had control over their personal information, they
were given reasonable oversight over the time, manner, and context under which they
participated. Participants were given the option to respond to the intake inquiry by phone or
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Zoom as a way to further ensure their privacy, for instance, and reminded at the recruitment and
collection phases that they would need to be audio recorded during their interview. Their
responses during the recruitment phase were destroyed if they withdrew participation or if they
were unwilling to be recorded during their interview.
Data Collection
The minimal risks associated with data collection dealt with discomfort associated with
discussing trusting relationships within a work environment. Trust is a potentially sensitive topic
to explore with CAOs, and I was prepared to occupy a cathartic role for the respondents. As
respondents detailed their successes and challenges in building and maintaining trusting
relationships among their faculty, they may have felt discomfort and fear that their responses
would not remain private for the purposes of the study. The research was conducted with
stringent attention to ethical standards to ensure that the interviewees felt a sense of freedom to
share openly their understanding of and struggles with trust while minimizing risk.
Confidentiality. The informed consent agreement outlined for each respondent the steps
I took to protect confidentiality, and in the data collection phase, I mitigated these concerns by
reminding participants that all of the information shared with me was confidential and that they
could withdraw their participation in the study at any time. Their responses were not shared
outside of the research team, and as soon as the interview was transcribed, within 72 hours of the
completion of the interview, all direct identifiers were removed from the data, which the
respondent was reminded of during collection.
Privacy. The respondent was encouraged to choose a private space from which to
participate in the interview. This could have been their office, workspace, or home. Leading up
to the interview, I shared with the respondent the topics we would cover in the interview and
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again encouraged them to set aside a private space for their appointment. To further address the
risks of discussing private matters related to trust, at the beginning of their video interview, I
indicated that trust-building is a developing field and that there are no right or wrong answers for
leaders to provide for trust-building behaviors and practices.
Data Analysis and Storage
The minimal risks associated with data analysis and storage related to the possibility of
the data’s security being compromised and the respondent’s identity being revealed or surmised.
The following steps were taken to minimize these risks.
Confidentiality. To protect each respondent’s confidentiality, I collected and organized
all the data into two password-protected databases. All respondents and their institutions were
assigned a pseudonym. All the coded data that included their inquiry responses, interview
transcript, and field notes were stored in one password-protected folder. The master list of coded
responses that corresponded to the respondent and their institution were kept in a separate
password-protected folder.
All interview data were stored on my computer without using cloud storage systems to
protect against any security issues that may have been present. When not in use, the computer
was kept in a locked file drawer in a locked office, in addition to the computer also having
password protection. Files were backed up on an external hard drive that remained in a locked
cabinet in my locked office.
Privacy. Participants were sent a copy of their interview transcript to review for accuracy
to protect their privacy, in addition to being given the opportunity to have their entire response or
any part of their interview removed from the data for analysis. As soon as the respondent verified
and approved their transcript, the audio file was destroyed.
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Presentation of Findings
The minimal risks associated with the presentation of findings related to the possibility of
a respondent’s identity being revealed or surmised. The following steps were taken to minimize
these risks.
Confidentiality. Only respondents’ pseudonyms were used in the presentation of the
study’s findings to protect their confidentiality. I am the only individual with access to the
original raw data. All files will be deleted after 5 years upon completion of the research.
Privacy. To ensure that respondents continued to maintain appropriate oversight over
how their personal responses were used through their participation in this research, the data
collected for this study, even if de-identified, will not be used for any future research.
Assumptions
One of the driving assumptions of this study was that CAOs are increasingly tasked with
leading innovation, which is backed by the literature (Martin & Samels, 2015; Seligno, 2014).
While this was true in many of the institutions with which I was familiar, including my own,
there was a strong possibility that some of the initial respondents may not have been tasked with
this role. Even if they were, they may not have been intimately involved in this work and instead
have delegated it to other faculty members to oversee. To address this assumption, the intake
forms each potential respondent completed helped to gatekeep those CAOs who did not have this
aspect of academic leadership as a part of their role.
Another assumption underlying this study was that leaders have a desire to build the trust
of those whom they lead based on ability, benevolence, and integrity. It was possible that not all
leaders viewed trust-building as essential to their role and may instead view their relationship
with their employees as purely transactional or managerial. In this, they would only view trust as
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related to whether they could perform the duties of their role and not in any way connected to
their followers’ perception of their integrity or benevolence. To mitigate this possibility, a
question in the interview protocol directly addressed this belief, asking the respondent to discuss
whether they viewed trust-building as important to their effectiveness.
A final assumption that undergirded this research was that respondents would be truthful
in their responses. I did not consider faculty opinions on the efficacy of the respondent’s attempts
to build trust or lead well. Thus, the study relied on the views of the CAOs themselves with the
assumption that they would accurately convey their relationships and actions in building trust in
the midst of educational and curricular innovation at their institution. The study was designed to
explore the subjective experiences and beliefs of CAOs rather than delve into their effectiveness
as a leader and trust-builder to address this assumption.
Limitations
Qualitative research, and case studies, in particular, have certain limitations that are
outside of a researcher’s control. The target population was selected due to financial and time
constraints, and while they shared much of the same challenges as the whole population of CAOs
in the United States, there were unique challenges facing CAOs in each context. The
demographic challenges facing New York state, for instance, may have led CAOs to act with a
different urgency than CAOs in a state where high school graduates were projected to increase
over the coming years. Trust-building in those environments likely looks different. Similarly, as
CAO roles have become increasingly complex over the last several years, the study was limited
by the various forms this role could take depending on the context of the institution. Thus, the
responsibilities one CAO may have had at a similarly sized institution may have looked vastly
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different than a CAO at another, even as both may have been charged with leading the faculty
and leading innovation.
External factors may also have been a limitation, particularly as this research was
conducted under the ongoing threat of a global pandemic. As CAOs were tasked with leading
their faculty during this uncertainty, their time and attention to trust-building may have been
limited, as the time they could devote to participating in research related to these topics may also
have been limited. The demands upon their time and the rapidly shifting environment in which
higher education was operating posed an unknown and perhaps significant limitation to this
study.
Despite these limitations, various safeguards within this study’s design add to its
credibility and reliability. While each of these factors is outside of my control, the thoroughness
of the design, the measures in place for ongoing analysis and adaption of the research protocol,
and the use of member checking and field testing of the study prior to data collection addressed
each limitation in a meaningful way. Additionally, while the climate of higher education at the
time of the study posed challenges, the potential catharsis I was able to offer CAOs during a
period of stress may have added to the study’s results.
Delimitations
The focus of this study was on how CAOs constructed their view of the importance of
trust to their leadership effectiveness and its impact specifically on leading educational
innovation in their institutions. While the respondents worked only at private institutions within
only one state, the findings are transferable to CAOs at other institutions of higher learning. The
context of each institution, however, created various factors that introduced unique challenges.
Faculty unions may have made building trust even more difficult (Kater, 2017). Innovations
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varied from institution to institution, with some primarily achieving these changes through
partnerships with private industry (Kolympiris & Klein, 2017) and others by pushing for patents
or entrepreneurial initiatives (Leih & Teece, 2016). The innovations discussed in this study were
specific to educational or curricular innovations and may not be transferable to the whole of
university innovation.
A final boundary to name in this study was the fact that faculty responses were not
included in this study. As a result, a CAO may have presented themselves as an exemplary leader
of innovation and trust-builder when, in reality, few faculty members at their institution may
have agreed. Due to this study’s focus on the CAO’s construction of their own reality relative to
trust-building, the actual effectiveness of their work was not explored. The faculty’s voice, while
certainly important to consider in research on university innovation, was not the primary concern
of this study.
Chapter Summary
The qualitative case study methodology employed in this research focusing on how
CAOs approach building trust with the faculty, particularly in leading educational or curricular
innovations, was best suited to uncovering a rich description of this phenomena. As the work of
CAOs has become increasingly complex beyond merely overseeing curricular matters (Martin &
Samels, 2015), a case study methodology enabled me to uncover the equally complex feelings
and beliefs of CAOs regarding matters of trust-building. Case studies are appropriate for
answering “how” and “why” questions, and understanding how CAOs prioritize and practice
trust-building in their role are questions well-suited for this methodology (Yin, 2014).
While sampling the total population of CAOs in the United States would have provided a
broad understanding of these matters, the target population of this study for matters of
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convenience, access, and to ensure that variations of state educational policy did not interfere
with comparisons, was CAOs at private universities in New York state. Qualitative
semistructured interviews were conducted via video communication with an initial analysis
sample of six interviews, with data saturation reached after three consecutive interviews yielding
no new relevant data (Francis et al., 2010). Three passes through the data were conducted with
attention to a predetermined coding pass, followed by a process coding pass focused on
uncovering action-oriented behaviors, and finally, a values coding pass concerned with
highlighting the beliefs, attitudes, and values expressed by the respondents.
Through the analysis of field notes and qualitative interviews with CAOs from small
private institutions in New York state, this research aimed to expand the existing research on the
role and challenges facing academic administrators. Trust-building is an important aspect of
effective leadership, particularly within an academic setting. With higher education facing an
unprecedented time of uncertainty and change, academic leaders must enter this time of
instability with a commitment to leading the faculty well by building trust and instilling
confidence in their leadership.
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Chapter 4: Results
The purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study was to understand how
executive academic administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining trust
with their faculty in general and also through educational innovation and what specific
challenges they have identified in these efforts. After field testing the interview script and
adjusting questions for clarity and consistency, I received IRB approval and began the
recruitment process for respondents. In reviewing the list of eligible institutions from which to
recruit participants, 58 institutions within the CICU were on the initial list of potential
respondents. Between July 2021 and August 2021, I sent inquiries to the first nine randomly
selected institutions, from which four individuals responded. Each of these fit the selection
criteria, and virtual interviews were held between August 2021 and November 2021. I continued
to send inquiries to subsequent groups of three randomly selected institutions from the CICU list
until two more respondents that fit the selection criteria were chosen. In total, 24 inquiries were
made to institutions resulting in six interviews held between July 2021 and January 2022.
There was an equal distribution of men and women in the study’s sample, with no chief
academic officer having served at their institution for more than 30 years. While each respondent
reported having varying levels of interaction with faculty on a day-to-day basis, each indicated
that they knew at least half of their faculty members personally. The size of the faculty at the
institutions represented in the sample ranged from fewer than 60 faculty members to some
overseeing a faculty of almost 200. Five of the respondents held the title of provost, while one
respondent served as the vice president for academic affairs. All respondents held terminal
degrees, and each had previously served as a faculty member, some having taught at the
institution that they now led (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Respondents and Their Institutions
Inquiry item

Length of time at institution

Descriptive statistics
Mean
Range
5.0 years

1–30 years

Length of time in role

14.5 years

1–20 years

Size of faculty

109 members

Fewer than 60–
almost 200

After completing the consent form, the respondents completed an intake form prior to
their interview. Each of the six interviews was video recorded and lasted between 59 and 93
minutes. Each respondent participated from their office on their respective campuses. No
respondent received the questions ahead of the interview. While I customized parts of each
interview based on the CAOs’ responses, the study script was followed in each interview, with
each main question being asked of every respondent. No additional follow-up questions or
interview times were needed with any of the respondents.
Upon completing the interview, I utilized the initial transcription of each video interview
compiled by the video platform, Zoom, and reviewed this transcription in conjunction with the
recording itself. To ensure clarity, filler language and phrases, such as respondents saying, “you
know,” “like,” or instances of the respondent repeating themselves as they considered how to
best respond to a question, were removed. After eliminating these phrases and confirming that
the transcript accurately reflected what the respondent said, I then reviewed the transcript and
removed identifying information from the respondent’s answers. The assigned pseudonym and
institutional pseudonym were inserted throughout the transcript to remove the respondent’s name
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and their college or university. Any specific references to departments at their institution were
replaced with generic or similar academic disciplines so that if, for example, a respondent
discussed the linguistics department at their institution, this would have been replaced with a
broader academic discipline like foreign languages or communication. Similarly, references to
specific committees or groups at the respondent’s institution were generalized and renamed if
needed. If a section of the respondent’s interview could not be adequately de-identified, this
section was eliminated and the respondent was notified. Once the transcript had been deidentified and edited, a draft of the transcript was sent to the respondent for their review. One
respondent requested that the transcript would be further edited to remove filler words that had
remained in the initial draft. No respondent indicated that the transcript had identifying
information that they wanted to be removed.
Results
Once the respondent approved the transcript, I conducted two initial passes through the
data and field notes. The first pass used initial predetermined codes related to trust and
innovation. Responses were coded using the comment feature in Microsoft Word. Responses
dealing with trust were coded using the following codes: trust-competence, trust-integrity, and
trust-benevolence. Responses related to innovation were coded as innovation-curricular,
innovation-modality, innovation-challenge, or innovation-trust. After this initial pass, a second
pass through the data was made using process coding that focused on the action and reaction
phrases each respondent used in their answers (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018). These resulted in
codes such as “communicating,” “being transparent,” “encouraging faculty,” and “building
leadership.” After the last interview was completed, a final coding pass was done through each
interview transcript using values coding. This final pass produced new codes such as “shared
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governance,” “decisiveness,” and “academia is unique,” while also adding further support to
codes found in previous passes, such as “transparent communication,” “integrity,” and
“benevolence toward faculty.” There were 225 passages coded, resulting in 349 codes, 118 of
which were unique.
Upon completing these three passes through the data, I then transferred each of the 225
passages that had been coded to a Microsoft Excel document, labeling the passage by the
assigned pseudonym for each participant and assigned codes. These passages were then grouped
into themes using an inductive design (Leavy, 2017). Starting with the first set of codes
identified in the first interview, passages were labeled with one or two key words or phrases
from the passage that served as initial themes that were further refined as more passages were
added under that theme. The first set of passages, for instance, produced themes like
“transparent/open communication” and “shared mission,” which, as more passages were added
to these broader themes, eventually turned into “Trust is built through open and honest
communication” and “Trust is built through preserving institutional mission.” If a passage and
code did not fit within a theme identified from previous passages, a new theme was created.
Through this process, 18 themes were identified, with the number of passages supporting each
theme ranging from five to 29 passages. To ensure that data saturation criteria was met, I paid
particular attention to the final three interviews conducted to see if they produced new or
emerging themes that had not been identified in the first three interviews. After a review of these
themes and coded passages, no new themes were found in the data of the last three consecutive
interviews, indicating that the established saturation criteria had been met (Francis et al., 2010).
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Themes
Using the initial 18 themes, I considered whether any of the themes should be further
classified as subthemes of any of the identified themes. Through this analysis, seven dominant
themes and seven subthemes emerged (see Table 2). The first and fifth of the seven themes,
“Trust is essential for effective leadership of faculty” and “Trust during innovation is different in
top-down vs. bottom-up initiatives,” emerged as metathemes relevant to RQ1 and RQ2. The
themes, “Trust is built through open and honest communication,” “Trust is built through
preserving institutional mission,” and “Understanding the role of the faculty is important in trustbuilding,” provide insight into RQ1 and its subquestions. The final two identified themes,
“Identifying faculty to lead innovation and leading alongside them builds trust” and
“Incentivizing innovation builds trust,” relate to RQ2 and related subquestions.
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Table 2
Themes
Themes

Subthemes
Subtheme 1
Subtheme 2

Metatheme: Trust is essential for effective
leadership of faculty

Trust is not often built
intentionally

Trust is built through open and honest
communication

Communicating about
“nonacademic” issues
is challenging

Trust is built through preserving institutional
mission

Building trust in
academia is different
than in other
organizations

Understanding the role of the faculty is
important in trust-building

Acknowledging the
Making quicker
limitations of the CAO decisions builds
role is important in
trust
trust-building

Metatheme: Trust during innovation is different
in top-down vs. bottom-up initiatives
Identifying faculty to lead innovation and
leading alongside them builds trust
Incentivizing innovation builds trust

Politicking in
innovation is a barrier
to building trust

Narratives of past
innovations can
work for or against
building trust

Metatheme One: Trust is Essential for Effective Leadership of Faculty
While each interview was structured into two discrete sections, with the first half focused
on trust-building in general and the second half dealing with trust during periods of innovation,
respondents frequently mentioned throughout the interview how important trust was to their
effectiveness as a CAO. Isaiah stressed trust’s importance, saying, “I think it’s enormously
important that faculty trusts my leadership. If anything, it’s probably more important that they
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trust the CAO’s leadership than the president’s leadership because the president’s job is all over
the place.” Even though trust was defined differently by each respondent, the importance of trust
for effective leadership was a sentiment shared by each person. Shawna indicated, “You can’t
succeed without [trust]; if it’s not top of mind, you’re probably not in the right business.”
In addition to the importance of trust for their overall leadership, each respondent also
shared how important trust was for implementing innovations that they had led at their
institution. Gordon definitively stated that he would not have been able to accomplish any of the
innovations he led at his institution without the baseline level of trust that he had built at Blue
River University. Similarly, Elaine said that trust is essential during innovation because “the
innovation times are the times of real threat. Those are the times when people, if you’re shifting
direction, expanding direction, any kind of that innovation, change makes people very
uncomfortable.” Shawna argued that trust is more important in times of innovation because of
this inherent uncertainty during times of change. For each respondent, trust in their leadership
was essential for their ability to be effective leaders.
Subtheme: Trust Is Not Often Built Intentionally. Though it was unsurprising that the
importance of trust was emphasized by each CAO, it was curious that nearly all of the
respondents had difficulty thinking of ways in which they had intentionally sought to build trust
among their faculty. Questions related to intentional actions or asking them to reflect on whether
trust-building factored into actions they had taken to lead innovations were often difficult for
respondents to answer. When asked whether she had expected her faculty’s trust to increase in
her through her leadership of an innovation, Theresa acknowledged that she had not thought
about trust during the process, saying, “I did think very deliberately that this institution has to
evolve and the only way that’s going to happen is if these newer people coming in can do these
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different things.” In this, she was looking to ensure that faculty who wanted to be a part of the
innovation knew they could trust her, but she did not consciously consider how she might go
about building their trust in intentional ways. Isaiah described a similar perspective, particularly
during times of innovation, saying, “I do not think consciously I was thinking that as a way to
build trust, but I think probably unconsciously, I did, because it expressed a view I had of how
faculty workload works.”
Some of the respondents elaborated on how they view the process through which trust is
built. Gordon intimated that trust was more of a result of decisions made through one’s
leadership. In describing how he built the trust of his leadership team, he said:
We got there, but none of that was intentional. I just went in and said, “This is the way
we’re going to operate,” and it wasn’t out of an effort to build trust. It was, “This is the
way I want to operate,” and I think trust was an awesome byproduct of doing that and it
sort of was in sync with what they needed and where they were as an organization.
While not describing trust as a result of other actions, Shawna described a similar perspective on
how trust is built, saying:
Trust things tend to happen on smaller things. It’s like relationships. What you end up
arguing over that breaks the relationship is something small that didn’t seem all that
important but really was because it hit one of the partners in a very specific and
individual way. So, I tend to think that the pieces that break are more like that. It’s the
smaller things that just create dissatisfaction rather than the big initiative that seems like
it’s kind of fun, but you might not be sure.
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Theme Two: Trust Is Built Through Open and Honest Communication
Communication was the most frequently cited aspect of trust-building by respondents. A
form of the word “communication” was mentioned over 50 times throughout the interviews
conducted in this study, with 29 direct quotes supporting this overall theme in the data. Oscar
viewed it as the most important part of his work as a CAO, saying that “Trust comes down to
open communication, and that’s particularly important in the world of higher education, largely
due to shared governance.” Theresa agreed, indicating that faculty who trust her as a leader felt
that she “tells it like it is.” She went on to say:
Clarity is the thing that I emphasize the most in my own thinking about how to establish
trust. Communication. Making sure that everybody has the same story, consistency of
communication. So, I’m not somebody that does a lot of back-channeling to one person. I
like groups, to talk to people in groups, so that you have a whole bunch of people who at
least have the same words coming at them, even if they heard different things, they had
the same words coming in.
In addition to communicating clearly, backing these words up with actions is essential to
building trust. Communication without action does not instill trust. Elaine expounded on this
idea when talking about trust in one’s leader: “If they tell you that this has been done, you say,
‘Yeah, I feel confident that it’s been done.’ If you trust somebody, you say, ‘I feel confident that
what they say actually has been done.’” Open and honest communication with words backed up
by action was identified as an important aspect of trust-building.
Though one part of communication consists of the words that one speaks, another
important aspect of open and honest communication is listening well, as Shawna pointed out. “In
order to build [trust],” she said:
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You have to listen. The struggle can sometimes come when you’ve listened, but you go
in a different direction, and there’s not always a recognition that listening happened, but I
think the key is listening, and if people feel listened to and heard, then that can be really
helpful in long-term building of trust.
For Gordon, the listening portion of open and honest communication consisted of ensuring that
faculty voices were heard in important campus conversations. He advocated for the inclusion of
faculty in policy change discussions, and though there was not the kind of faculty interest he had
expected in this push, he still felt that it was important for faculty to be prominent voices in
campus policy making. Isaiah pushed for similar initiatives for faculty inclusion at his institution,
insisting that documents like the faculty handbook and faculty contracts clearly communicated
faculty expectations and roles. He also wanted to ensure that he was listening to voices that had
been marginalized at his institution, such as faculty members who had consistently raised
concerns about the administration. He not only made sure to listen to the views of these faculty
members but made one of them a department chair because he recognized that “this is someone
who understands exactly how the institution works because they’ve been spending years
complaining about it.” Other respondents also shared the importance of listening to various
voices on the faculty. Elaine made a point to reach out to disgruntled faculty members as a way
to build their trust, saying:
Then I know I can also count on those people to continue to tell me what is the beat of the
campus. What is it that you’re worried about? Because I’m up in the administration
building, and as much as I try to get out on campus, I don’t have the same sense of the
faculty as I did when I was a faculty member. So, even though they may think they’re
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complaining, it’s helpful to have them tell you and continue to be in touch with you about
what’s going on.
Open and honest communication that incorporates availability and listening was seen as
paramount in the eyes of the respondents.
Subtheme: Communicating About “Nonacademic” Issues Is Challenging. A primary
reason that communicating well is such an important focus of CAOs is based on the reality that
there is much about being a CAO that is nonacademic. Gordon indicated that “a lot of time and
energy is spent kind of managing the how and in what way we are communicating things that are
potentially contentious.” The reason so much energy is put into effective communication is that
the CAO spends a significant portion of their time managing the academic relationships within
the institution that are often affected by the financial state of the college or university. Theresa
faces this challenge in her role as well. She stated:
Ultimately, I’m at a small institution and the great thing about small institutions is that
you don’t have a lot of bureaucracy and the challenge of smaller institutions is that you
don’t have a lot of bureaucracy and hierarchy, certainly at this institution. A lot of the
way we work is based on personal relationships.
Oscar explained this tension, saying, “You like to be able to focus more on academics, on
higher-level things, such as looking at potential new programs, but so much of what you do is
really dealing with minutia. And that’s what people don’t say.” He went on to say that a
particular area where it is hard for a CAO to build trust is in these nonacademic portions of the
role, specifically around budgets.
Each respondent was facing particular challenges associated with budgetary strain, and
each described the impact that finances had on their ability to communicate well with their
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faculty. Shawna framed this challenge in terms of presented need, saying, “People want what
they want, they need what they need, and they need it now. They don’t want to wait for it.”
Communicating with faculty about the conflicting needs or complex challenges facing the
institution is particularly hard for CAOs who are under financial strain. Theresa explained:
What I often try to explain to people, but it’s a hard explanation because we all need what
we need. Everybody comes with their particular need or the department’s particular need.
I have to go from the point of view of the whole institution, recognizing that I can’t do it
all, and so, I have to prioritize. I recognize that everything is a need. There’s no question
about that. But I have to select the things that are so glaring and so pressing that we say
we have to do them now, and the other things have to wait.
Adopting this more holistic view of the institution was something Isaiah described as well. He
said that it took a while to stop thinking like a faculty member when he took on his role, saying
that he had to frame his responsibility differently because:
My job is to be responsible for the finances and the institution. One of the other things I
say is, “The better the job I’m doing, the less the faculty know about it.” If there [are] no
problems with accreditation, if there [are] no problems with program approval, if there
[are] no problems with our assessment system, they don’t hear about it. There’s nothing
to get excited about. Whereas, if you’re in tough financial times and you’re trying to
change things, unfortunately, they know about it.
The nonacademic aspects of the work of the CAO, particularly around finances, were identified
by many of the respondents as challenging topics about which to communicate well with faculty.
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Theme Three: Trust Is Built Through Preserving Institutional Mission
In addition to communicating well, the respondents viewed the preservation of the
institution’s mission as vital for building trust among the faculty. For Gordon, an environment
that has high trust is one where “everybody believes that the other party is working in the best
interests of students and the institution and kind of for the common good toward the mission.”
The idea of missional consistency came up in nearly every interview, with Isaiah saying that
faculty who trusted him as a leader likely felt that he “cared about the students and the
institution.” This sentiment was shared by Theresa, who felt that faculty who did not trust her
likely felt that she did not have their best interests in mind. She said:
If you believe that someone is working, to the best of their ability, for the good of the
institution, however they define it, then, again, you can disagree about what that is, what
the decisions are. But, to me, that kind of disagreement is not a sign of distrust.
Trust, then, is at least partially formed on a mutual understanding of what is best for the
institution. Elaine rooted this sense of missional integrity in the understanding of the academic
focus of the institution that she conveys, saying:
I think that you build trust by what you say publicly. So, when you talk about what the
purpose of the college is, they listen to what you say and think, “Is this the person that I
want as my CAO? Are they saying things about the college that I want them to say?”
The synonymous nature of talking about the academic integrity and missional integrity of the
institution was particularly central for Elaine in how she built trust with her faculty. Elaine
reflected, “They’re so glad to have somebody say that educating students is why we’re here. That
sounds simple but to say that that’s actually why we’re here and that takes the priority.”
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Part of the challenge the respondents noted in building trust through preserving the
institution’s mission was in how change, whether innovative or not, is implemented. Shawna
remarked on the way in which the consistency of the institution needs to be preserved in periods
of change. While she indicated that the traditional academic posture is to be skeptical of change,
specifically of the individuals responsible for any introductions of change, the institution itself is
seen as more stable, saying, “I think [institutional trust] needs to be renewed less than some of
the other things ... I think there’s an assumption that the individuals are more shady and there’s
also an assumption that the institution is stable.” Leaning, then, on institutional stability can be
beneficial for leaders responsible for change management. Isaiah spoke to similar concerns in
changes he made to faculty compensation. Through input from the faculty that centered on their
shared understanding of the values of the institution, which included equity and justice, he built
trust through this change by appealing to institutional integrity:
Some of the things that were done to benefit the worst-treated and the worst-paid people
actually made all the others happy. They didn’t end up with anything more, except that
they felt they worked for an institution that had more integrity. And so, it made them feel
good that they’re working for an institution that had integrity, even if, in some cases, that
meant that they literally got paid less than them.
As sometimes happens during change, though, there may not be a shared understanding
of the institutional mission, which a leader can help to preserve. Theresa spoke to the challenge
of rallying faculty around changes, both by recognizing that the institutional mission may not be
understood as one centered on the student learning experience and also the need to continually
emphasize this focus for those who are skeptical of change:
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The institution must change, must evolve with [the world]. That might mean that
[faculty] have to give up some practices that they were comfortable with or some perks
and policies that they really enjoyed, which don’t serve the institution well and certainly
are not in the best interest of the students.
This same challenge was shared by Isaiah, who lamented, “There’s a natural resistance in
academic institutions to any change at all. So, particularly if you’re doing a change that takes
away someone’s undeserved privileges, you really have to work hard to make the case and make
it publicly.” Similarly, Elaine considers what requests she makes of faculty that involve changing
their focus or program and frames the conversation in terms of the institution’s academic
mission. For Elaine, it is important to ask, “Am I asking them to do something that’s for a good
reason, whether it’s for the college or for students ... that I’m not just asking them to run the
course to run the course, but there’s a real reason?” The institutional mission, one that is centered
on the student learning experience, was an important focus of many of the respondents’
understanding of building trust with faculty members, especially during periods of change.
Subtheme: Building Trust in Academia Is Different Than in Other Organizations.
One of the predominant reasons that institutional mission was a focus on trust-building was due
to the common view of the respondents that academia is different from other organizations and,
as such, trust is built differently in this environment. Each respondent named shared governance
as a particular challenge in building trust with faculty and was seen as unique among any other
kinds of organizational behavior seen in other economic sectors. Elaine named this difference,
saying:
There’s a collaboration in decision-making and leadership that’s really necessary in
academic environments and not always necessary or present in corporate or other
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environments ... I think [trust] is almost more central to effective functioning in an
academic environment because of that collaborative piece. Things don’t happen
effectively unless everybody’s on board and saying, “Yeah, we’re going to make this
happen.”
The importance of recognizing and working within the shared governance model of higher
education was a concern for each respondent, in part because they all were former faculty
members and saw this structure as essential to their experience as faculty members. Isaiah
indicated that when he is confronted with conflicts of shared governance, he considers what he
would do if he were a faculty member serving under his leadership. If it became apparent to him
that shared governance was not being recognized, he would lose faith in the institution’s ability
to carry on its mission with integrity. Trust, then, is built differently in academic institutions, in
part because of the shared governance structure. Isaiah went on to explain this in further detail:
I think [trust] is a little different because, in most corporations or most families, you
recognize that you’re at some level on the same team, whereas in an academic
environment, not everyone’s on the same team. Many people are on the team of the
English department, while other people are on the team of the Science department and
other people are on the team of “leave me the hell alone so I can do my research.” So, it’s
very important but harder to build a sense of shared mission, I think, in an academic
environment.
Gordon discussed similar challenges in leading under a shared governance structure and also
admitted that faculty members “are not on anyone’s team.” He likened the challenge to trying to
fly a plane full of people who all feel that they should have a say in how decisions are made
about the flight. Gordon reflected, “We’re all going to fly this plane, or maybe you can fly it, and
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I’ll tell you how to fly it, and I’ll tell you when I don’t like the way you’re flying it. It’s like
trying to fly a plane by consensus.”
While some of the challenges are specific to shared governance structures, Gordon also
went on to say that trust-building is further complicated by broader or contextual challenges
facing the institution as a whole. He said, “I think that in an academic, specifically a CAO and
faculty relationship, there are some other things, kind of even historical things or institutionally
ingrained social phenomenon that you have to overcome to build trust.” This idea of ingrained
systems of mistrust was alluded to by many of the respondents. Shawna described it, saying:
I would say, in academia, [trust] is more fragile. The expectation that people often start
with is that there won’t be trust. There’s constantly, and this is something we’re
experiencing now, a kind of constant expectation that you have to show and renew it all
the time, that it’s not just there, existing, and people can rely on it. If there [are] not
public showings on demand of its existence, then it’s not there, and, to me, that feels a
little bit different than in other places.
A piece of this ingrained mistrust is based on the inherent separation between the CAO and the
faculty. Oscar highlighted this difference, saying, “Academic administrators are in a strange
position, in that you’re not quite seen as faculty anymore, but the rest of the administration sees
you as part of the faculty.” Elaine reported having similar feelings: “[Faculty will] say, ‘Well,
faculty don’t have any representation here. Well, we realize you’re there, but you’re not really
faculty.’ That’s right, I’m not. I’m not in the classroom 12 credits anymore, so, I understand
when they say that.” There was a general understanding among the respondents that trust is built
differently in academia, partly due to shared governance but also because there is an
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undercurrent of mistrust, or as Gordon labeled it, “recalcitrance” in academic leadership that
must be overcome.
Theme Four: Understanding the Role of the Faculty Is Important in Trust-Building
The sense of recalcitrance seen in faculty can also be seen in a larger theme that emerged
from the data, which was the various and similar ways each CAO understood the role of the
faculty in general and how the preservation of these roles impacts the institutional mission. For
both Shawna and Isaiah, recognizing the expertise of the faculty was a primary focus for their
understanding of their expectations for faculty. Shawna stated:
Academics work autonomously, and they’re all experts. That’s the structure of it, and
there [are] great things about that structure. There’re also troublesome things about that
structure for situating it within a larger bureaucracy. The bottom line for an academic is
that they expect to work independently, they expect to have freedom, [and this is] why
we enshrine that in the concept of academic freedom, which sometimes bleeds over into
behavioral freedom or at least expectations of behavioral freedom which may not be
appropriate. But in all those things, it’s set up to be self-driven. It’s set up to be selfregulating, and it’s set up that they’re their own leaders. So, when you start from that
point—and that’s not at all where staff are starting from—it’s a little more complex.
This desire to work autonomously due to the expertise that faculty have in their discipline and
how this plays out in their behaviors was also acknowledged by Isaiah, who said:
At an academic institution, you have to tolerate a level of acting up. Ideally, people
realize later, “I really shouldn’t have done that,” and they apologize, and that’s fine. But,
you have to be relatively thick-skinned in academic leadership because you’re dealing
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with people who are vastly expert[s] in something, even if it’s not what you’re doing, and
so you need to respect that.
While not necessarily appealing to their expertise as one of the sources of these general
behaviors of the faculty, Elaine and Oscar drew similar conclusions about the role that faculty
play in the institution and what a CAO could reasonably expect of them. Oscar flatly stated,
“Faculty don’t want to have a boss. That’s why they go into academics in the first place.” Elaine
felt that this sense of freedom was important to forming trusting relationships between faculty
and academic leadership:
I know they have the best interest of our students at heart. I know they’re doing this every
day, and you’ve got to have that. You’ve got to have that. If you think that your role is to
sort of constrain them or to keep them in line, I don’t think that’ll work.
Respondents generally understood that part of the way that institutional integrity was preserved
was in recognizing what the role of the faculty is and the autonomy that they should be afforded
in their work.
Subtheme: Acknowledging the Limitations of the CAO Role Is Important in TrustBuilding. In addition to understanding how the faculty role should be understood, how one
understands the role of the CAO was also a subtheme that emerged in their conception of
institutional integrity. The recognition of faculty autonomy was a key way that some of the
respondents framed their work as a CAO. Oscar, for example, said he thinks of the CAO role as
similar to “the commissioner of Major League Baseball where you’re technically in charge of the
people who hired you. So, even though you’re in charge of the team owners, it’s the team owners
who hired you to be in that position.” Under this kind of structure, the CAO is inherently limited
by faculty agency. In fact, Oscar went on to bluntly state that being “a CAO is having all the
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responsibility but none of the authority.” This view of CAOs having a fairly limited amount of
authority over faculty was shared by other respondents. Isaiah suggested that “a successful chief
academic officer never expects to be obeyed. They expect to be taken seriously and that
everyone knows they’ll eventually get their way, but they don’t command what people do.” Even
though a CAO may make consequential decisions that run counter to faculty opinion, there is
still not a sense that a CAO exercises the same kind of authority over the faculty that is seen
among leaders and followers in other organizations. Recognizing this distinction between faculty
and CAO power sharing is another piece of ensuring that institutional integrity is preserved as a
trust-building strategy.
Acknowledging this limitation to one’s authority as a CAO takes on various forms,
though a common response among the CAOs interviewed was regarding the power they often
must wield around budgetary and personnel decisions. Theresa, when reflecting on these
challenges, said:
Part of the trust is understanding that my job is different from their job, and there are
things that I have to take into consideration that they don’t, but I have to by the nature of
my position. That might mean that we come to different conclusions about something.
Typically, that’s around the budget, I will say.
Recognizing and preserving faculty autonomy is a key consideration for CAOs, but as Theresa
highlighted, it is difficult to prioritize around budgetary considerations. Isaiah summarized this
challenge, saying, “The top job of the CAO is to say, ‘No,’ to people because people bring more
really good ideas than we can possibly have the time or money to do.”
Budgetary constraint was a common challenge mentioned by the respondents, and it often
affects faculty in profound ways. “Part of being in senior leadership,” Shawna indicated in
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response to these challenges to faculty, “a lot of what you have to do is take the stress of others.”
Elaine also confronted this challenge of budgetary constraint and has seen it as a barrier to
building faculty’s trust, which she labeled the “scarcity mentality.” She used an experience to
define further how this scarcity mentality is manifested, saying:
Recently, I had a staff member say, “No,” to me, and I thought, “It’s that scarcity
mentality. That’s why they said no.” And you ask a faculty member, “I want you to
dream about this program,” and “I want you to imagine what it could be.” And they have
a really hard time doing that. And you say that “Yes, these positions are approved,” and
they never quite believe it! It’s that kind of thing. I think that’s a general leadership
challenge of being in a position where you’re always feeling slightly threatened, and now
somebody is saying, “Trust me,” and you’re thinking, “Really?”
As the CAOs reflected on the need to preserve institutional integrity in their decision-making as
a form of trust-building, recognizing the uniqueness of higher education and how the faculty and
CAO roles are distinct contribute key pieces to the way in which CAOs go about the work of
building this trust.
Subtheme: Making Quicker Decisions Builds Trust. Part of the challenge in
recognizing the limitations of the CAO role and how the role of the faculty should be understood
in institutional governance can be further understood through a less dominant but still present
subtheme related to the way trust is built: the speed of decision-making in an institution served as
an internal barometer for some respondents’ measure of faculty trust. Though each respondent
acknowledged the slow pace of change in higher education, four of the six respondents
highlighted how an institution where decisions are made quicker than a typical college or
university was indicative of a high-trust environment. Gordon spoke to this ideal, saying, “If my
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entire faculty could crystallize around an idea like that (snaps fingers) and we move, and we
execute, then I think we probably have a high degree of trust.” Isaiah concurred with this
perception and modeled part of his approach to the CAO role on this understanding of
decisiveness, “My experience is that the least successful CAOs are ones who just can’t make up
their minds.” Similarly, Oscar saw the acceptance by the faculty of his advocacy for changes in
some important committee structures as a measure of their trust in him and related it to how this
sped up decisions made in this body. Shawna equated the pace of change and innovation as an
important measure of one’s effectiveness, saying, “You’ve got to always be in a cycle of
visioning and creation, and sometimes it’s small or sometimes it’s bigger, but you’re always
doing it.” The ability of a CAO to make decisions and, to some degree, make them quickly was
an important element in how some of the respondents viewed the trust their faculty had in their
leadership.
Metatheme Five: Trust During Innovation Is Different in Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up Initiatives
As the respondents considered the role of faculty trust during innovations at their
institutions, a common thread in the data related to the inherent differences between innovations
that start at the administrative level and those that start among the faculty. Each respondent
indicated that they had been very involved in innovations at their institution, with each having
experience implementing innovations initiated by the administration. Nearly all of the
respondents, however, talked about the inherent benefits of having innovation begin within the
faculty and then have that supported by the administration. When introducing innovation, for
instance, Isaiah is careful to frame the idea for his faculty, saying, “‘We want our students to be
successful, therefore ...’ which is something that everyone will buy into. I don’t try to sell
something as ‘I said’ or ‘The board wants.’ Those don’t tend to work very well.” Theresa
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expressed a similar hesitancy to push top-down innovation among her faculty: “I had faculty
saying, ‘Are you mandating this?’ I would say, ‘That’s the wrong question. The question is, why
is this a recommendation? What is it that we’re trying to accomplish?’” This skepticism she
perceived from the faculty has led her to conclude that bottom-up innovation is easier to lead
because, as she stated, “It’s hard when I’m a driver. I have to be the supporter because I really
want it to come organically from faculty.” Even when implementing top-down innovation, some
respondents described the need to quickly remove themselves from being perceived as too
involved. Shawna described her role in past innovations, saying:
I set the vision and the direction, but then I had to get out of the way because this is
where trust comes in. If it seems like I’m doing too much, then, even if it was the greatest
idea in the world, everybody would hate it.
Oscar, too, identified that greater buy-in occurs among the faculty when the innovation is seen as
more bottom-up in its inception. Oscar determined, “If a member of the administration gets
involved too early in the process, I think there’s a feeling that it can be taken over.” He
encourages faculty to get through as much of the innovation process as possible before it comes
to the administrative level to increase the buy-in of the faculty.
Each respondent recognized the need for administrators to be involved in pushing their
faculty to innovate and saw it as a balancing act due to the increased success of bottom-up
innovations. While Elaine, for one, recognized that bottom-up innovation was more
advantageous and more common at her institution, she also saw the importance of her
involvement, saying:
It’s sort of an interesting position for me to be in because you’re both trying to lead and
give ideas and have the faculty have ownership of it. But you’ve got to push in certain
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directions or open doors in certain directions. So, I think it’s an interesting balance with
innovation, how do you do that. It would not work to just impose, I think, from the top
and say, “We’re going to do this.”
Isaiah spoke about the importance of involving faculty in the innovation process, even as he was
the one leading the need for change. He said, “Part of what faculty want is just a sense that
they’ve been involved. And if they have an idea that’s better, we actually do it.” Elaine also
spoke of this balancing act of soliciting faculty ideas in a careful manner, saying:
Getting feedback and getting input without allowing other people to stop it or make the
decision is a very tricky leadership thing to do. How do you get people to be part of the
conversation and part of the decision without giving them the authority over it … I know
I need to do that really carefully, starting with the leadership team. I have to have a very
careful outline for myself of here’s the structure, here’s the mode for the conversation,
and what we’re going to do.
Recognizing the differences between top-down and bottom-up innovation affected many aspects
of the CAOs leadership of innovation and how they build trust with their faculty.
Theme Six: Identifying Faculty to Lead Innovation and Then Leading Alongside Them Builds
Trust
One of the strategies for successfully implementing innovation that balances the strengths
and weaknesses of top-down innovation that was mentioned was not only involving faculty in
the process itself but intentionally identifying key faculty to lead the innovation. Shawna
explained her process, saying, “I appointed a faculty member to be lead and then, that person
really did the consensus-building and the reaching across and the pulling folks together. People
were very responsive because it was faculty-to-faculty.” This kind of approach was seen as
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effective because it counteracts the notion that this is an administrative-led innovation of which
faculty will be inherently suspicious. Shawna further described that, based on previous
successful innovations she has overseen, she has found that the selection of that leader greatly
impacts the potential success of the endeavor: “When you have another person in front of you
who’s managing, you need someone who has gravitas, who comes from the position of having
recognition and respect from their colleagues.” Oscar reported a similar process for innovations
he oversaw regarding new technologies, indicating that “what was really important was getting
the faculty who were comfortable with this technology already to do the training workshops.”
For Oscar, he found that faculty were far more likely to listen to and learn from other faculty
rather than having staff or administrators lead the innovation. Gordon also spoke of the
importance of faculty leaders in leading a push for new programs at his institution, saying:
All of those degrees and programs and courses had faculty champions and subject matter
experts that were writing the curriculum, the rubrics, everything needed to kind of push it
through. So, I wasn’t actually doing that stuff. I’m not the expert in those fields, but
faculty across the campus sure were.
Leaning on the expertise of the faculty is an important aspect of successfully leading as a CAO.
An additional reason that faculty leaders were sought by the CAOs to actually lead the
innovations had to do with the manner of pushback that others on the faculty would typically
give when an innovation was introduced. Theresa described the challenge of pedagogical
innovation and how she responded to these difficulties:
To get that through the faculty academic committee, I can’t tell you—the objections were
coming from people who had been here a very long time, who were essentially, I would
say, not listening to their colleagues saying that our typical pedagogy doesn’t serve us
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well, and it’s not serving students well. It was people in different disciplines who were
saying, “How are you grading their progress?” Okay, no. Wrong question.
Theresa tried to respond to these criticisms by amplifying the voice of those on the faculty who
she thought could lead the changes to the instructional methods well. Isaiah anticipated similar
challenges in introducing innovations at his institution, saying, “I make a conscious effort to
have people who should be involved actually involved. Sometimes it’s just their representatives,
but, at least a representative has been involved, and then, they can complain to the
representative.” Ensuring that faculty have a voice in these changes and that representative
faculty leaders can help to answer the concerns of other faculty is a concern of Isaiah’s. Elaine
tried to be very specific in both her selection of faculty leaders and also in the kinds of requests
she made to them about curricular innovations after not having success in simply offering the
opportunity for faculty to pursue innovation of their own accord. She said:
I thought there would be more response to offering the opportunity, and there’s not. I
thought there would be more response than there is. So, I’ve been trying to shift to
structure and framework. So, you’re not just going to somebody and saying, “I want you
to dream,” but going to somebody with a much more specific question, “Why don’t we
think about this?” Something that’s a more structured approach.
Thinking intentionally, not only about who one asks to lead the innovation but what specifically
they are asking that leader to do, was named as a key piece of leading innovation effectively.
In addition to identifying faculty to lead innovations, the respondents indicated that once
these leaders are chosen, it is important for the CAO to be involved in the innovation alongside
the faculty. Oscar made sure to be a part of the training faculty needed for both new curricular
modalities and also around increasing the success of funding requests from grant-writing
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agencies. For him, this not only served to push these innovations along to completion but also
served as a way that he built trust with his faculty members. “I think trust needs to be built by,
whenever possible, having me do [the innovation] along with them,” Oscar suggested. Similarly,
Isaiah actually did the creating and implementing of some of the innovations at his institution,
out of necessity, alongside the faculty members:
One of the programs, I wrote a large portion of it. I got away with it because I did it as a
faculty member. We had nobody with any relevant expertise in the area. It was closer to
my discipline than just about anybody else’s, and when I showed what my sources were,
I got away with getting approval for a program where I wrote two-thirds of the syllabi.
Other respondents, such as Shawna, also shared this kind of hands-on approach. When reflecting
on how involved she was in the innovation process for a new program at her institution, she
considered:
I was hands-off, but was I? The faculty member [leading the innovation] and I met every
single week. We were planning strategy together. I knew what was going on. He was
bringing things to me, and we didn’t hide this. If people had said, “Are you meeting with
him?” I’d say, “Sure. I meet with him every week.” I would sometimes talk to people
about things that I knew were out there just to say, “Oh, I heard … .” But I was not
removed. It meant that the faculty could have the conversations they needed to have
without feeling like they were at risk or that someone was listening to them. It also meant
that I could very closely help manage how we were moving that forward and what we
needed to do next. We were constantly thinking about the strategic steps and would say,
“Okay, we’ve got this person. Who do you need to talk to? Where are you going from
here?” But I was never the person who did it, and he was really the person who knew
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what the concerns or interactions were out there and then we would plan together how to
work around them.
Rather than directly being involved in the operations of the innovation, Shawna’s involvement
was through frequent interaction with those in leadership.
The other respondents were involved in the innovation process in a hands-on way more in
the creation phase, keeping in mind the tensions involved in top-down innovations. Part of the
way that Gordon responded to the challenge of pushing innovation forward in his institution in
more indirect ways was by utilizing different strategies, such as introducing new ideas through
common reads that helped to build a shared vocabulary. “I think reading a book that sort of
points out very subtly that this is best practice,” he said about a change made to student support
services, “that makes that conversation really easy to have. Where if I just went in cold and said,
‘I’m moving everybody to the library,’ that would not work.” This kind of tactic served to
involve the faculty in the decision-making process but is also one that’s carefully guided by the
CAO. Theresa approached her work in innovation in a similar way by helping the faculty be
pushed to consider new ideas. Theresa said, “My role is to shift the conversation from suspicion
to real exploration.” Theresa further explained:
What’s the worry? What’s the excitement? What do we think this is serving to do that we
haven’t been able to do up until now? What are the potential unintended consequences?
What are the intended consequences? How do we know if it’s working? That’s my role,
to push those.
Elaine participated in the innovation process by asking her faculty members similar kinds of
questions as Theresa, noting that even if “the idea was at the administration-level, saying, “How
about if we pursue this,” we didn’t go very far with it without bringing faculty together.” Being
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intimately involved in the innovation process after having identified faculty leaders while
balancing the challenges of top-down innovation was a key strategy practiced by each
respondent.
Theme Seven: Incentivizing Innovation Builds Trust
A general sense of reluctance among the faculty to innovate was named by most
respondents, leading most of them to look for ways to incentivize faculty involvement in this
important aspect of their work. Oscar was a particular proponent of this aspect of the innovation
process. He stated:
I think what’s important here is there needs to be some sort of incentive. There has to be
something on top of what they’re doing in terms of compensation. “I’m a busy person. I
have my classes. I have my research. I have my family. And now you want me to go
through all these training sessions and then meet for an hour or two a week, one-on-one
with the consultants. Why should I do this?” Essentially, I’ll pay you to do it.
The push to incentivize innovation is, in many ways, related to a CAOs need to fully grasp the
role of a faculty member, its challenges and motivations. Gordon recognized this need when
building new interdisciplinary programs at his institution and the reluctance that faculty
instinctively have toward these changes, saying:
I feel like that’s related to trust because there was no motivation for faculty to work
together beyond that. In fact, there’s only reason not to. It’s just more work, right? You
want us to build this thing, stand it up, advise the students.
The modus operandi for faculty members is, in the eyes of the respondents, not to look for
innovative ways to change their programs or pedagogy. The need for incentives, then, is great.
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Part of the way that some respondents incentivized faculty innovation was through
providing external funding but also through continual and public support for their work by the
CAO. While this form of incentivizing innovation does not result in faculty members receiving
additional compensation, they are given explicit financial backing to build their programs.
Additionally, they are given tangible support from their academic leaders. Elaine’s explained her
approach to incentivizing innovation:
Innovation usually takes funding or support, or it takes faculty, positions, equipment,
something. So, there’s not a predilection toward being creative and saying, “Oh, we could
do this.” I think where people can do it or do it readily is where they can see it as an
extension of their discipline because still another challenge from academia is the
territory. So, yes, if it’s an expansion of my territory or a connection, but if I feel it’s a
threat, then we don’t want to go there.
Given that innovation can be seen as a threat to one’s work, Elaine recognizes the need to
provide support for funding. For her, innovation is an opportunity to continue to build the trust of
her faculty members through finding means of funding. Elaine said, “A piece [of building trust
during innovation] is to put your money where your mouth is. Get the financial support for them
to spend time thinking about it and working on it.” Theresa described her posture for offering
backing similarly, saying:
In this role, I’m a supporter, again, and a connector—it’s to say, “Are there sources of
external funding that can help you, or are there grants out there for curricular innovation?
Are there grants out there for pedagogical strategies, etc., that we can try to explore?”
Then I’m connecting faculty with those opportunities with our advancement office to say,
“How do we make this happen and put in applications?”
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Theresa goes on to describe this support, saying that innovative faculty members “have seen over
time, over the years that I’ve been in this office, that they may get pushback from their senior
colleagues, but they have my backing, and my backing is very public. It’s not private. It’s
public.” Oscar, too, prioritizes offering public support to faculty involved in innovation. Oscar
shared, “I always make sure that anybody who does anything like this gets recognized at collegewide events. Either have them come forward or, at the very least, stand up because people want
to know that what they’re doing is appreciated.” Believing that there is a natural reluctance
toward innovation, the respondents worked diligently to support and incentivize faculty
involvement in these changes.
Subtheme: Politicking in Innovation Is a Barrier in Building Trust. The need to
support and incentivize faculty innovation is in part due to the politicking that often happens
among the faculty in the innovation process. Politicking can take many forms, such as strategic
voting on new programs. Oscar described what this form of politicking looks like and how he
mitigated it, saying:
I found that faculty were telling me they were voting to endorse proposals they don’t
even agree with. I’m saying, “Why are you doing that?” They tell me, “I might have a
proposal next year, and there might be payback.” So, what I introduced at that point was,
from now on, every ballot and every faculty meeting, no matter how clear cut the issue
seems to be, how low stakes it is, we’re going to do everything by secret ballot just
because people are afraid to give the final say in front of others. That has been really
effective, actually, in terms of getting honest endorsements of backing projects from each
other.
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Theresa faced this same sort of politicking and instituted a very similar kind of limitation to full
faculty votes, providing anonymity and questioning what and how matters are brought to the
entire faculty for their input. She did this because she found that a large number of faculty
members became so exasperated by the pushback of the vocal minority that nothing was moving
forward. She said:
I did not anticipate how powerful a small group could be in pushing back again and again
and again against things they don’t like. In turn, I didn’t anticipate the weariness of other
faculty so that they have stopped pushing back against that small group, and that’s
happened for us.
Gordon encountered this same sort of frustration among faculty who were disengaged from the
innovation process and estimated that it affected over half of his faculty members or about 60%.
He described their engagement in this way:
If it affects them personally or if you step on a philosophical landmine for those folks,
then they’ll become active. But most of the time, they’re just kind of beneath the surface.
They’re just kind of hovering beneath the surface, and they’re happy right there. They
don’t want to stick their neck out. They don’t want to say anything. They don’t want to
get involved, and I think there’s an awful lot of ambivalence in that 60%.
Isaiah rooted this sense of disinterest in the idea that faculty members are largely concerned only
with issues in their particular discipline. “I’d say I have a lot of faculty members who have a
particular hobby horse, and if their hobby horse doesn’t get petted, they get frustrated,” Isaiah
intimated. Outside of this concern, these faculty members are largely content to stay out of
innovation affecting other areas.
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Shawna asserted that one of the primary reasons that this politicking occurs among the
faculty is due to faculty fear. She pointed out that faculty are asking, “‘Where do I fit in this?
What does this mean? Does this mean you’re going to take all the resources and give them only
to these people, or does it mean I have a space?’” Elaine elaborated on this sense of faculty fear:
I think that as much as you can make people feel that they’re not going to have the rug
pulled out from under them. That innovation doesn’t mean that they’re going to lose. I
think the fear with innovation, always, is that I’m going to lose. “I won’t be seen as
essential. My job is going to go away. They’re going to try to eliminate my major.” I’ve
seen it happen, where somebody just tries to steamroll something through and, if they get
the feeling that there’s a steamroller coming, forget it. You’ve had it.
To anticipate this fear and decrease the amount of politicking that occurs in innovation, Gordon
looked for possible trouble spots preemptively. He made sure to “quickly identify who the
players are ahead of time and try and understand where there might be resistance. Then, I’ll go
there first, and I’ll start moving those people ahead of time.” Theresa moderated these concerns
similarly, saying:
It’s respecting their concerns but trying to suggest to them that their concerns may be
very relevant for their disciplines and their work, but they really do have to respect the
expertise of their colleagues who say, “Such and such isn’t working for me. I need to try
something different.” The way to get trust is, first, I have to respect their objections.
Effective CAOs anticipate challenges to innovation, and, as identified by the respondents, a
common form of pushback is faculty politicking.
Subtheme: Narratives of Past Innovations Can Work for or Against Building Trust.
Beyond the politicking that happens during the innovation process, respondents also spoke of
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how narratives of previous institutional innovations frame faculty engagement in future
innovations. Most of the respondents use these narratives to positively situate innovation, rooting
the need for change in the sense of the institution’s mission and identity. Theresa practiced this
kind of framing, saying, “In order to open [innovation] up, [I] talk about our history and how we
have a self-image of being an innovative place for innovative students. To live into that means
that we have to actually open our mind.” Shawna made similar appeals in her innovation
leadership, saying that she and the faculty leaders “really anchored it in the mission and legacy
of the institution and then people got really excited about it.” For those faculty members who had
questions about whether their push for technological innovation fit within their mission, Shawna
acknowledged that by stating:
In some ways, it was profoundly different … In other ways, it was profoundly rooted in
our vision and mission and legacy, which is all about social innovation and social justice.
So, telling that story and being able to really tell it well was certainly important.
Narratives about the institution’s past can be helpful frameworks on which to build successful
innovations.
For other respondents, memories of past innovations can serve as reminders to handle
future innovations differently to avoid mistakes. As Elaine is preparing to introduce new
innovations at her institution, she is anticipating significant pushback from some in her faculty
because of previous feedback she has received, particularly regarding faculty sensitivity to
overseeing their discipline as a sort of territory to be protected in light of previous innovations: “I
know that territory and how it feels having that territory.” Oscar was also sensitive to missteps of
previous administrations around innovation, such as talking about the initial success and eventual
failure of previous programs:
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We went from like a million students on campus on weekends to just a handful, and this
[was] before I was in administration. First, they tried to make it like a hybrid program
where we cut it down from having to be on campus six weekends to being on campus
three weekends, and three weekends would be hybrid. But that was really too late also.
We lost what had been a significant source of income: the adult population.
The hesitance to adapt to the changing needs of the student population served as a significant
source of frustration for his faculty as they considered future innovations. Isaiah had a similar
experience at his institution, but this decision had been under his leadership. Instead of viewing
the failure as something that would hamper his ability to build trust while innovating in the
future, however, he saw it as an opportunity to build trust in his leadership, saying:
I made a really important decision about how we’re doing distance education and then,
four months later, I was like, “Okay, you win. It was the wrong choice.” And then I
changed. I think that sort of thing actually builds trust because it’s not that you’re
incompetent or indecisive. It’s that you’re willing to recognize that decision that seemed
like the right idea at the time wasn’t.
Gordon encountered faculty that used previous innovations as a way to understand innovations
that he wanted to undertake. Gordon considered, “I think that we did some things that maybe
BRU people might think were innovative, but nationally, are in no way innovative.” When he
tried to push the faculty to consider other innovative programs and modalities, they had a
difficult time thinking about their adoption in the light of a broader context. He said:
Some faculty, you know, the more traditionalist ones, they just say things that are
unsubstantiated like, “Well, online is a slippery slope.” And what does that mean? What
are you talking about? “Well, I don’t know. It just seems like it’d be easy for something
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bad to happen.” These are very intelligent people with PhDs, and they say things like
that. And then you ask, “What do you mean? What is your fear? What are you really
worried about?” And they can’t articulate it. So, that’s, I think, just resistance to change.
Each respondent, in some way, felt a need to understand how the narratives of previous
innovations at their institutions shaped the way their faculty would respond to the innovations
they were undertaking under their leadership. These narratives, in addition to the frequent
politicking among the faculty, contribute to the general sense of reluctance among their faculty
to innovate and are primary reasons why they often need to incentivize innovation.
Chapter Summary
The goal of this research was to expand existing research in the role and challenges
facing academic administrators, especially as they build trust with their faculty. Despite knowing
that trust is essential for successful leadership, many of the respondents admitted that trust is
often not built with intention but is more a byproduct of other processes. When considering what
they believe builds trust among their faculty, each respondent spoke of the importance of good
communication that emphasizes transparency, open and honest conversation, and actively
listening to their faculty. Respondents also spoke of the need to preserve the integrity of the
institution they were leading. By appealing to their institution’s educational mission, prioritizing
institutional values in important discussions, and centering the needs of students and faculty, the
CAOs sought to build trust by ensuring that the institution’s integrity was maintained. Part of this
approach entails recognizing that academia is different from other organizations and that trust is
built differently in this environment. Knowing how these institutions are different requires
having a deep understanding of both the faculty role and the role of the CAO. Each of these
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pieces of institutional knowledge contributed to how the respondents sought to preserve
institutional integrity as a way of building the trust of their faculty.
During periods of innovation, each respondent detailed the differences between bottomup and top-down innovation, often referencing the immense challenges faced in administrativeled innovation. Due to the inherent mistrust faculty have of top-down innovation, the CAOs
reported employing a strategy that consisted of being involved in the innovation alongside their
faculty and ensuring that they quickly found a faculty leader to champion the innovation. This
served to enhance faculty buy-in as they were more likely to contribute to innovations that were
or were at least perceived to be a more bottom-up approach. Recognizing that faculty are often
reluctant to engage in innovation due to fear of change and the predilection to mistrust academic
administration, most respondents found it necessary to incentivize innovation further. They did
this by providing financial incentives, spearheading the procurement of funding sources, or just
by intentionally offering public and frequent support and praise. These actions were seen as
important due to the frequent politicking that occurs among faculty during innovation processes
and also because of the way that narratives of past failures or successes in innovation tend to
frame faculty adoption of future innovations.
Through these common themes, this study revealed the importance of trust to effective
academic leadership and the common difficulties faced by those charged with leading their
faculty. As higher education continues to face unprecedented challenges, understanding how
those in academic administration, a disappointingly underresearched role, is a key way that
institutions can support their leaders and ensure they have a good working relationship with their
faculty. This study helped to shed an important light on how CAOs conceptualize these
challenges and how they work to address them while seeking to push their institution to adapt to
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the changing landscape of higher education. The next chapter will consider these findings in light
of past research, the implications of this study’s findings, and offer recommendations for practice
and future research based on the results from this study.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
To be an effective leader, building employees’ trust is critical (Kouzes & Posner, 2017;
Mishra & Mishra, 2013), both in general and especially during times of organizational change
(Agote et al., 2016; Judge & Douglas, 2009). Employee trust is essential in higher education
environments, particularly for faculty members and their relationship with academic leaders.
Academic administrators, however, are faced with various challenges that make building trust
among their faculty difficult. Trust and how leaders build it is beginning to be understood better
in many sectors of the economy, but little is known about how academic leaders seek to build
and maintain the trust of their faculty.
Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study was to understand
how executive academic administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining
trust with their faculty in general and also through educational innovation and what specific
challenges they have identified in these efforts. Semistructured interviews were conducted with
six CAOs of higher education institutions with fewer than 275 faculty members randomly
selected from within the CICU in New York.
Specifically, this study addressed the following research questions:
RQ1: How do academic administrators approach building and maintaining trust with
their faculty?
RQ1a: What specific behaviors or practices do academic administrators enact to build
trust with their faculty?
RQ1b: What challenges do academic administrators encounter in building trust with their
faculty?
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RQ2: How do academic administrators approach building and maintaining trust with
their faculty while leading through educational innovation?
RQ2a: What specific behaviors or practices do academic administrators enact to build
trust with their faculty while leading through educational innovation?
RQ2b: What challenges do academic administrators encounter in building trust while
leading through educational innovation?
In 60- to 90-minute interviews, respondents were asked to reflect on how they understood
trust in academia, what steps they have taken to build and maintain the trust of their faculty in
general, and how this compared to steps they have taken to build and maintain trust during times
of innovation. This chapter includes a discussion of this study’s findings in relation to previous
literature, limitations of the study and how they were addressed are described, implications for
these findings, and recommendations for practitioners and researchers.
Limitations
In addition to the limitations discussed in Chapter 3 regarding case study design and its
transferability to organizational leadership more broadly, the execution of the study was further
limited in two key ways. First, the initial list of potential participants gathered from the CICU
was smaller than first anticipated due to a large number of CAOs either having just left their
position or just stepping into their roles. Though it was expected that around 50 institutions
would be within the initial sample size from which to draw, in the first 12 institutions that were
randomly selected to participate, almost half did not have a chief academic officer that fit the
study’s criteria of having had served in their role for at least a year. As a result, fewer people met
the qualification criteria to participate in the study than expected. The limitation of a smaller
sample size than anticipated could also be seen in the inclusion of only six respondents in the
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study rather than the initially planned nine respondents. This limitation was addressed by
analyzing the data through the first and second coding passes done on the last three interviews
conducted to determine if predetermined stopping criteria (i.e., saturation) was met (Francis et
al., 2010). No new themes were detected in either a first or second pass through these interviews,
thus enabling the study to meet its stopping criteria and have the data reach a point of saturation,
despite the limitation of a small sample size.
The second limitation experienced in the study consisted of less than opportune timing of
the inquiries for study participation. Respondents could not be contacted for participation until
well into the summer holiday. Based on traditional academic calendars, the most advantageous
time for interviews with CAOs would be in late May and early June due to the intense demands
on their time in April and May and then again in August and September. The timing of these
requests likely affected the willingness of some CAOs to respond to this inquiry. To mitigate this
limitation, the inquiry email was changed to reflect better both the importance of the
respondents’ voice to this study and to highlight further the low time commitment required for
participation.
Findings
Trust Is Essential for Effective Leadership of Faculty
Each respondent spoke at length of the need for CAOs to build and maintain the trust of
their faculty. Trust impacted their ability to lead their faculty in each facet of the role, whether in
leading innovation or stewarding finances or managing interpersonal conflict. Trust is essential
for effective leadership.
The acknowledgment that trust is important for effective leadership was well supported in
the literature (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Mishra & Mishra, 2011). Kater (2017) found that trust is
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particularly important in academic environments if the institution is committed to shared
governance, as the social capital that this form of governance is built upon is rooted in systems of
trust for one’s leaders. The research of Hoppes and Holley (2014) similarly identified the
essential nature of trust in effective higher education institutions, particularly those that are in a
challenging season. In these times, a high-trust environment is seen as a safe place where faculty
can focus on their academic pursuits rather than needing to be involved in each decision being
made at the institution due to their lack of trust in their leaders. The need for leaders to earn and
maintain the trust of their followers is well established in the existing literature.
Though trust is seen as an essential part of successful leadership, however, there are
limits among trust theorists as to the extent to which trust can be effective. For instance, TobiasMiersch (2017) analyzed a consulting company that referred to itself as a “network organization”
(p. 474) that appears to be similarly structured to a higher education institution in that it is highly
collaborative in its governance and emphasizes reciprocity rather than authority. In this analysis,
Tobias-Miersch (2017) highlighted the limits of trust as a central mechanism for an institution’s
effectiveness, particularly one that is a collaborative network organization, as trust was seen as
playing a marginal role in animating workers’ actions in their roles. Likewise, Stevens et al.
(2015) spoke of the need to build what they refer to as “optimal trust” (p. 1237) in an
organization. While the signs of insufficient trust are well recognized in the literature on trust,
such as skepticism, indifference, or impartiality, they also acknowledged that trust could be
excessive if a trustor has blind faith or unchallenged loyalty to the person or institution they trust.
Skinner et al. (2014) also challenged the notion that trust is inherently good and an essential part
of effective leadership, noting that there are multiple dark sides of trust that are not adequately
explored in the literature. The pitfalls of trust manifest on the trustor side, such as cultural
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expectations that lead a trustor to trust an unreliable trustee or create longstanding relationships
of trust that are difficult to evaluate over time, and on the trustee side, where trustees have trust
placed in them against their wishes or against their own sense of competence or integrity. While
the current study’s findings reinforce the predominant findings of trust literature, the respondents
did not speak of the dangers of excessive or misplaced trust in their leadership. It is important,
then, to recognize that while trust is essential for effective leadership, building excessive trust in
their followers could be just as harmful as having no trust at all.
Trust Is Not Often Built Intentionally. The data suggest that some academic
administrators approach building and maintaining trust with their faculty in less intentional and
unconscious ways despite each noting that they see trust as an essential piece of effective
leadership. Nearly all of the respondents initially had a difficult time responding to questions
related to how they go about building trust. Some suggested that they do not think consciously
about it, or if they do, it is often seen as a byproduct of other actions related to their decisionmaking as a CAO.
The fact that the leaders surveyed in this study initially struggled to identify how they
intentionally build trust is not surprising, given that existing literature has scant evidence of trustbuilding practices and behaviors by leaders. These findings do also lend support to Campagna et
al. (2020), as they found that the felt trust that trustees perceived from their employees resulted
from internal cognitive heuristics rather than any outward displays on the part of the trustor. This
aligns with this study’s findings, in which the CAOs, as the trustees, had difficulty expressing
how outward displays of trustworthy behavior may be a means by which faculty, the trustors,
would have their trust in academic leadership built and developed. In line with existing literature,
the study found that academic administrators do not often approach building trust intentionally
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but are able to recall practices that they have used which, though not undertaken with an
intention to build trust, do, in fact, build trust.
Research Question 1: How Do Academic Administrators Approach Building and Maintaining
Trust With Their Faculty?
Trust Is Built Through Open and Honest Communication. The respondents
emphasized that trust can be built as an academic leader, and a key way this is accomplished is
through open communication with those they lead. This played out in a variety of ways, either
through consistent and carefully crafted campus-wide communications or by making themselves
available for small group and one-on-one conversations with faculty members, especially those
who had expressed frustration with a recent decision the administration had made. How
something is said and the content of that communication were important aspects of effective
trust-building for the respondents.
Open communication is a common theme in the existing literature on successful
academic administration (Agote et al., 2016; Bray, 2008; Cadeau et al., 2020; Hoppes & Holley,
2014; Jones et al., 2020; Pate & Angell, 2013). Elrehail et al. (2018) spoke specifically to the
role that knowledge sharing has in an effective institution of higher education, particularly when
speaking with faculty. Likewise, Holliman and Daniels (2018) referenced how institutional
transparency is a key trait of colleges and universities that successfully support staff and faculty
during times of economic uncertainty. Kosonen and Ikonen (2019) spoke of the power of
collective thinking in communication as a source of trust-building. Communication is an
important aspect of effective leadership in the existing literature, and this study further highlights
its importance.
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Though open and honest communication is widely seen as an important aspect of trustbuilding, there is an emerging trend within leadership theory that seeks to provide firmer
boundaries for open communication. Holmquist (2021) introduced a blended understanding of
transparency as it is defined in both authentic leadership theory, which sees value in open
disclosure, and discursive leadership theory, which emphasizes reliable communication.
Holmquist (2021) referred to this leadership skill as judicious transparency, which seeks to
provide open communication that exercises appropriate self-regulation and an attentiveness to
organizational realities such that transparency is still the goal but one that is more measured than
the current literature expresses. This is a new area of inquiry, however, and while the findings of
this study do not refute this emerging field, it does raise questions about what the limit of a
leader’s openness and honesty should be in their communication with their followers.
Communicating About “Nonacademic” Issues Is Challenging. One of the subthemes
of open and honest communication the data revealed related to the difficulty the respondents had
with communicating about nonacademic issues, such as personnel conflicts and budgetary
decisions. Many of the respondents spoke of the diverse needs and opinions that they must
consider when faced with challenging issues, and these are rarely related to purely academic
matters and instead deal with fiscal realities, personnel conflict and limitations, and other
managerial concerns.
Much of the literature on the work of CAOs have identified the nonacademic work as
presenting unique challenges to academic leaders. Martin and Samels (2015) found that much of
the work of the CAO involves administrative oversight that is not directly tied to academic work,
such as budget development and strategic planning. The low levels of job satisfaction and quality
of life that Morris and Laipple’s (2015) survey of academic leaders returned were attributed by
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the researchers in part due to the ways they reported feeling underprepared for their role,
particularly in the areas of fundraising, assessing other’s work, and dealing with employee
grievances. A common refrain in the literature is reiterated in this study: an unexpectedly large
portion of the work of academic leadership relates little to the academic training with which most
CAOs enter their role.
Even while the respondents indicated that dealing with the nonacademic aspects of their
role was challenging, the existing literature on the CAO role speaks of the impacts of these
frustrations as far more dire than the respondents intimated in this study. Coll et al. (2019)
warned of high rates of burnout among academic leaders due in part to the taxing aspects of
nonacademic work, while Pienaar and Cilliers (2016) blamed the overwhelming mental
exhaustion reported by academic administrators on the interpersonal complexities they must
navigate. The data from this study suggests that the effects of these frustrations in the work of a
CAO are challenging, but not to the same degree that much of the existing literature suggests.
Trust Is Built Through Preserving Institutional Mission. A common behavior
mentioned by the respondents related to building faculty trust dealt with how they frequently
appeal to the missional identity of the institution. By framing conversations in a way that is
consistent with what the institution values, CAOs communicate to their faculty that they have a
deep understanding of the institution’s needs, faculty’s needs, and how they can maintain a
consistent identity for the institution in the midst of change and uncertainty.
Preserving institutional mission is less present in the existing literature on higher
education leadership, though there are related themes in previous studies. Kutsyuruba and
Walker (2015), for instance, discussed the social exchange of trust within organizations and the
importance of leaders providing hope for their followers through centering and reinforcing the
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institution’s educational mission. In a study specific to higher education, Migliore (2012) found
that trust in the institution at all levels is affected by the nature of the collaborative environment
fostered at the college or university through an intentional emphasis on educational excellence.
Institutional integrity, thus, is not named specifically in the literature on trust in higher education,
but traces of this concept can be seen in previous studies.
Though consistent application and referencing of institutional mission can build trust,
past research has tended to focus more on the role that institutional mission plays in broader
strategy implementation. Rey and Bastons (2018) discussed the three dimensions that
institutional mission has been employed in organizations as either a formal statement to
communicate an organization’s fundamental purpose, a dynamic practice that provides direction
for an organization’s action, or a way to motivate employees toward production, loyalty, and
retention. Trust, in this model, could be seen as a way in which an institution’s mission serves as
motivation for its work, but there is no social connection between institutional mission and trust
of one’s leader or organization.
Building Trust in Academia Is Different Than in Other Organizations. The
respondents acknowledged that part of the reason that preserving institutional mission helps to
build trust is due to the fact that building trust in academia is different than in other
organizations. These differences are the result of the collaborative nature of higher education
through processes like shared governance and the high level of expertise of the faculty they lead.
This finding is well-established in the existing literature on higher education, most
notably in the work of Smart and St. John (1996), who detailed the organizational cultures of
academia relative to their level of external versus internal orientations and how flexible their
leadership structures are. While shared governance plays a unique role in each of these types of
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academic environments, the impact of this collaborative model of leadership in which the faculty
has a voice in decision-making greatly impacts the ability of academic leaders to build and
maintain the trust of their faculty, as Kater (2017) discovered. The unique structure of higher
education is further emphasized in Palmer’s (2013) study of administrators’ prioritization of
broad understandings of organizational stewardship. Additionally, Tierney and Lanford (2016)
encouraged the integration of sustainable rather than disruptive innovations in institutions of
higher education in part because of the high value of prestige in academia and the need to
preserve institutional identity during change. According to Tierney and Lanford (2016), change
is undergone in a substantively different way in higher education.
While higher education may be distinct in many ways, however, other theorists on higher
education culture have pushed back on these widely held beliefs. Ruben and Gigliotti (2017)
highlighted the growing number of university presidents hired from outside the academy and
how this is shaping the culture of the academy. Additionally, by focusing too much on the
particularities of higher education, they argued that this impacts an institution’s ability to adapt
to the changing landscape. Anthony and Antony (2017) also emphasized the large overlap
between traditional leadership models and their applicability to academic leadership, finding that
while the context within which the leader operates is uniquely challenging in higher education
environments, “at its heart, academic leadership is no different than traditional leadership” (p.
636). Thus, while higher education may have exceptional pressures and structures that impact
how trust is built, as identified by the respondents, some trust and leadership theorists in higher
education dispute the degree to which this is true.
Understanding the Role of the Faculty Is Important in Trust-Building. A key way
that the respondents discussed the way that they approach trust-building was by displaying a
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thorough understanding of the role of faculty in the institution. Knowing why faculty pursue a
career in academics, how this affects their willingness to participate in institutional decisionmaking and innovation, and what motivates a faculty member to trust those in leadership over
them is a strategy the respondents employed when considering how they have gone about
building faculty trust.
The role that academic identity and faculty voice play in the relationship between faculty
and their leaders is well established in the literature, and this study further evidences the strength
of this relationship. One of Kater’s (2017) main findings was that the recognition and importance
of faculty voice in institutional governance greatly affected faculty’s willingness to participate in
the work of the college and whether they developed trust in their leaders. The ability of academic
leaders to communicate their understanding of the role of faculty in the institution directly
impacts the faculty’s willingness to trust them. Phipps and Lanclos (2019) discussed how faculty
trusts their leaders and how institutional technology is affected when faculty expertise is not
appropriately considered in times of innovation. Academic leaders, then, must not only display a
keen understanding of the role of the faculty but also acknowledge their proficiency and
authority on matters, particularly when introducing change.
In contrast to this finding, it must be noted that the role of the faculty is not monolithic
and, therefore, cannot be easily conceptualized by academic leaders. Vican et al. (2020) found
that, though there were strong pockets of faculty who pushed back against the new
managerialism ethos of academic leadership that is increasingly entrepreneurial and corporatized
and seen as at odds with traditional academic identities, this view was not held by all faculty
members. Those within the sciences, for instance, saw no issue with managerial approaches to
academic leadership. This highlights the notion that, while understanding the role of the faculty
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may help to build trust, the role of the faculty can be interpreted in different ways by various
faculty members and can be affected by their discipline.
Acknowledging the Limitations of the CAO Role Is Important in Trust-Building. An
important part of understanding the role of the faculty is also acknowledging what the CAO role
is able to accomplish within the limits of their authority. The respondents indicated that a deep
understanding of the role of the CAO relative to the faculty is an important factor that impacts
how trust is built and maintained.
The ways in which the role of the CAO is limited show up throughout the literature on
academic administration. Del Favro and Bray (2010) explored the tensions that often plague the
faculty and administrator relationships, showing that there is often less agreement between the
two groups on who has what power and how it can be exercised. Campbell and Bray (2018)
found that administrators often view the faculty as having more say in institutional decisions than
faculty believe they do. Administrators, then, see their role as somewhat limited by the voice of
the faculty.
The CAO may be limited in certain aspects of institutional decision-making, but the
existing literature on these limitations is more nuanced than the respondents acknowledged.
Gmelch (2013) identified the four different frames that academic leaders utilize when
considering their power and influence. Some academic leaders utilize structural processes that
rely on existing policies to wield influence, others use a human resources frame that stresses the
interdependence of the organization as the way in which decisions are made, while others use
political frames that capitalize on coalitions and bargaining to accomplish goals. The last frame
is a symbolic one that uses symbols and rituals to guide its followers. In these frames, then, the
CAO role has varying degrees of limited power that are affected not by the role itself but more so
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by the manner in which the CAO chooses to exercise that authority. Similarly, one who views
their role through a symbolic lens will approach trust-building from a different angle than one
who uses a political frame, with limitations affecting them differently.
Making Quicker Decisions Builds Trust. Another subtheme of the ways in which the
understanding of the faculty role impacts how CAOs build trust dealt with their belief that
environments where quicker decisions are made indicate a high level of trust among followers
and their leaders.
The speed at which decisions are made in organizations is often viewed as a measure of
the effectiveness of that institution, particularly within universities that are often seen as slow to
adapt (Bastedo, 2011; Richardson et al., 2017). Leih and Teece (2016) spoke of the agility
needed among campuses that are to respond to the changing environment in higher education
using a dynamic capabilities perspective, one which prioritizes forethought (sensing) and quick
decision-making (seizing). Campus leaders must embody these characteristics if institutions are
to move their faculty into more entrepreneurial directions.
Though decision-making speed is often viewed in terms of institutional effectiveness,
however, the relationship that this has to trust is less well understood in current literature. Van de
Calseyde et al. (2021) found that a leader’s decision-making speed affected a follower’s
perception of the leader’s honesty and, consequently, their willingness to cooperate with their
leader. While this is instructive for leaders as they consider how followers perceive them in
terms of their honesty, this does not imply that the follower trusts them, nor does it speak to
whether a group’s decision-making speed is evidence of trust within the dyadic relationship of
trustor and trustee.
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Trust During Innovation Is Different in Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up Initiatives
Most respondents acknowledged that trust-building in times of innovation is complex,
and there is a unique way that trust can be built in an innovation itself: by elevating and
emphasizing bottom-up innovation as much as possible. If the innovation begins in a top-down
fashion, the respondents spoke of the need for CAOs to get out of the way of the innovation as
quickly as they can so that buy-in among the faculty at large is more likely.
This finding fits well within existing research on innovation in the academy. The
respondents of this study all agreed that trust is essential for leading their faculty well in general
and especially in times of innovation. By emphasizing the importance of supporting bottom-up
innovation and trying to involve faculty as early as possible in the innovation process, their
responses further support the research of McClure (2016) and Winslett (2014), who each asserted
that faculty involvement in the innovation process, particularly early on, was essential to
successfully leading innovation in higher education. This is, in part, due to faculty reluctance to
innovate (McNaughton & Billot, 2016), another challenge that was identified by most of the
respondents. These findings are similar to those of previous higher education innovation studies.
There are instances of top-down innovation in higher education seen as desirable in
existing literature, such as Leih and Teece’s (2016) exploration of the importance of high-level
administrators effectively introducing entrepreneurship at Stanford. Top-down innovation
enables a greater adherence to long-term strategic planning. Similarly, Tierney and Lanford
(2016) provided critiques of grassroots innovation in higher education, such as disruptive
innovation, because of the global aspirations commonly held by American colleges and
universities. Bottom-up innovation has its place in higher education, to be sure, but Tierney and
Lanford (2016) encouraged those involved in innovation in higher education not to demonize
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“sustainable innovations” (Tierney & Lanford, 2016, p. 19) that are more incremental in nature.
Additionally, a way to bridge this gap between bottom-up and top-down innovation is to employ
a strategy the respondents used to build faculty trust in innovation: leading alongside faculty
during the innovation process.
Research Question 2: How Do Academic Administrators Approach Building and Maintaining
Trust With Their Faculty While Leading Through Educational Innovation?
Identifying Faculty to Lead Innovation and Leading Alongside Them Builds Trust.
A practice common among the respondents was choosing faculty leaders who are well respected
by their colleagues to oversee innovation and then leading alongside them in various parts of the
innovation process. In this strategy, the CAOs are sensitive to the need to engender trust in the
innovation itself rather than building trust of the faculty in their own leadership. The emphasis,
then, is not on building trust in their leadership but rather in the process or in the initiatives that
they are leading. Each respondent spoke of the overall reluctance they sense in their faculty
toward engaging in innovation in higher education, though the most frequent form of reluctance
was more passive than active resistance. The average faculty member at the institutions
represented in the study does not overly involve themselves in the innovation process, and unless
a change were to affect their department directly, they would likely not stand in the way of these
innovations.
This strategy for trust-building and innovation leadership is present in existing trust and
innovation literature. Hasanefendic et al. (2017) identified six types of innovative educators, one
of which they labeled as someone who has or has been given the authority to act, typically by
someone in authority at the institution. While their research did not explore whether this
engendered trust in the innovation itself or in the leadership of those who had granted them that
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authority, they acknowledged this delegation of authority as a strategy employed by academic
leaders. Similarly, Lašáková et al. (2017) found that one of the key drivers of innovative
behaviors at higher education institutions was conscious innovation management, including
establishing new organizational structures that intentionally identified and, in some cases, hired
faculty that were responsible for leading innovation. Additionally, Lašáková et al. (2017) found
that the professionalization of management of innovation in higher education helps to drive
innovative behavior, such as when academic leaders themselves serve as role models for
innovation for their faculty. Getting involved in the innovation themselves, then, is a proven
strategy for innovative behavior in higher education.
While the notion that faculty should be empowered to lead innovation is unquestioned,
the idea that academic leaders should engage alongside faculty in innovation is less apparent in
parts of innovation literature. Empowering leadership theory, in particular, stresses the need for
leaders to enable teams to be self-directed, which implies a power distance between the leader
and their followers (Tang et al., 2020). Thus, while empowering leadership can produce
innovative behaviors in teams, the role that power distance plays in these teams can undercut
some of the findings of this study relative to academic leaders’ willingness to participate in the
innovation alongside their faculty.
Incentivizing Innovation Builds Trust. Incentivizing innovation through funding or
intentional recognition was a key strategy that the CAOs used to not only move innovation
forward but also to build the trust of their faculty. Acknowledging, again, the reluctance of
faculty to willingly engage in innovation processes, CAOs worked to buttress the innovation
process in their institutions by providing incentives for faculty innovation.
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Incentivizing innovation among higher education faculty can be seen in previous studies.
Cole et al. (2017) emphasized the importance of tangible investment and incentives for faculty
members to engage in innovation. Brownell and Tanner (2017) expressed similar reasons for
faculty reluctance to innovate, as incentives are often not clear in faculty involvement in
innovation. Rogers (2003) spoke of how incentives can help increase the speed at which an
innovation is adopted and the variety of ways incentives can be given, such as immediate or
delayed incentives, positive or negative incentives, and monetary or nonmonetary incentives.
The role of incentives in innovation is well documented and clearly exists in higher education.
Incentives are not universally seen as essential for innovation in higher education,
however, as previous studies have shown. Kopcha et al. (2016) criticized the poor
implementation of innovation as one of the root causes of faculty disinterest in innovation.
Phipps and Lanclos (2019) acknowledged that faculty are generally reluctant to participate in
innovation, but this is often related to administrators not valuing their expertise and opinions in
these changes. Respondents in this study were less apt to root out part of this faculty’s reluctance
to missteps taken by the institution.
Politicking in Innovation Is a Barrier in Building Trust. The data suggest that a
significant barrier to building trust in the midst of innovation is the politicking that occurs among
the faculty during the process. As faculty jockey for influence for their department or their own
standing, either in the current initiative or to set up future influence in innovation discussions, the
respondents indicated that it is difficult to build the trust of their faculty due to this politicking.
It comes as no surprise that politicking is a barrier to building trust, as it has shown to be
a barrier to innovation more broadly. Zhu and Engles (2014) found that educational institutions
with collaborative environments among their faculty with a strong shared vision are more
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innovative. Faculty who engage in politicking are less collaborative and less committed to a
shared vision of the institution. Moshavi and Standifird (2017) identified the role that politicking
among the faculty plays in the work of academic administrators, saying that while it is not
necessarily problematic, it is often a barrier that leaders must overcome to be effective.
Additionally, Thoenig and Paradeise (2014) attributed the collaborative and communitive
governance of Berkeley and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), in part due to the
absence of politicking that their faculty engage in and the trust that this shows in their academic
leaders, as contributing to their higher academic quality. Faculty politicking greatly affects an
institution’s culture.
While politicking can affect the environment of a college or university, however, existing
literature does not uniformly view this as a barrier to innovation or trust-building. Moazzam et
al. (2015) noted that faculty politicking is an accepted way in which faculty progress in their
careers. In their study in Pakistan, for instance, they found that politicking was necessary for
advancement in some fields and was especially used by men in Pakistani higher education to
gain prestige, causing them to encourage women on the faculty to engage more in this practice
through the help of senior mentors. Additionally, though the respondents focused mainly on the
politicking that occurs at the faculty level, this contrasts with some existing literature on the use
of politicking by administrators themselves in introducing innovation. Burnette (2015) found
evidence of political negotiating by academic administrators in the introduction of distance
learning initiatives, seeing it as a useful strategy to employ. The findings of this study, then,
contrast with some existing literature on politicking in higher education that sees how it can be a
helpful skill for leaders and faculty to use.
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Narratives of Past Innovations Can Work for or Against Building Trust. Another
finding related to barriers to building trust during innovation involved how past innovations
affect current initiatives. As faculty view the success or failure of previous innovations, the data
suggest that this informs their willingness to participate in innovation and trust those leading the
initiative.
Current literature shows that stories of previous innovations, whether positive or
negative, affect an institution’s current work on innovation. Rogers’ (2003) seminal work on the
diffusion of innovation spoke of the power that sharing stories of previous innovation affects
adoption and future innovativeness. The impact that past actions have on a trustor’s propensity to
trust a person or institution is also well-supported in trust literature (Jones & Shah, 2016; Mayer
et al., 1995). Additionally, the need for leaders to reflect often on previous actions is present in
the existing literature. Past projects should inform the work of academic leaders, as Richardson
et al. (2017) advocated the use of intentional strategic planning efforts informed by the successes
and failures of previous initiatives. Likewise, Gmelch (2013) encouraged leaders to intentionally
seek opportunities to reflect on past missteps in their leadership to become more effective in the
future. The power of narratives to shape current practices and the willingness of followers to put
trust in their leaders based on those outcomes is well documented.
While narratives can play a large role in faculty adoption of innovation and trust in their
leaders, parts of existing literature suggest that positive narratives of previous innovations are not
as impactful in shaping faculty opinions. Burnette (2015) pointed to the traditionalism present in
many faculty when faced with opportunities in online education. Even when presented with
positive narratives, some faculty are still bound by tradition and are unwilling to consider some
innovations. Similarly, innovations shape internal narratives that the faculty construct about their
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own role and academic identity, as McNaughton and Billot (2016) found. Thus, the narratives
that shape faculty perception of innovation are not solely linked to institutional narratives, which
these respondents focused on, but more widely encompass personal and professional narratives.
Implications
In light of the answers to this study’s research questions and its relation to existing
research, there are important implications institutions should consider in the hiring and training
of CAOs, the importance of intentional trust-building for the work of CAOs, and the role that
incentives and leadership play in innovation. The role of a chief academic officer is complex,
requiring adept communication and interpersonal skills, shrewd management acumen, and a
worthy academic pedigree by which to gain the credibility of the faculty one oversees. Hiring a
person with these qualifications is difficult but is made even more challenging when considering
that CAOs are staying in their position for an average of about six years (Morris & Laipple,
2015). As institutions approach the hiring process for this important and complex role, the
findings from this study further highlight the importance of superb communication skills as a
primary concern. In addition to the impact this has on the hiring process, the training process for
CAOs, which has been shown to be lackluster if even present at most institutions (Preston &
Floyd, 2016; Sloat, 2013; White, 2014), needs to be robust if a CAO is going to enter into their
job ready to build and maintain trusting relationships with their faculty. Knowing that trust is
important to build and maintain, and seeing that CAOs do not often work with intention toward
building trust, institutions should instill a sense of urgency regarding intentional trust-building in
their CAOs through the training process. Trust cannot be seen primarily as a byproduct of the
work of CAOs, but institutions must take on the responsibility of giving CAOs tools to build the
trust of their faculty, such as instilling within them a strong sense of institutional identity, a clear
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understanding of the academic identities of the faculty at their institution, and providing
opportunities for the CAO to demonstrate that they understand and intend to preserve the
integrity of the institution and its educational mission.
Regarding innovation, the findings of this study show the need for innovation to be
incentivized more broadly to grow faculty buy-in in the process. While it is helpful to
acknowledge faculty resistance in this process, more generally, knowing how to incentivize
innovation effectively will increase interest and productivity in this aspect of higher education,
build trust among faculty and their leaders, and may lead to longer tenures for those in academic
administration, particularly if innovation continues to be a large focus of colleges and
universities. Regardless of how this is incentivized, it is clear that intentional innovation
strategies are necessary for leaders to oversee these processes effectively. Innovation processes
that are haphazard and left to chance will not serve as a successful strategy for institutions that
are serious about adopting more innovative curriculums, modalities, and programs.
Recommendations
In light of the findings and implications of this study and in relation to existing literature,
the following recommendations are presented for the consideration of practitioners and for future
researchers in the area of trust, innovation, and academic leadership: CAOs should work to build
trust more intentionally; the preservation of institutional integrity should play an important role
in guiding CAO selection and training; and innovation should be incentivized in a public and
predictable way.
Recommendations for Practice
CAOs Should Work to Build Trust More Intentionally. Since this study’s findings
indicate that CAOs do not often build trust with intention though they also recognize the
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importance of trust to their success as leaders, it is essential that CAOs find ways to more
intentionally build trust as academic leaders. This recommendation would be operationalized
largely by the institution prioritizing trust-building as an important part of the training they
provide for CAOs during their onboarding process, encouraging their CAOs to build trust with
intention in their role. From this enhanced onboarding process, the CAO should then commit to
working with more intention to build trust. The data from this study show that, while CAOs do
not often seek to build the trust of their faculty intentionally, they do engage in important
practices, such as open communication and displaying benevolent behaviors toward their faculty,
that help to build faculty trust. The CAOs gave attention to these practices because they see trust
as an important aspect of successful academic leadership. To improve the likelihood of
developing a trusting relationship with one’s faculty, however, CAOs should consider a more
intentional approach to building and maintaining faculty’s trust. As Jones and Shah (2016)
showed, while the trustor (faculty) is the initial source of trust within a trustor–trustee
relationship, this locus of trust shifts to the trustee (CAO) over time as they have more influence
over their perceived trustworthiness. Taking this responsibility seriously in the trustor–trustee
relationship, then, may require CAOs to think with more intention about how they plan to signal
their perceived trustworthiness to their faculty.
Building trust with more intention would have obvious benefits for those in academic
leadership and for those they lead. More intentionality would encourage the leader to have a
greater awareness of both the role that trust must play if they are to be a successful leader (De
Jong et al., 2016; Dirks & Ferrin, 2002) and also increase the likelihood that the leader’s felt trust
would more closely align with the actual trust their followers had in them (Campagna et al.,
2020). Kutsyuruba and Walker (2015) highlighted the need for trust as an intentional act and co-
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learned habit between the leader and follower, particularly if it has a hope of being sustained. It
is clear that the CAOs interviewed already work hard to build trust with their faculty, but they
are doing it with less intention. After reflection, the respondents often could identify how they
had developed meaningful habits and practices they viewed as demonstrating their
trustworthiness to their faculty members. A CAO may be even more successful in building their
faculty’s trust, however, if this is done with more intention.
Building trust with more intention as a CAO will likely look different based on the
leader’s context, strengths, and personality. Kutsyuruba and Walker (2015) went on to offer
ways trust could be built, saying, “Engendering trust may be seen as rooted in a human virtue,
with which the leader works to cultivate and habituate positive relationships and conditions
through speech, conversation, commitments and action” (p. 110). Keeping this in mind, then, a
first step toward building trust with more intention may look very similar to the kind of work that
CAOs are already doing: establishing positive and personal relationships with those whom they
lead, communicating carefully with their constituents, or acknowledging that trust is built
differently at different times in their leadership such as during innovation. It may also take the
form of considering the speed of their decision-making and working to build a culture of trust
within their faculty that seeks to improve the timeliness of the decision-making process. With
institutions taking on an additional burden to ensure that their CAOs are doing these actions with
more emphasis on building trust, however, may have them do periodic evaluations, either
informally or formally, of their relationships with faculty members through the lens of trust,
asking themselves or even some faculty members whether they and their colleagues trust the
academic leadership of the college. Making trust a more central and intentional aspect of their
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work will make it a front-of-mind issue, one in which they evaluate their daily tasks,
relationships with faculty members, and interactions with the campus through the lens of trust.
Communication Skills Should Factor Heavily in the Selection and Ongoing Training
of CAOs. It is clear in the existing literature and confirmed through the findings of this study
that communication skills are essential for effectively leading faculty and building their trust
(Agote et al., 2016; Bray, 2008; Cadeau et al., 2020; Hoppes & Holley, 2014; Jones et al., 2020;
Pate & Angell, 2013). To that end, communication skills should be a high priority for institutions
hiring CAOs and should also be a key skill that current and future CAOs hone to improve their
leadership skills. This skill is particularly important as this study shows that open and honest
communication is a primary strategy CAOs use to build the trust of their faculty and also because
the challenge of communicating with followers about nonacademic issues was identified as one
of the key barriers to building trust. When selecting a CAO, then, an institution should weigh
heavily on the candidates’ communication skills and ultimately choose a person for the role who
is proven to be a good communicator. It is equally important for those currently in academic
leadership or those who aspire to be faculty administrators to work to continuously improve their
communication skills, giving particular attention to communication skills related to the
nonacademic functions of the CAO role. In short, exceptional communication skills are
necessary for a CAO to be effective in their work.
Institutions and their faculty immediately benefit when communication skills are highly
valued at the hiring stage for academic administrators (Pate & Angell, 2013). Higher education
institutions are more effective and their work on innovation is improved when communication
with faculty is exceptional (Elrehail et al., 2018). Additionally, as times of economic uncertainty
often present administrators with difficult decisions and the need to communicate effectively
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about budgetary constraints, personnel decisions, and restructuring, institutions who have hired
CAOs that are skilled in this important area will likely retain faculty and staff at higher rates as
Holliman and Daniels (2018) showed the importance of effective communication during times of
fiscal challenge.
Beyond considering what institutions can do to improve in this area, the research findings
also show that CAOs should take on the burden of improving their communication skills. With
Kosonen and Ikonen (2019) indicating that effective communication is an essential task of
successful academic leadership, those who are administrators should be giving significant
attention to honing this skill. Improving in this area of leadership could entail utilizing online
tools or professional writing coaches to improve digital communication that gives feedback on
the tone and effectiveness of a piece of writing. When considering how to expand one’s
effectiveness as an oral communicator, leaders should consider reviewing previous public
addresses they have given and reflecting on what went well and what they can improve in future
opportunities. Talking with select followers who attended these talks and asking for feedback
and suggestions for improvements, giving particular attention to asking about aspects of the
communication that dealt with nonacademic issues. If CAOs are to progress in their
communication skills, they will need to spend time preparing for and reflecting on opportunities
they have to communicate with those they follow, involving followers in their review process as
appropriate.
The Onboarding Process for CAOs Should Incorporate the Preservation of
Institutional Mission. Part of the responsibility for establishing trust in academic leadership
rests on the shoulders of those who are in charge of equipping and onboarding CAOs during
transitional leadership periods. Given that institutional mission played such a large role in how
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CAOs built and maintained faculty trust, while it is not essential to hire a CAO who is already
intimately familiar with the faculty and history of the institution which they will be leading, it is
imperative that a CAO is well equipped to step into their role with a firm grasp on the institution
and its faculty so that they can adequately preserve the institution’s mission in their leadership.
Ensuring its academic leaders preserve the institutional mission begins at the hiring stage.
This could mean ensuring that faculty are well represented in the search process, which is
already a common practice, but could be more clearly articulated as a way in which leadership
hopes to preserve the institution’s educational mission amidst the change in academic leadership.
Candidates for the position could also need to give clear and thorough explanations of how they
view the role of the faculty in the governance and vision-casting for the institution. Determining
criterion for ranking candidates could also be based in part on their understanding of academic
identity (Billot, 2010; Harris, 2005) and faculty governance (Kater, 2017). Once a candidate is
hired, institutions should give significant attention to familiarizing a new CAO with the culture,
ethos, and structures that constitute the institution’s identity. Training has already been shown to
be woefully inadequate in most CAO onboarding processes (Preston & Floyd, 2016), so this
aspect of their training should be done in addition to more robust training in general for those
new to academic leadership. A primary goal for all new CAOs should be gaining a thorough
understanding and appreciation for the culture of their institution, as they will be one of the key
sustainers of institutional mission. Additionally, CAOs should consider ways in which they can
draw direct lines from the decisions they make to the institution’s values and vision. This sense
of mission can provide faculty with a sense of consistency during change, which helps ease
tension during uncertainty (Holliman & Daniels, 2018) and builds trust (Jones & Shah, 2016;
Mayer et al., 1995).
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Innovation Should Be Incentivized. The innovation process is one method by which
CAOs can further build trust within their faculty, a point referenced by most of the respondents
in the study. To ensure that faculty are engaged in the innovation process, innovation should be
incentivized by the CAO, which requires both a commitment from the CAO to earmark these
incentives in their budget and time resources and also a commitment by the institution to provide
these incentives to the CAO for their dispersal. The incentives are needed because most faculty
are inherently reluctant to engage in the innovation process, which presents a challenge for the
relationship between the faculty and the administration and also does not further the
development of the institution’s ability to change and adapt. The respondents spoke of the
importance incentives had for the involvement in innovation of the faculty at their institutions,
particularly when these incentives are made public. If innovation is to be valued by the
institution, CAOs should keep these incentives for faculty involvement public and, as the
respondents intimated, focused on bottom-up innovation rather than top-down processes. Rogers
(2003) spoke of how incentives can drive the adoption of innovation and need only be employed
as a strategy until an innovation has taken hold in a population. Until innovation is more
normative among an institution’s faculty, then, incentivizing innovation may be necessary to
continue until institutional culture has changed toward one that inherently values innovation.
While incentives are typically monetary, there are various other ways a CAO can
incentivize innovation. Incentives may involve teaching load release, support for external
funding streams, meaningful public recognition, or restructuring tenure processes to reward
innovative academic practices (Brownell & Tanner, 2017). If an institution wants to prioritize
innovation among its faculty, it must make progress toward rewarding and recognizing those
faculty who do innovate. Additionally, given the success that respondents reported on the way
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bottom-up innovation is welcomed by those on their faculty, incentivizing innovation at the
ground level is important for CAOs to consider. These incentives, particularly for those involved
in bottom-up innovation, build faculty trust in the institution and in its academic leaders.
Establish Faculty Leadership Programs to Build Innovative Leaders That the CAO
Works Alongside. Given how important this study shows that faculty involvement and
leadership are in innovation, more attention should be given to intentionally developing faculty
leadership to take on these initiatives. Rather than leaving these leadership opportunities to
chance, institutions that are committed to innovation should establish faculty leadership
programs that are designed to build the leadership capacity within their faculty to lead innovation
initiatives at their institutions. While this recommendation would be the institution’s
responsibility primarily in terms of resourcing and incentivizing this program, the CAO would
have a strong involvement in both its development and implementation. Additionally, CAOs
should take this opportunity to work alongside the faculty who are in the leadership program,
given that this is a way to build faculty trust. Through these leadership programs, the institution
is showing tangible investments in both innovation and in the faculty, evidencing the importance
of faculty in the innovation process and the growth of more faculty leaders in the institution. In
this, the institution benefits from faculty buy-in to innovation, and the faculty benefits from
being involved even further in the innovation process, both at its implementation and also at its
inception in the leadership development process. Finally, the CAO would benefit by building
faculty trust as they walk alongside leaders who are in this program.
The structure of this leadership program could look similar to those that have been
suggested by previous theorists in academic leadership. Gmelch and Buller (2015) suggested a
program that teaches faculty members about the hard-skill areas of leadership, what they call
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strategy, structure, and systems, as well as four areas of soft-skill competencies: staff, skills,
style, and shared values. Their program does not specifically touch on innovation, though, and is
geared more toward developing future administrators. Kiel (2015) advocated for a model similar
to what the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had in place since 2001, with
multiple different entry points and foci for faculty to engage in on their unique schedules, such as
in a weekly seminar or monthly mentoring groups. Whatever structure the program takes,
however, Kiel (2015) is clear that institutions that intentionally invest in these kinds of
leadership development programs for faculty will likely see gains in innovation and adaptability.
The findings of this research echo the importance of faculty leadership in innovation and a
leadership program designed to cultivate this professional development within the faculty would
meet the needs of institutions looking to innovate.
Recommendations for Future Research
As both trust and academic leadership are underresearched parts of higher education
administration, each domain contains various aspects that could benefit from further study.
While this study expands the knowledge of both trust and academic leadership, the limits of this
research are a result of the limited transferability of case study research in general and the sheer
enormity of each topic. Though many different recommendations for future research could be
mentioned based on the findings of this research, two particular aspects could enhance the study
of trust and academic leadership further: including a larger and more diverse sample size and
directly exploring the role that competence plays in CAOs work in building and maintaining the
trust of their faculty.
Future Research Should Include a Larger, More Diverse Sample Size. A significant
limitation of the current study was its limited sample size and the time constraints of the
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interviews with respondents. The field of trust and academic leadership would greatly benefit
from a more robust sample size, one which does not limit itself to convenience sampling, to one
specific geographic region, or to just one interaction with respondents. Since trust can be
deepened over time (Jones & Shah, 2016), it would be beneficial to explore with respondents
how faculty trust has grown or waned over the course of their participation in a study. Future
research should seek to draw respondents from various locations and, if possible, interview them
over multiple interactions, giving the participants opportunities to reflect on previous interviews
and refine their responses to the study’s questions. These interactions would also prompt them to
think more intentionally about how they are building faculty trust during their participation in the
study, which could give further clarity to how intentional trust-building impacts faculty trust.
Future Research Should Directly Explore the Role That Competence Plays in How
CAOs Build and Maintain Faculty Trust. Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the study’s
findings, and its most significant deviation from established literature, related to how little
competence factored in the respondents’ understanding of trust. For most definitions of trust,
competence weighs heavily in the minds of the trustor and trustee. Jones and Shah (2016) and
Mayer et al. (1995) discussed benevolence and integrity, concepts that each respondent alluded
to several times, as important to one’s perceived trustworthiness. However, competence was just
as important of a trait to build trust, and the respondents mentioned this only in relation to
decision-making speed, which is loosely connected, or whether they were competent faculty
members. One respondent directly mentioned competence as something they appreciated in a
leader, but it was not mentioned directly by any others, which runs counter to existing literature.
The dearth of data on this could be related to the study’s design. Thus, future research should be
designed to explore further how competence factors into CAOs’ conception of trust-building
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with their faculty, given that it is such an important factor in the perceived trustworthiness of
leaders.
Conclusion
Understanding that trust is an important value to foster in the relationships of those whom
one leads is essential, yet there are no clear roadmaps to consult when seeking to build
trustworthiness, particularly in the uncertain world of higher education. While the challenges
facing each institution are unique to their context, the stories of the respondents in this study
were remarkably similar. Each CAO felt in some way constrained by financial uncertainty that
impacted their choices as a leader. Each understands the need for colleges and universities to
innovate parts of the educational experience to reach and teach students in new ways. Each fully
realizes the important role that faculty play in the ongoing success of their institution, their own
success as a leader, and the role that trust plays in those successes. The respondents of this study
represent both a spectrum of the diverse ways academic leaders build trust and illuminates the
common means leaders turn to when considering how trust is formed. Communication,
openness, integrity, and benevolence are named as frequent attributes of trustworthiness (Mayer
et al., 1995), and each played a large role in how the respondents conceived of trust when they
reflected on their own work in academic leadership and also ring true to me as I have served in
college leadership.
The study’s findings indicate that while academic leaders recognize the importance of
trust in effective leadership, they do not often seek to build trust intentionally. They view open
communication and the preservation of institutional mission as essential to trust-building, as well
as highlighting the way trust impacts top-down versus bottom-up innovation and the role
incentives play in this process. These findings are important for CAOs and other college
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administrators to consider and should impact the way CAOs are hired and trained and how
CAOs should go about evaluating their effectiveness in building trust with their faculty. For the
broader field of research into CAOs, trust, and innovation, this study shows that while trust is
essential for those in leadership to build, it is often seen as a byproduct of other parts of the work
of leadership. Trust-building should be a higher priority by those in leadership and could benefit
from further emphasis in the study of leadership more generally.
If higher education institutions weather the complex environment facing academe, trust,
and particularly the trust of their faculty, will be essential (Holliman & Daniels, 2018; Hoppes &
Holley, 2014; Osburn & Gocial, 2019; Smith & Shoho, 2007). By giving more attention to trustbuilding within higher education, institutions and CAOs may build better relationships with their
faculty, stronger systems of trust that sustain them in times of uncertainty, and longer tenures of
those in academic leadership. With the complex economic and social challenges facing most
higher education institutions, each of these areas needs significant attention from those in
leadership. An institution whose leaders’ give ample attention to how trust is built and
maintained will almost certainly emerge from the current tumult facing the academy in a stronger
position than those who did little to intentionally cultivate the kind of faculty trust needed to
change and adapt well in uncertain times.
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Appendix A: Inquiry Email

Greetings,
My name is Marc Smithers, and I am a doctoral student of Organizational Leadership
with an emphasis in Higher Education Administration at Abilene Christian University in Texas.
You have been identified as a potentially eligible participant for my doctoral research project,
which is focused on senior academic officers at small private colleges. My study is specifically
aimed at exploring how executive academic administrators at private colleges approach building
and maintaining trust with their faculty in general and also through educational innovation and
what specific challenges they have identified in these efforts.
I wanted to reach out to you, especially because you would be an ideal participant in my
study as you work as a chief academic officer at a small private institution that belongs to the
CICU. You may be eligible to participate if you (a) currently serve as a chief academic officer or
equivalent executive leadership role charged with leading faculty, (b) serve at a private
institution with fewer than 275 full-time faculty members, (c) are involved in leading educational
innovation at your institution, and (d) have worked in your role at your institution for at least one
year.
As someone who works in higher education administration myself (I serve as a student
affairs administrator at a small private college), I know that time is not an abundant resource in
our current environment. Your participation in this research, thus, is sensitive to the limited time
you have available. Your participation will consist of completing a short seven-question
intake form with demographic information for you and your institution and, if you meet
the study’s criteria, a 90-minute recorded video interview via Zoom or phone with me.
If you are willing to participate or talk further about the study, please reply to this email
or call my office and I will arrange a time to discuss the next steps. Your insights into your role
as a chief academic officer would be invaluable, and I appreciate any availability you have to
participate or talk further. Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Marc Smithers
Ed.D. Candidate at Abilene Christian University
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Appendix B: Consent Form

Title of Research: Trust in Academia: How Chief Academic Officers Build and Maintain Faculty
Trust
Academic Officer
Researcher: Marc Smithers
ACU IRB Number: 21-082
Date of Approval: 7/19/21
Date of Expiration: 7/19/26
You are being asked by an Abilene Christian University doctoral student to participate in
research. In order to make an informed decision to fully and voluntarily participate, as a
respondent, you should understand the purpose, risks, potential benefits, and protections
involved in this research. This form details each of these measures, though you are encouraged to
ask any questions of me as you consider your participation.
Please note that your participation is voluntary. You may decline to participate or
withdraw your participation from the study at any time and for any reason. Please contact me via
the contact information at the end of this form with any questions or concerns.
Purpose and Procedures
The purpose of this qualitative, single, holistic case study is to examine how executive
academic administrators at private colleges approach building and maintaining trust with their
faculty in general and also through educational innovation and what specific challenges they
have identified in these efforts.
Expected Duration of Participation
Participation in this research will consist of completing a brief seven-question intake
form and participating in one semistructured audio-recorded video interview with me that will
last between 90-minutes and 2 hours. I may also reach out to you via email to briefly clarify
aspects of your interview responses. I will allow respondents to review transcripts of their
interviews and allow them to revise any parts of their responses prior to data analysis.
Procedures
After agreeing to participate in the study, respondents will complete a short intake form
to gather demographic information such as gender, length of time at their institution, numeric
indicators of faculty size and participant’s relationship to their faculty, and involvement with
educational innovation. After completing this intake form, a video interview with me will be
scheduled for a mutually agreed-upon time. Participants will need to have Wi-Fi access and a
webcam in order to participate, as well as agree to be audio recorded.
During the interview, I will ask the participant open-ended questions related to your
relationship with the faculty at your institution, your building of trust with the faculty, and your
institution’s work on educational and curricular innovation. After completing the interview, I
will develop the transcript of the interview and send it to you for your review, giving you the
opportunity to make any revisions to what you said in the interview. I may reach out to the
participant for brief follow-up questions after the interview.
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You should not participate in this study if you do not hold the role of a senior academic
leader (such as academic dean, vice president for academic affairs, or chief academic officer,
though your title may be different) at your current institution of employment.
You may be involuntarily withdrawn from the study by me under certain conditions, such
as if you no longer meet the study’s eligibility criteria or if it is clear through completion of the
intake form that you do not qualify to be a participant in the study. I contact you in the event that
you are withdrawn from the study.
Risks and Discomforts
The only identified risk is the minimal psychological risk present in discussing trustbuilding with the faculty at which you are currently employed.
Benefits
Participants may benefit from an opportunity to discuss the challenges and rewards of
their current role within a confidential setting. Limited research has been done on the evolving
role of chief academic officers, and, by contributing to this study, participants may directly
benefit from the study and the improvement of academic administrators’ preparation and
ongoing support for this role in higher education.
Confidentiality
All participant data will be stored in a password-protected folder on my computer, with
each interviewee and their institution assigned a unique pseudonym that will serve as his or her
primary source of identification throughout the study. All data will be coded at this point, and I
will maintain all coded transcripts on a password-protected external hard drive following
completion of the research, destroying the files after 5 years.
Future Use
Participant data, even if identifiers are removed, will not be used for future research.
Contact Information
If you have any questions regarding this study, please contact the principal investigator,
Marc Smithers or the study’s advisor, Kristen O’Byrne, PhD.
If you have concerns about this study or general questions about your rights as a research
participant, you may contact ACU’s Chair of the Institutional Review Board and Director of the
Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, Megan Roth, PhD.
Informed Consent
Please sign this form and return a PDF copy to the principal investigator if you
voluntarily agree to participate in this study. By signing this form, you are acknowledging that:
• You have read all of the information provided,
• You understand the potential risks and benefits of your participation,
• Your participation is completely voluntary,
• Any questions you may have about your participation have been answered to your
satisfaction,
• You are 18 years of age or older, and
• You understand that ACU nor the principal investigator have any funds set aside for
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any injuries or problems you may experience as a result of your participation.
You should retain a copy of this signed consent form after you have sent it to the principal
investigator. You do not waive any legal rights by signing this form.
Signature: __________________ Date: _________
Printed Name: _______________________
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Appendix C: Intake Form
Title of Research: Trust in Academia: How Chief Academic Officers Build and Maintain Faculty
Trust
Researcher: Marc Smithers
ACU IRB Number: 21-082
Date of Approval: 7/19/21
Date of Expiration: 7/19/26
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study detailed in the Consent Form. To get a brief
understanding of your role, your institution, and your faculty, please complete the following
short intake form. Upon completion of this intake form, your eligibility for the study will be
further considered. If eligible, I will contact you to set up a 90-minute video interview. Your
responses will be kept confidential with a unique pseudonym for you and your institution used as
identifiers for your responses throughout the study.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gender: Male, Female, Other
Length of time at institution: Open-ended
Length of time in current role: Open-ended
Which of the following best describes the role your faculty have in curricular decisions at
your institution?
a. Faculty have complete authority over the curriculum with minimal input from
academic administrators.
b. Faculty have complete authority over the curriculum with occasional input from
academic administrators.
c. Faculty have complete authority over the curriculum with significant input from
academic administrators.
d. Faculty share authority over the curriculum with academic administrators.
e. Faculty have little to no authority over the curriculum.
5. What percentage of your work week is spent directly interacting with faculty members?
Open-ended
6. What percentage of the faculty members at your institution do you feel that you know
personally? Open-ended
7. How involved are you in educational innovations at your institution? (Select one)
Not at all
Somewhat Involved
Involved
Very Involved
Please feel free to explain your answer in further detail: Open-ended
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Appendix D: Interview Protocol
I will begin by reviewing brief details about the consent form the participant filled out prior to
the interview. Ask the respondent if they have any questions before proceeding. Affirm that they
would like to participate.
1. Trust is obviously a complex topic, and everyone defines it a bit differently. In a work
context, how would you define trust in another person? one’s leader(s)?
a. Follow-up: In a work context, how would you define trust in one’s leader(s)?
b. Follow-up: Is trust in a work environment built differently than in one’s personal
life? If so, how?
c. Follow-up: Is trust in an academic environment built differently than in other
organizations? If so, how?
2. How do you approach building trust as a leader?
a. Follow-up: Are there particular activities or practices that you believe help you to
build trust as a leader?
3. What challenges, if any, did you encounter in building the faculty’s trust in your
leadership?
a. Follow-up: In what ways did you anticipate these challenges?
b. Follow-up: In what ways were you surprised by these challenges?
c. Follow-up: How did you work to address these challenges?
d. Follow-up: In what ways have you been equipped to identify and overcome these
barriers, such as through your leadership development or professional training for
your role?
4. As a chief academic officer, you want to build a certain amount of mutual trust with your
faculty. In your ideal working relationship with your faculty, how would you know that
your faculty trusted your leadership?
a. Follow-up: Finish this sentence: Faculty who trust me as a leader likely feel that I
____________.
b. Follow-up: Finish this sentence: Faculty who do not trust me as a leader likely
feel that I ____________.
Context to share with participants regarding the next questions: I want to ask some questions
about building trust during times of educational innovation before COVID-19. COVID-19 has
pushed many institutions to rapidly adopt innovative ways of educating their students through
hybrid learning, changes in college calendars to enable shorter on-campus instruction, or the
development of learning communities under social distancing guidelines. These kinds of crisis
innovations are important pieces of educational innovation and trust, but trust-building in times
of crisis is substantively different and outside the scope of my research. This is important for me
to point out because I primarily want to ask you about pre-COVID-19 forms of educational and
curricular innovation at your institution.
5. Describe an educational or curricular innovation that you led your faculty through
implementing prior to COVID-19. These could be innovations such as increasing
distance learning opportunities, developing new majors to meet student demands, or
changing pedagogical styles to better meet student learning outcomes.
a. Follow-up: What was your role as CAO in leading this innovation at your
institution?
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b. Follow-up: What was the role of the faculty?
c. Follow-up: How typical was the process of educational or curricular innovation
you described for your institution?
6. What kinds of challenges did you encounter from the faculty in the development or
ongoing implementation of this innovation?
a. Follow-up: Based on these challenges, how did you change your approach to
increasing faculty buy-in for continuing to develop the innovation?
7. How do you approach building trust during innovation?
a. Follow-up: Are there particular activities or practices that you believe help you to
build trust during innovation?
b. Follow-up: How do you know if you have been successful in building trust during
innovation?
8. How important do you feel it is that you build faculty trust in your leadership?
a. Follow-up: How important do you feel it is that you build their trust in your
leadership during times of innovation?
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Appendix E: IRB Approval Letter
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Additional Approvals/Instructions:
The following are all responsibilities of the Primary Investigator (PI). Violation of these
responsibilities may result in suspension or termination of research by the Institutional Review
Board. If the Primary Investigator is a student and fails to fulfill any of these responsibilities, the
Faculty Advisor then becomes responsible for completing or upholding any and all of the
following:
•

If there are any changes in the research (including but not limited to change in location,
members of the research team, research procedures, number of participants, target
population of participants, compensation, or risk), these changes must be approved by
the IRB prior to implementation.

•

Report any protocol deviations or unanticipated problems to the IRB promptly according
to IRB policy.

•

Should the research continue past the expiration date, submit a Continuing Review Form,
along with a copy of the current consent form and a new Signature Assurance Form
approximately 30 days before the expiration date.

•

When the research is completed, inform the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs.
If your study is Expedited or Full Board, submit an Inactivation Request Form and a new
Signature Assurance Form. If your study is Exempt, Non-Research, or Non-Human
Research, email xxxx@xxxx.edu to indicate that the research has finished.

•

According to ACU policy, research data must be stored on ACU campus (or
electronically) for 3 years from inactivation of the study, in a manner that is secure but
accessible should the IRB request access.

•

It is the Investigator’s responsibility to maintain a general environment of safety for all
research participants and all members of the research team. All risks to physical, mental,
and emotional well-being as well as any risks to confidentiality should be minimized.

For additional information on the policies and procedures above, please visit the IRB
website http://www.acu.edu/community/offices/academic/orsp/humanresearch/overview.html or email xxxx@xxxx.edu with your questions.

